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THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS
Bill Bailey

“The world remains unmade and 

chaotic, without the certainties I had 

as a kid,” says the comedian and 

Countryfile Calendar judge, page 30

Cameron McNeish

“Unforgettable mountains, a blend 

of trails and magnificent lochs,”  

says Cameron of his trek through the 

north-west Highlands, page 18

Kate Bradbury

“Leaving seedheads standing for the 

winter (and for the birds) is all the 

rage these days,” says Kate of her 

guide to growing bird seed, page 40

Imagine a holiday where you can change 

your view every day. Where you can stop 

by a lake, inflate a little boat and explore 

the landscape by water. Where you can wake up to 

mountains, walk through hidden valleys and finish 

with a whisky in an atmospheric hotel bar.

Such is the vision conjured by explorer and BBC 
presenter Cameron McNeish of the north-west Highlands 

as he travels in his trusty campervan (page 18). Here silver lochs thread among 
eagle-haunted peaks to create one of Europe’s most entrancing landscapes. 
Indeed, it’s almost more famous on the continent, and you’re as likely to meet 
German or Dutch holidaymakers as you are folk from Surrey or Somerset. 

But why go now? Largely it’s because of the absence of a particular resident 
of Scotland: the midge. If caught in a cloud of these beasts wielding red-hot 
needles, you find the beauty of your surroundings is swiftly forgotten. But 
their season is over by October, leaving you to enjoy the autumnal russets and 
golds of uplands and forests without having to wear a beekeeper’s outfit. 

My other highlights this issue include an exclusive interview with comedian 
Bill Bailey, who reveals a deep love of the countryside and its wildlife, plus a few 
gags (page 30); the quest to create the perfect village pub, a subject close to 
my heart (page 60); and finally, we meet a craftsman still making the medieval 
super-weapon that defeated the French at Agincourt 600 years ago (page 44). 
Have a wonderful autumn in the countryside.

Talk to the editorial team:  
Tel: 0117 314 7399 
Email: editor@countryfile.com 
Post: BBC Countryfile Magazine, Tower 
House, Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN 
Subscribe here (and for enquiries 

about your subscription):  
Tel: 0844 844 0256 
Email: countryfile@servicehelpline.co.uk 
Post: Countryfile Magazine, FREEPOST 
LON, 16059, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 8DF 
 
Advertising enquiries:  

0117 933 8013 
App support:  
http://apps.immediate.co.uk/support 
Syndication and licensing enquiries 
(UK and international):  
ceri.waters@immediate.co.uk  
+44 (0)117 933 8079 

Follow us on Twitter:  
www.twitter.com/

countryfilemag

Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/

countryfilemagazine

Find us online for lots  
of bonus content:  
www.countryfile.com

HOW TO 
CONTACT US

Buy BBC Countryfile Magazine for your  
PC or Android device at www.zinio.com  
or, for iPad and iPhone, search ‘Countryfile’ 
on the App Store.

Fergus Collins, editor@countryfile.com 

Go wild in autumn

Staggering Stac Pollaidh on the  

road to Cape Wrath in the  

north-west Highlands, page 18
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Dramatic South Erradale 
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Appleton (see page 18).
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OCTOBER 
IN THE COUNTRY

PICTURES › NATURE › PEOPLE & PLACES › COUNTRY KNOW�HOW › FOOD

This atmospheric image of a red deer stag was voted 

Outdoor Photography magazine ‘editor’s choice’ in the 

British Wildlife Photography Awards in 2015. Though it looks 

like somewhere wild and untamed,  the shot was taken in 

London’s Richmond Park, which is home to semi wild herds 

of both red and fallow deer. Photographer Sean Weekly takes up the story: 

“After endless hours of waiting in the cold, the golden glow of the rising sun hit 

the woodland floor. Just as I had envisioned, a young stag emerged. A 

beautiful moment that will stay with me for a long time.” You can see all the 

winning images in the annual book of the awards from AA Publishing, £25.

LORD OF THE FOREST 

British Wildlife Photography Awards
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We want to see your snaps

Send your countryside images to  

photos@countryfile.com or the address on page 3

A kayak is a delightful way to appreciate the 

autumnal colours of the woods (Perthshire’s Big 

Tree Country) surrounding Loch Tummel. If you 

don’t have a boat, you can walk or cycle along the 

peaceful shore road that clings to the southern 

edge of this jewel-like body of water. Better still, 

head to Queen’s View, a vantage point (and 

favourite haunt of a medieval Scottish queen) that 

o�ers one of the most iconic panoramas of 

Scotland towards Rannoch Moor and Glen Coe. 

  AFLOAT ON LOCH TUMMEL

While  fungi have been appearing since July, mid 

autumn is the best time to brush up on your ID 

skills as rotting vegetation coupled with humid 

days create the ideal conditions. This specimen is 

the magpie inkcap Coprinopsis picacea, which 

loves beech woodland, especially on chalky soils.  

Don’t think about picking it though – it is reported 

to be poisonous. To find out more about wild 

mushrooms, join an event on 10-11 October as part 

of UK fungus day. www.ukfungusday.co.uk

  GET TO KNOW FUNGI
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Gru�alos, elves and he�alumps would be at home 

here – this is Bellever Forest in the heart of 

Dartmoor. Planted with conifers in the early 20th 

century, and very much a working forest today, it is 

threaded and fringed with intriguing footpaths 

while the East Dart Stream has more than a hint of 

Tolkien’s magical River Withywindle.  As with much 

of Dartmoor, there are strange burial cairns, cists 

(stone co�ns) and field boundaries to be found, 

more than hinting that this was once a lively, 

populated place – but now almost abandoned. 

Revel in the peaceful autumnal atmosphere.  

Walks can be downloaded at  www.forestry.gov.uk 

HEAD FOR THE DEEP, DARK WOODS
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Wild Autumn Festival

Various venues across Dumfries and Galloway

9-26 October 

October welcomes back over 30,000 barnacle 

geese to Solway after making a trip from Svalbard 

in Norway. The red deer rut at Galloway Forest Park 

is also in full flow with stags fighting o� contenders 

to be the dominant male of the herd. Check the 

website for more events throughout the region.

http://dg.wildseasons.co.uk/index.php

65th British National Ploughing 

Championships

Marden, Tonbridge, Kent

10-11 October 

250 of the top ploughman from all over Britain will 

compete to represent England at the 2016 World 

Ploughing Championships in this busy weekend 

show. Attractions include traditional horse 

ploughing, vintage tractors and the Young Farmers’ 

Championships final.

www.ploughmen.co.uk/events/british-national-

ploughing-championships 

Countryside Live

Great Yorkshire Showground, Harrogate

18-19 October

From livestock to archery lessons and show 

jumping to shopping, via bird of prey 

demonstrations, rural crafts and ferret racing, this 

event aims to o�er the whole countryside in two 

action-packed days. 

Inspiring activities for this autumn

OCTOBER EVENTS

October is a month for getting lost. At St 

Mary’s Church, Twyford, Hampshire (Lost in 

the Dark Bells, 7 October), they ring the bells 

to remember traveller William Davis, who was 

saved from tumbling over a precipice in fog 

by church bells tolling (he left money to 

commemorate the day annually). There’s a 

similar story at St Mary Magdalene church in 

Newark, Notts – this time a Flemish merchant 

called Gopher was guided by the bells in a 

storm, and bells are rung for six sundays in 

October and November in his honour. At St 

Mary the Virgin, Braughing, Herts, they ring 

the bells on 2 October at the bequest of 

Matthew Wall who, in the 16th century, was 

nearly buried alive having been pronounced 

dead. Luckily his co�n was accidentally 

dropped and the ‘dead’ man was woken.

In three parishes, bells are rung this month to remember some narrow escapes

SAVED BY THE BELLS
Ringing the changes in  
the belfry of an English 
parish church, 1856

Legends and traditions...

MAIN Barnacle geese in Dumfries and Galloway 
TOP Champion ploughmen go into battle in Kent 
BOTTOM Cuddle a cow in Yorkshire
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Get ahead of next year’s growing season with a simple mini greenhouse to protect seedlings from the worst of winter. 

The first thing to find is an old window to make the lid – then you can work out how big you need to build the base.  

If the frame does not have glass or you can’t find a frame, use sheets of perspex

 

by Fergus Collins

MAKE A SIMPLE COLD FRAME

how to...

1
Assemble your 

wood. The 

dimensions above 

are guides only – an old 

wooden pallet is ideal. 

You will need to cut one 

plank diagonally in half 

to create sloping sides.

2 
Make the frame 

base. Using metal 

corner braces or 

supports, screw a 

rectangle of planks. NB: 

If you can find very wide 

planks (40cm), you will 

not need stage 3. 

3 
Complete the 

frame. Using 

batons of wood 

for supports and corner 

braces, add the second 

layer of the frame, using 

the sloping pieces to 

form the sides. 

4 
Attach an old 

window frame 

via hinges or a 

sheet of perspex to the 

top of the back of the 

cold frame to allow 

sunlight into the structure 

(and access for you!)

5 
Make sure the 

frame is facing 

south and that 

you’re happy with the 

position. Then fill with 

compost. You’ll be ready 

to plant your first seeds 

in the new year.

They all store acorns and other 

nuts and seeds for the winter 

ahead. Squirrels and jays tend to 

bury their treasure in loose soil or 

leaf litter and have a remarkable 

memory for finding it again – 

using visual clues from the 

surrounding landscape. A single 

jay might cache 5,000 acorns and 

can fit nine in its gullet at a time. 

Nuthatches tend to secrete their 

stores in cracks and crevices in 

tree bark. Coal tits are also 

known for storing food to get 

them through the cold weather.

Did you know?

What do grey squirrels, 

jays and nuthatches 

have in common?

Take part in the world pea-throwing competition this month

TO PEA THE BEST
In the world of competitive sport 
involving peas, there appear to be 
two disciplines: pea shooting and pea 
throwing. The world championships 
of the former are held in mid July in 
the Cambridgeshire village of 
Witcham (the heart of pea-growing 
country) and involves shooting peas 
through a blowpipe at a putty 
target. Competitors can even use 
laser sights to aid accuracy. The 

World Pea Throwing Championships 
(pictured) do not involve any 
technical equipment save that the 
peas are frozen. Held on the first 
Sunday of October in Lewes, Sussex, 
the event invites contestants to 
throw three peas each down Castle 
Ditch Lane, with the furthest pea 
being the winner (rolling along  
the ground counts). The record 
distance is 44m. 
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Adam Henson
THE COUNTRY’S FAVOURITE FARMER GIVES US HIS 

MONTHLY GUIDE TO AGRICULTURE IN BRITAIN 

HOW A GOOD FARMER LOOKS AFTER THE SOIL

F
armers have always done more than just grow 

crops and raise livestock. Down the 

generations we’ve also looked after the 

countryside and protected the natural world 

around us. In the 21st century, the methods of farming 

may have changed but our duty to care for the 

environment is stronger than ever and top of the list is 

preventing pollution. It’s true that widespread and 

uncontrolled use of chemicals to control pests in the 

1950s and 1960s often had a terrible impact on the 

environment. But British agriculture learnt by its 

mistakes and now there’s a greater understanding of 

how biodiversity can benefit food production. It is a 

responsibility that has become formalised and there 

are now Government-backed incentives, strict 

guidelines, EU-wide regulations and help to promote 

healthier soil, ensure clean watercourses, encourage 

wildlife and especially to protect farmland birds. 

Farmers still have to control weeds, pests and disease in 
their crops, of course. But today that can be done using 
biological and chemical controls alongside techniques 
including crop rotation, correct ploughing and tilling and a 
wider choice of arable seed varieties to suit local 
conditions. The key is only to use as much pesticide as is 
necessary and the amount can be vastly reduced by 
looking after the soil. Healthy, well-structured, well- 
draining soil with plenty of organic matter will encourage 
well-rooted crops, improve yield and lessen the need for 
spraying. Many farmers now use GPS technology to assess 
the di�ering nutrient levels across a field. Once that data is 
relayed to a tractor’s on-board computer, fertiliser can be 
applied in the correct amounts; it saves time and money as 
well as reducing the threat of pollution.  

Some precautionary measures are incredibly simple. For 
instance, the shape of a tyre on a tractor or combine can 
make a huge di�erence to local rivers. Water running o� 
fields carries soil, nutrients and pollutants. It’s thought 
that 80% of this run-o� from sloping arable fields is 
caused by compacted soil that’s been compressed by farm 
machinery and formed into tramlines. So spreading the 
weight of a vehicle with low ground pressure tyres and 
using di�erent routes across a field can make instant 

Ask Adam: What topic would you like to know more 

about? Email your suggestions to editor@countryfile.com

improvements. A grass strip at the side of a field, called a 
bu�er, can also make a marked di�erence to the amount 
of run-o� escaping in to local watercourses. 

GUARDIANS OF THE COUNTRYSIDE
Risks can be minimalised by putting o� spraying until 
after a wet or windy spell and stopping altogether if the 
ground is frozen or waterlogged. Washing down 
machinery and clearing mud from tractors before they’ve 
left the field is also an easy way to be more eco-friendly. 

It’s a huge responsibility to keep the air, water, soil and 
wildlife in a healthy state and no one would expect farmers 
to do this alone, so there are organisations that o�er 
support and guidance. The Campaign for the Farmed 
Environment (CFE) advises on the best methods in soil 
management and crop nutrition. There’s also an 
organisation called Linking Environment and Farming 
(LEAF), which is all about sustainable agriculture. Then 
there’s a whole array of advice on the rules and regulations 
of modern agriculture from Defra. It all helps us to be 
good neighbours and continue our long tradition as 
guardians of the British countryside.   

Using the correct tyres and tyre pressure on farm machinery can 

prevent soil from becoming compacted and in turn stop fertilisers and 

chemicals ‘running o�’ into local rivers when it rains
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What picture does October conjure? 

Shafts of sunshine filtering through crisp 

autumn leaves? Quiet foggy dawns? Wind 

and rain? “Yes” to all of these – and more. 

October’s signature changes from day to 

day and from year to year. It’s a chameleon 

month. The power of the sun’s rays are 

weakening now but in adjusting to this 

energy shift, atmospheric waves lurch 

rather more chaotically.

Back in 1987, in the early hours of 16 

October, one particular wave of weather 

crashed across southern England, bringing 

utter devastation. Not a hurricane by the 

strict definition of the term, but try saying 

that to the millions who woke up to 

mayhem. The scars in the countryside are 

still evident nearly 30 years on.

Thankfully, such tumult is rare. In other 

years, quiet days wander through a 

seasonal ‘no man’s land’ from chill misty 

mornings to balmy afternoons. With 

temperatures approaching the mid 20s, 

Halloween last year was the warmest on 

record – it still felt like summer.

By contrast, in 2008, winter arrived 

early. On the evening of the 28th, Arctic air 

was sucked into a cold front. The resultant 

snowfall – the earliest in several decades 

for parts of southern England – is unlikely 

to be repeated in my lifetime and, as I 

suggested to my son as we sledged the 

slopes of the Chilterns, possibly his too.

As for this October? A rich mosaic for 

sure, but hopefully nothing as dramatic as 

1987 – so say all at The Weather Centre.

W����r  
w�t�

with John Hammond

Watch weatherman 

John Hammond on 

BBC News and Countryfile.

With the crowds gone, beaches are 

empty and it’s a good time to try a 

little wild food. The easiest treat to 

find is the winkle, still a staple of 

London’s East End market 

stalls. Almost every 

rocky beach throngs 

with these small 

black marine snails. 

In five minutes, you 

could easily gather 

50-100 from the rocks. 

Clean them first – the simplest 

method is to leave them overnight in 

seawater with a handful of oats. This 

will get rid of any grit. Now, boil some 

vegetable stock and drop the cleaned 

winkles in for five minutes. Strain 

and leave to cool a little. You’ll 

need a pin to eat them – first 

tap away the hard ‘door’ and, 

using the pin, gently twist the 

meat from the shell. They’re 

delicious dipped in vinegar, 

mayo or a light chilli sauce. For 

more seaside foraging ideas, 

go to countryfile.com/

seasideforaging

GO WINKLING
Why not be daring and go seaside foraging this October? by Fergus Collins

in  

season

Quote

“October is the fallen leaf, but it is also a wider 
horizon more clearly seen. It is the distant hills 

once more in sight, and the enduring 
constellations above them once again.”

Hal Borland, American author
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ID guide

A survey by the Royal Horticultural Society shows that three times as many front gardens are paved compared 
to a decade ago, with a corresponding loss of wildlife. BBC Radio 4’s Costing the Earth investigates the issues 
and solutions (29 October at 3.30pm and 30 October at 9pm) – with tips for creating a wildlife haven 

in your own garden. Presenter Jheni Osman o�ers a guide to what to look out for this month…

NINE TO SPOT: AUTUMN WILDLIFE IN YOUR GARDEN

GARDEN SPIDER 

Built from spirals of silk around radial 

threads, orb webs are everywhere in the 

garden. Look for a silk cocoon, which the 

mother protects until she dies in late 

autumn. Her spiderlings hatch next May.

WHITE�TAILED BUMBLEBEE

With white on the tip of its abdomen, this 

common bee is easy to spot. Keep the 

bees returning to your garden by 

planting flowers such as autumn joy, 

common toadflax and dahlia ‘Moonfire’.

BLACKBIRD 

Only the males of this common bird live 

up to their name. Blackbirds eat insects, 

worms and berries. Crab apples and 

garden windfalls are also a favourite, so 

don’t clear them all up immediately.

FINCHES

With their distinctive calls and notched or 

forked tails, these small birds (such as 

this cha�nch) relish seeds in autumn. Put 

out sunflower hearts or even grow your 

own seed (see page 40).

HEDGEHOG

Leave out pet food, minced meat, or even 

a boiled egg to help hedgehogs fatten up 

before hibernation. Hedgehogs also love 

to rummage in compost heaps or piles of 

leaves for grubs.

SMALL TORTOISESHELL

With one of the longest flying seasons of 

all British butterflies (from mid spring to 

first autumn frost), this handsome insect 

can be lured to buddleia, the aptly named 

butterfly bush, at this time of year. 

COMMON FROG

Frogs can still be found foraging at night 

until November when they start 

hibernating. In autumn, leave piles of logs 

or stones, particularly near ponds. And 

watch out when doing a final strim or mow. 

BRIMSTONE MOTH

With lemon yellow wings, this easily 

identified moth can be found up until the 

end of October. Plant flowering tobacco 

– its heady scent will attract this and 

many other nocturnal insects.

EARTHWORM 

Covered in hairs that let them grip the soil 

to move, earthworms are the great garden 

heroes. They aerate the soil, improve 

drainage, bring nutrients to the surface 

and are a key food for many other species. 

MONTH IN THE COUNTRY
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COUNTRY VIEWS

Sara Maitland
O P I N I O N

Out almost as 

far west as it is 

possible to go  

in Britain, on 

Lewis in the Western Isles, is 

the Calanais – or Callanish 

if you prefer the English 

spelling over the Gaelic – 

stone circle. It is one of 

the oldest set of standing 

stones we have (older than 

Brodgar in the Orkneys, 

or even Stonehenge) and 

one of the prettiest: a circle 

set within a cross formation 

and standing along a ridge 

above a sea loch. 

The stones themselves, up to 
3m (10ft) high, are made of a 
faintly sparkling, highly striated 
rock, which gives them complex 
and lovely surfaces. It is also – 
once you have made it to the 
Outer Hebrides! – one of the 
most accessible: ‘entry’ is free 
and you can walk right up to the 
stones and touch them 
unimpeded and unsupervised. 

OTHERWORLDLY SPOTS
All Neolithic stone and earth 
works carry an atmosphere of 
magic and mystery, linked to our 
understanding that these were 
ritual sites and their design and 
alignments are related to the 
movement of the sun, moon and 
stars. And because of the 
wildness and the beauty and the 
improbability of Calanais, those 
feelings, for me at least, were 
stronger than ever here.

But there is something else 
that is less well known: when you 
touch the stones at Calanais, you 
are touching one of the very 
oldest things on the surface of 
the planet.

The Lewisian Gneiss from 
which the standing stones were 
riven emerged from the earth’s 
mantle 3,000 million years ago 
(do not even try to imagine this – 
just remember that there have 
not been even three-quarters of 
a million days since 0AD).

This rock is not only the oldest 
thing, it’s also one of the furthest 
travelled: it was formed at about 
60° South, below where Australia 
is now, part of a tectonic plate 
that crawled its way north and 
crashed into the proto-European 
plate a mere 450 million years 
ago. Later it was split in half by 
the mid-Atlantic ridge and you 
can find Lewisian Gneiss in Nova 
Scotia, Canada, as well as along 
the north-western coasts of the 
Scottish mainland.

This wonderful story enhanced 
my deep delight at the Calanais 
stones this summer. But it left me 
wondering why I and many others 
are so woefully ignorant about 

basic geology. I can name far 
more birds, wildflowers, trees, 
insects, astral constellations, even 

cloud formations than I can the 
pebbles, soils and rocks that 

underlie and support them all. 
The Victorians would have 

been surprised; rather 
excellent amateur field 
naturalists, they loved 
rocks. These convenient 
natural objects are 

everywhere; they’re not 
season dependent; they are 

hard to damage; they remain 
(relatively) still for observation.

As it is 2015, we should be 
celebrating the bicentennial of 
William ‘Strata’ Smith’s (1769-
1839) groundbreaking geological 
map, A Delineation of the Strata 

of England and Wales with part of 

Scotland, perhaps by visiting one 
of the eight UNESCO-designated 
UK Geoparks. Selected for their 
“scientific quality, rarity, aesthetic 
appeal and educational value”, 
their interest is ecological, 
archaeological, historical and 
cultural. All in stunningly 
beautiful places, the geoparks 
increase knowledge of and 
delight in some  
of the most 
spectacular parts  
of the country.

UK GEOPARKS 

• English Riviera Global Geopark, Torbay  

• GeoMôn, Anglesey 

• Fforest Fawr, Brecon Beacons  

 • North Pennines AONB Geopark 

• Geopark Shetland 

• North West Highlands 

• Marble Arch Caves Global Geopark 

• Abberley and Malvern Hills Geopark 

For more on the UK’s geoparks, go to  

www.countryfile.com/geoparks

Standing stones exude magic and mystery – and even their geology has stories to tell

Sara Maitland is  

a writer who lives  

in Dumfries and 

Galloway. Her 

works include  

A Book of Silence 

and Gossip from 

the Forest. 

Illustration: Lynn Hatzius
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Mountain walker Cameron McNeish jumps in his campervan with 
his bike and packraft to explore the epic peaks and tranquil lochs 

on the route to Cape Wrath in the North West Highlands

D I S C O V E R 

FAR�FLUNG 
HIGHLANDS

18 www.countryfile.com
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Bewildering beauty: Loch Cul Dromannan 

framed on the left by the Coigach mountains, 

with Stac Pollaidh jutting up in the middle 

distance and Cui Beag rising to the right
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T
he pull of the West – a rather 

abstract notion that draws us 

towards the shimmering seas 

and whatever lies beyond them. 

Whatever this magnetism is,  

I’m in thrall to it. 

Add the element of 

‘northness’ and you 

discover a magical blend 

personified in many ways 

by the North West 

Highlands of Scotland, a 

land of torn and shredded 

coastlines, highly 

individualistic 

mountains, and some of 

the oldest rocks in the 

world. This is the ragged, 

wild edge of Europe, and 

the finest time of the year 

to visit is the autumn. 

Why? First, for the bronze, gold and ochre 

earth tones, which contrast so well with the 

blue of the sky or the dark rolling storm 

clouds. Then there’s the roaring of rutting 

red deer stags, primeval and raw – a sound 

that no other British mammal quite 

matches. And on a more practical note, the 

midges and the tourists have largely 

vanished. So as the season begins to fade 

gently towards winter, I load up my 

campervan and eagerly head north in 

search of adventure. 

I’ve been a campervan man for more years 

than I can remember. I think I’m now on my 

tenth incarnation of the ‘mobile bothy’, a 

vehicle that not only provides my transport 

and accommodation but also willingly carries 

my mountain bike, hiking gear and packraft.

My journey threads together unforgettable 

mountains, magnificent lochs and a blend  

of trails. It begins in Ullapool and ends at 

Cape Wrath, the most north-westerly point 

on the Scottish mainland.

ON THE ROAD
The Norse named Ullapool when they came 

south to Scotland and recognised its 

sheltered position on Loch Broom as an 

ideal place for seafarers. Today, Ullapool is 

an important ferry port – a bustling portal 

to the Western Isles and the North West 

Highlands’ largest town. 

From Ullapool I drive north, revelling in 

the tawny autumn colours of the land. My 

excitement builds as I round Ardmair Bay. 

This is a special landscape formed by the 

e�ects of the geological feature known as 

the Moine Thrust Belt, a 120-mile line that 

crosses Scotland from Skye to Loch Eriboll 

on the north coast. West of this ancient 

frontier, the mountains are individual, stark 

and contrasting. Their Torridonian 

sandstone forms a wondrous array of 

shapes, the result of 

millions of years of 

erosion. It’s no wonder this 

whole area has been 

designated as the North 

West Highlands Geopark, 

the first in Scotland.

To experience the most 

dramatic impression of 

this scenery, I leave the 

main road and follow the 

winding route west to 

Achnahaird. Just beyond 

the Brae of Achnahaird, I 

look back at the rosary of 

isolated mountain shapes that form the 

horizon – beyond the russet shades of 

bracken lie the hills of Coigach, Stac 

Pollaidh, Cul Beag and Cul Mor, Suilven, 

Canisp and Quinag. I am gazing at some of 

the most dramatic mountains in Scotland. 

Stac Pollaidh is the most visitor-friendly.  

It rises on the southern fringes of Assynt P
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THE ANNUAL 

DEER RUT
Autumn is such a special time  

in the Scottish Highlands, when 

the red deer stags (the males) 

attempt to gather a harem of 

hinds (the females) and mate 

with them. Occasionally a 

younger stag will attempt to  

take over this harem and will 

roar its challenge to its older 

rival. The older stag roars back 

in return, a raw and primeval 

sound, and occasionally the 

beasts will come together in 

head to head combat when  

they lower their impressive array 

of antlers and charge each other. 

Surprisingly these fights rarely 

become fatal, although mortal 

injuries do occur. It’s a sensible 

idea to keep well away from 

rutting stags, although it’s  

highly unlikely a stag would 

charge a human.

ABOVE Ullapool on Loch Broom, the region’s major hub, home to about 1,500 residents 

BELOW View of staggering Stac Pollaidh from the road in Assynt, North West Highlands

“THE BRONZE, 
GOLD AND OCHRE 
EARTH TONES 
CONTRAST SO 
WELL WITH THE 
BLUE OF THE SKY”
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The twin summits of 

Cul Mor tower over 

Loch Sionascaig
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and could be described as the ‘perfect 

miniature’. On first viewing, its primeval 

shape makes you gasp in astonishment. 

Rising from the ochreous moorland, it 

thrusts its jagged crest into the sky with a 

cocky bravado.

A footpath encircles the hill at about 

half-height before a subsidiary path lifts you 

up to a pass which is usually the high point 

for most folk. To stand on the true summit, 

to the west of the bealach (or pass), calls for 

an exposed and rocky scramble. Most folk 

are happy enough to sit among the rocky 

pinnacles of this narrow saddle to eat  

their lunch. There, they soak up the views of 

the wonderful maze of rock and water 

known as Inverpollaidh, a region of lochs 

and heathery hummocks clenched between 

Stac Pollaidh and the long ridge of Suilven in 

the north.

TAKING TO THE WATER
I leave my campervan in a layby for the night 

and set o� with my camping gear and 

packraft – a tough inflatable boat that weighs 

a mere 5lb (2.2kg) and packs up small 

enough to be carried in a rucksack [see page 

27]. I wanted to explore those watery wastes 

of Inverpollaidh, as well as its deer tracks 

and infrequent, sketchy footpaths. 

ABOVE LEFT Spot enormous white 
tailed eagles ABOVE RIGHT 

Ardvreck Castle ruin and the 
Quinag mountain range reflected in 
the waters of Loch Assynt ABOVE 

Cameron McNeish in his packraft

Rising splendidly over the distant peak of Cul 
Mor, sunlight illuminates the rocky crest of 
Stac Pollaidh, formed of Torridonian sandstone 
and standing at 612m (2,007 feet)
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It’s a memorable experience – floating 

along a rosary of lochans (small lochs) in the 

packraft to reach lovely Loch Sionascaig, 

with its ragged coastline and green islands.  

I camp on its shore and watch otters play in 

one of the nearby pools while red deer stags 

roar their seasonal challenge. 

While the deer keep their distance – the 

stags always seem nervous at this time of 

year – the otters are 

unconcerned by my 

presence. There are three of 

them, possibly a mother and 

two kits. They slide and 

tumble and bump playfully 

into each other before diving 

into the peaty waters. A 

head appears, then another, 

before they come ashore 

again, seemingly racing. 

After 10 or 15 minutes of this 

entertainment, the mother 

gives a shrill call and the 

three vanish into the heather 

and bracken. 

The packraft journey 

down Loch Veyatie with the morning 

breeze behind me is a sheer joy and carries 

me all the way to Elphin on the A837. 

Packraft deflated and stowed in my pack, 

it’s only a short hike back to the campervan.

I spend the night in a small campsite in 

Elphin, with the sun setting behind the 

unmistakable outline of Suilven, the 

uncontested showpiece of Assynt. A hill of 

many shapes, it can look like the Matterhorn 

from Elphin, rising from its bedrock plinth 

to a narrowing spire. 

BACK IN THE SADDLE
The road rises beyond Loch Assynt and 

climbs over a high pass between Glas Bheinn 

and a multi-topped mountain called Quinag. 

From the tiny hamlet of 

Kylesku, the first glimpse of 

Quinag can be intimidating. 

On dour autumn days she 

can look distinctly menacing, 

with steep, barrel-shaped 

buttresses of terraced rock. 

This is the territory of the 

golden eagle and, 

increasingly, the massive 

white-tailed eagle; look 

carefully and you might just 

catch the scything flight of a 

peregrine falcon diving on 

some unsuspecting prey. 

The hamlet of Kylesku, and 

its excellent hotel, lies where 

three lochs meet. It’s a stunning location, 

particularly in its autumn raiment, and the 

slim curve of Kylesku Bridge links it to 

north-west Sutherland, where no visit is 

complete without a walk or bike ride to 

Sandwood Bay.

I leave the camper at Oldshoremore and 

take the mountain bike for the four-mile 

If you travel to the North West 

Highlands in autumn, the midge 

season should almost be 

finished. These voracious little 

insects can make life miserable 

between May and September but 

once temperatures drop, the 

midges die o�. They tend to 

dislike direct sunshine and 

certainly don’t linger around in a 

breeze, but nevertheless it’s the 

foolish traveller who wanders 

into midge country before 

October without repellent. Many 

locals swear by Skin So Soft, by 

Avon. It’s thought the oily base of 

this skin cream, made with shea 

butter and vitamins, repels 

midges. For chronic midge 

issues, many favour repellents 

containing diethyltoluamide, 

known as DEET, available in most 

high street chemists.

MIDGE MISERY  
Beating the wee blighters 

“THE OTTERS 
SLIDE, TUMBLE 
AND BUMP 
PLAYFULLY 
BEFORE DIVING 
INTO THE 
PEATY WATER”

www.countryfile.com
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Port of call: the harbour at  

Wells-next-the-Sea has been in use 

for at least 600 years. With leisure 

boats and a small fishing fleet, it 

remains a buoyant hub to this day

Sandwood Bay’s one-mile-long beach looks 

towards the sea stack of Am Buachaille. 

Sitting five miles to the south of Cape Wrath, 

the bay has many legends associated with it, 

including sightings of mermaids and ghosts... 
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ride to the bay itself. The landscape here  
is pockmarked with lochans and I always 
think of it as the land of the great northern 
diver. The bird’s wild and melancholy cry 
embodies the spirit of these northern parts. 
It’s an eerie sound, particularly in the 
half-light of an autumn gloaming.

On the face of it, Sandwood Bay is little 
di�erent from countless other bays that dot 
the storm-lashed seaboard of Scotland.  
I can tell you about the impressive cli� 
scenery and the relentless pounding of the 
Atlantic surf; I can tell you about the bare 
moorland hinterland and the bird sounds 
that keep you company; I can tell you about 
raucous gulls and seals and otters that 
emerge from translucent green waters to 
play on rocky strands; and I can tell you tales 
of mermaids and ghostly sailors and 
shipwrecks. I can tell you all these things, 
but never touch on the real character of this 
remarkable place. There are spiritual 
resonances at work here and I can really 
only urge you to go there and experience 
them for yourself – become as haunted by 
the place as I am.

THE END OF THE ROAD
A dozen miles north of Sandwood Bay lies 
the Cape Wrath lighthouse, home to John 
and Kay Ure. This remarkable couple run the 
UK’s most remote tearoom, the Ozone Café, 
in one of the renovated lighthouse buildings.

Despite its isolation, this remote corner of 
the UK is the focus for much of the tourism 
in the area. From April until October, a tiny 
ferry operates from Keoldale near Durness, 
carrying passengers over the beautiful Kyle 
of Durness. Once ashore, the passengers  
are taken 12 miles by minibus to Cape 
Wrath, where they can spend an hour 
enjoying the cli�-girt scenery or savouring 
Kay Ure’s wonderful home baking. 

The Ures moved to the north-west of 
Scotland a number of years ago, having 
worked in the fur trade in Canada. They 
enjoy the kind of lifestyle that many would 
aspire to but few could cope with. It is not 
without uncertainty: three years ago John 
took Kay to their boat, which was moored in 
the Kyle of Durness. She was going to 
Durness for a Christmas shopping excursion 
to Inverness. It was 19 December.

By the time Kay returned to Durness with 
her Christmas turkey, heavy snow and gale 
force winds had made it impossible for to 
complete her journey to the Cape. She didn’t 
get home until the third week in January. 
The only bonus was that the turkey had 
stayed frozen the entire time.

It’s easy to focus on the di�culties and 
potential hardships of living in such an 
isolated place as Cape Wrath, but there are 
benefits too. “We don’t su�er from 
loneliness,” John told me. “We have each 
other, we have the dogs, there’s usually a 
walker or two about and in the summer the 
minibus keeps us busy with tourists.

“I can sit here and watch the fin whales and 
dolphins. The deer come at night to graze.  
I breathe what almost feels like pure oxygen. 
I wouldn’t go back to the city for anything.”

And the name of the café? Where does 
that come from? “We named it after the 
wafts of fresh ozone that drift down from 
Greenland from time to time. It smells a bit 
like newly mown grass, pure fresh oxygen.” 
And there can’t be many places in the UK 
where you can have the privilege of smelling 
that. The Scottish North-West Highlands 
boasts such purity in abundance. CF

RIGHT The serenely beautiful bay 

at Oldshoremore BELOW RIGHT 

Kylesku Bridge, which crosses the 

Loch a’ Chàirn Bhàin BELOW FAR 

RIGHT The remote Cape Wrath 

lighthouse, housing the Ozone Café
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Cameron explores the 

landscape south of 

Ullapool in Less Travelled 

Roads in the Western Highlands this 

Christmas on BBC2 Scotland and BBC 

iPlayer, a campervan journey from Oban 

to Ullapool. See Radio Times for details.

Cameron McNeish is an award-winning 

author and presenter who lives in the 

shadow of the Cairngorms and who has 

written more than 20 books about the 

outdoors. His interests include 

mountaineering, hill-walking, 

backpacking, cycle touring, mountain 

biking and Scots and Irish traditional 

music. He is also an avid campervan 

man. www.cameronmcneish.wix.

com/cameronmcneish
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NOW GO THERE ›
Cameron McNeish on the best places to stay, local treats and unmissable sights...

MAPPED OUT

1  The Ozone Café

2  The Scourie Hotel

3  Eddrachilles Hotel

4  Kylesku Hotel

5  Inchnadamph Lodge

VITAL WEBSITES 

•  The North West Highlands Geopark: learn how the 

landscape was made. www.nwhgeopark.com

•  Mountain Weather Information Service: always check 

before heading o� on a hike. www.mwis.org.uk/

scottish-forecast/NW
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 MEDIUM STAY

Eddrachilles Hotel
Small hotel with views over Badcall 

Bay. Double rooms £110 including 

breakfast. Near Scourie, Sutherland 

IV27 4TH. 01971 502080, 

www.eddrachilles.com

 LUXURY STAY

The Scourie Hotel
With views over Scourie Bay. 

Double rooms from £120 a night, 

including breakfast. Sutherland 

IV27 4SX. 01971 502396, 

www.scouriehotel.com 

  BUDGET STAY

Inchnadamph Lodge
Hostel near Loch Assynt with 

dormitories and private rooms; 

from £20 including breakfast. 

Self-catering kitchen. Elphin, By 

Lairg, Sutherland IV27 4HL. 01571 

822218, www.inch-lodge.co.uk 

5

4

3

2

1

  EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY

Kylesku Hotel
For a wonderful location, superb 

locally sourced pub food and good 

beer, you can’t go wrong with the 

Kylesku Hotel. 01971 502231,   

www.kyleskuhotel.co.uk

• Kylesku

• Kinlochbervie

• Durness

• Lochinver

• Achiltibuie

North-West Sutherland 
National Scenic Area

Assynt-Coigach 
National Scenic Area

• Inchnadamph

• Ullapool

Scourie •

A838

A838

A837

A894

A894

A837

A835
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Highland Campervans are based very close  

to Inverness airport and have a selection of 

large and small campervans that can be hired 

on a weekly or fortnightly basis. Catherine or 

Michael will be on hand to advise you in your 

choice of campervan and o�er some 

suggestions for great campervan routes.  

01667 493976,  www.highlandcampervans.

com/campervan-rental.asp

Boat on your back Inflatable ‘packrafts’ weigh just a few pounds and can fit in your backpack. 

These tough craft originated in Alaska, where adventurers use them to cross icy bays and negotiate 

wilderness rivers. The model I use is an Alpacka Yukon Yak, a multi-purpose boat ideal for wilderness 

travel and wild-river running. It can be inflated quickly and packs down to the size of a two-person 

backpacking tent. It carries me and my backpacking kit with ease. The Yukon Yak weighs only 4lb 15oz 

(2.2kg) and costs from £814 to buy or £30 a day to hire from Back Country Biking in Aviemore.  

07813 785072, www.backcountrybiking.co.uk 

CAMPERVAN RENTAL 

ESSENTIAL KIT

WILD CAMPING AND THE RIGHT TO ROAM 

A GUIDE BOOK 

A HOLIDAY READ 

North-West 
Highlands 

Hillwalkers’ Guide, 

by Dave Broadhead, Alec 

Keith and Ted Maden. 

From the Great Glen to 

the North Coast, with 

colour illustrations, 

detailed maps and 

information on the history, flora and fauna  

of the area. (Scottish Mountaineering Trust, 

£22, ISBN 978 0907521815).

At the Loch of the 
Green Corrie by  

Andrew Greig. This memoir 

tells of the author’s attempt 

to catch a fish in Loch Assynt, 

in tribute to his late friend, 

poet Norman MacCaig. 

Quercus, £8.99 (ISBN 

978-0857-381361). 

There is no law of trespass in Scotland and the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 gives the public a 

right to roam over wild land provided that it is done in a responsible way. Under the legislation, wild 

camping is also allowed, provided you are well away from roads or houses. A Scottish Outdoor Access 

Code provides detailed guidance and outlines what is expected of both the public and land managers. 

www.outdooraccess-scotland.com

THE LAW ON CAMPERVANS The law on wild camping in campervans is not clear (the Land Reform 

access legislation of 2003 is defined for people on foot, on a bike or on a horse) but traditionally 

campervanners use remote laybys or parking places without complaint. It’s important to use common 

sense and act responsibly – for example, it’s not a good idea to camp wild close to an o�cial campsite. 

The best solution is to ask permission wherever possible. Unfortunately, many campsites in the 

Scottish Highlands close down for the season in September, leaving little option but to camp wild. 
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BBC Countryfile Magazine takes you on dozens of thrilling journeys 

into the countryside every issue, through thought-provoking features 

and guided walks into enchanting landscapes. With stunning 

photography and the finest line-up of rural writers in the land, it’s your 

monthly escape to rural bliss.
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�W
hich of Bill Bailey’s 

incarnations is most 

familiar to you? Do you 

think of him as Manny 

Blanco in Black Books or 

as team captain on Never Mind the 

Buzzcocks? Has he made you 

chuckle as a witty panellist on QI or 

as the superstar stand-up who sells 

out stadiums in his live shows Part 

Troll, Tinselworm, Dandelion Mind 

and Bewilderness? 

There’s another aspect 
too – that of Bill Bailey the 
birder, paddle-boarder 
and all-round outdoors 
enthusiast. He has been 
the judge on Countryfile’s 
Calendar Competition for 
the past two years, he has 
presented various natural 
history programmes, including Bill 
Bailey’s Jungle Hero on BBC2, and he 
even has a plant named after him, 
Nepenthes ‘Bill Bailey’, in recognition of 
his conservation work.

Those who have seen his live shows 
will be aware of his love of nature. “The 
great outdoors inspires and features in 
every show, particularly in this latest 
one,” says Bill of his most recent 
stadium show, Limboland, which 
begins touring Britain this autumn, 
having performed to rave reviews in 
Australia and New Zealand. 

We’re in Bill’s o�ce, which he shares 
with a stu�ed eagle, two fairy-light 
trees and various musical instruments, 
including a balafon given to him by 
Peter Gabriel. It’s a suitably magical 
lair for someone who looks as though 

he’s hiked straight from Middle Earth 
– so much so that fans created a 
petition to get him cast in the film The 

Hobbit, which sadly fell on deaf ears. 
This isn’t Mordor or Rivendell, 

however, but Hammersmith, London, 
an area in which Bill lives with his wife 
and son. As it isn’t the most rural of 
locations, Bill escapes outside 
frequently as a necessary antidote to 
urban living. “I certainly – I think we all 
do – spend far too long indoors, and I 
take any chance I get to go outdoors. 
I’ll cycle, walk, and I’ve been stand-up 
paddle boarding for two or three years 
now. It’s a passion,” he says. 

His free-spirited nature is also 
apparent in his work, as Bill has a 
particular style that sets him apart 
from other performers. With his 

Paddle-boarding, bird-spotting and even fleeing zombies – Bill Bailey isn’t only  
an outstanding comedian but also an avid outdoors adventurer. He talks to  

Maria Hodson about the call of the wild as he embarks on his latest tour, Limboland

“I think we all spend far  

too long indoors. I take any 

chance I get to go outdoors –  

to cycle, walk or paddle-board”

whimsical and contemplative delivery, 
he celebrates the cerebral, wryly 
observes the ridiculous and underpins 
all with his exceptional musicianship. 
How does he begin writing his shows? 

“The basis of a lot of stand up is to 
draw on your own experience. You put 
the funny in by describing the 
incongruity of life, or the maddening 
annoyance of day-to-day problems.” 
The seed from which Limboland grew, 

says Bill, was recognising 
the gap between what life 
should be and the reality of 
it, leaving us befuddled and 
in a state of limbo. 

“One of the stories I tell is 
about wanting to see the 
Northern Lights – but not 
in a comfortable way, like 
from a cruise ship,” he says. 

“As it turned out, that would have been 
a better way to do it – sitting with a G&T, 
popping out to go ‘oh yeah, Northern 
Lights, there we go’ and heading back 
to your nibbles and couscous. But I 
wanted this outdoors experience, to 
dog-sled  through the forest to see the 
Northern Lights with my family. I had 
an idea it would be a shared experience, 
taking in a natural phenomenon in 
some sort of transcendent moment… 
but it wasn’t to be…” 

He pauses and I wait expectantly for 
the final reveal, but Bill just raises his 
eyebrows impishly and smiles. It seems 
I’ll have to see Limboland to hear the 
ending. Ever the extended storyteller...

There’s also a wider element to the 
show, in which he considers how the 
promised wonder of TV’s ‘Tomorrow’s 

WILD  
BILL BAILEY

www.countryfile.com
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BILL BAILEY

MAIN AND OPPOSITE INSET  

Bill Bailey walking the Ridgeway, 

an 87-mile ancient route that 

runs from Avebury through the 

North Wessex Downs and the 

Chilterns to Ivinghoe Beacon  
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BILL BAILEY

World’ hasn’t materialised. “There are 
elements of it that are brilliant – 
technology, advances in medicine and 
communication – but yet the world 
remains unmade and chaotic, without 
the certainties I had as a kid.”

Before writing, Bill walks to organise 
his thoughts. “I walk regularly two and 
a half hours in the morning along the 
Thames, and as I walk the process 
becomes quite meditative and I can 
order things. By the time I get back  
I have a much clearer idea about what’s 
happening in the day.”

WILD THING
Born in 1964, he grew up in Keynsham 
in Somerset with parents who relished 
nature. “My Mum’s life’s mission was to 
get me to enjoy the outdoors. ‘I just want 
you to love nature,’ was a mantra she’d 
repeat over and over again,” he says. 

So at the weekends the family would 
go to a bird sanctuary, a WWT site or 
Chew Valley Lake. “We’d go and 
identify ducks, and then have a pub 
lunch. My fondest memories are of 
those days out,” recalls 
Bill. As an only child, he 
would also head out on his 
own. “My first serious 
exploration of the 
countryside was by using 
my father’s collection of 
OS maps. They’re so 
wonderfully detailed – 
they even put down ‘it’s a 
bit marshy here, it’s a bit drier, here’s a 
duck pond and here’s a tap’. The maps 
ignited a love of the outdoors and the 
countryside that has stayed with me 
my entire life.”

These days, Bill explores Britain 
frequently, especially as touring gives 
him the chance to travel the length and 
breadth of the country. He’s walked 
many national trails, including the 
Cotswolds Way, the South Downs Way 
and the Thames Path, and has just 
completed Britain’s oldest road, the 
87-mile Ridgeway, for charity. “Striding 
along a chalk path on top of a ridge 
looking down over green swathes of 
Britain, there’s just nothing finer.”

One thing he has noticed during his 
travels is the relentless management 
and containment of the countryside. 
“There are very few wild areas left, and 
even the wild areas have been farmed 

and managed and set aside. The fact 
that woodland and hedgerows have 
been lost is a terrible loss to us all.”  

FLEEING THE CROWDS
Wilderness and a desire to escape the 
crowds is a recurring theme in our 
conversation, perhaps partly borne of 
living in a metropolis, and partly due to 
the fact that he is much loved by many 
people, which, while flattering, also has 
its downsides. “There’s always a sense 
of loss or pain when you think you’ve 
found a wild place and then you realise 
that actually it isn’t as wild as you 

thought it was,” he says. He recalls one 
instance of walking with a friend in the 
moonlight along The Ridgeway, which 
provided a sense of mystery and 
glorious isolation. 

“Because it’s a chalk down, it glows at 
night, so you can follow it in the dark. 
We walked to the solstice in Avebury 
Henge and it was wonderful – we saw 
one or two people but that was it. As we 
got to the Henge and the sun came up 
on the longest day of the year, all the 
faces turned to me and started to 
move towards me as if in some kind of 
zombie film…” Here he raises his arms 
and fixes me with an alarmingly wide, 
dead-eyed stare. “‘Biilll! Biilll! Biill!’” he 
intones,  before grinning. “All these 
cider-sozzled crusties shu�ing 
towards me in some kind of religious 
ceremony… ‘Biilll – we must hug him!’ 
so I had to get the hell out of there.”

Maria Hodson is production editor  

at BBC Countryfile Magazine and a big 

fan of paddle-boarding, the great 

outdoors and, of course, Bill Bailey. P
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As for paddleboarding – well, he’s a 
zealot, as it provides that longed-for 
sense of quiet. “I’m a resolutely 
flatwater paddleboarder – it’s about the 
calmness of it, the sound of the paddle 
in the water and the sense of movement 
while hearing birdsong,” he says. 

“I had this fantastic experience 
recently on the River Brent where I saw 
a kingfisher – it just whizzed in front of 
me. And I got a bit tearful. Because I’ve 
been in London for 25 years and I think 
that’s the first time I’ve seen one. And 
it was due to the paddleboard. There’s 
no sound, no engine, no footfall. So I’m 
evangelical about it. The way to see 
wildlife is not to interfere with it in any 
way. Sealochs in Scotland, lakes, 
slow-moving rivers – you can do all 
kinds of things on a paddleboard that 
allow you to see all manner of wildlife.”

Bill is keen to pass on his a�ection 
for nature to others – family, friends, 
his film crew and the public. He 
recently took his son and pal camping 
in the South Downs and he regularly 
tests his crew on the names of birds, to 

challenge their belief that 
everything is either a 
pigeon or seagull.

“People would benefit 
from spending more time in 
countryside. Especially 
getting children out from 
towns into the outdoors.  
I would love it if we had 
schools that taught kids, 

one day a week, in a field or a wood. I’d 
have loved that as a kid.”

And if teachers of these classes were 
as engaging and entertaining as Bill 
Bailey, the children would revel in every 
minute. Where do I enrol? CF

“Striding along a chalk path on 

top of a ridge, looking down 

over green swathes of Britain, 

there’s just nothing finer”

Bill Bailey Limboland is touring from 9 October 

2015 to 2 July 2016, including a residency  

at London’s Vaudeville Theatre in December  

and January.  Full details and tickets at  

www.BillBailey.co.uk

To watch Bill Bailey discussing a few of  

his favourite things about the great 

outdoors, visit http://bit.ly/1JPPQ8F
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�T

he theme for this year’s Countryfile Photographic 

Competition was “Colours of the Countryside”.  

We wanted 12 vibrant pictures for our 2016 

calendar and, with more than 33,000 entries from 

Countryfile viewers, we certainly had plenty to 

choose from.

Picking the final 12 was no easy task. First a team of 

former winners and finalists had the di�cult job of creating  

a shortlist of around 3,000 photographs. Then it was down 

to our judges – comedian and keen naturalist Bill Bailey, 

wildlife presenter Naomi Wilkinson and our very own  

John Craven – to choose the pictures that will feature in the 

Countryfile Calendar for 2016. 

The overall winner of the competition is down to an 

audience vote and will be revealed on the 4 October 

programme. They win £1000 worth of photographic 

equipment and their picture will become our calendar’s 

cover star.

Colours  

of the countryside

The finalists in this year’s Countryfile 

Calendar Competition have been selected 

– here are the winning images, reflecting 

the glorious hues of the land

BELOW Stumped Squirrel by Walter Bulmer (January)

RIGHT Mirrored Mountains by Andy Morley (November)
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COUNTRYFILE CALENDAR  WINNERS
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Sunrise Silhouette by Stephen Hembury (April) Follow Me by Tony Howes (May)

Dinner Date by Jenny Hibbert (September)

Sheep Purple by Tony Raine (June)
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The Countryfile Calendar 2016 goes on sale  

on the evening of the 4 October. It costs £9.50 

with free delivery in the UK and at least £4 from each 

sale goes to BBC Children in Need. The current calendar,  

for 2015, raised more than £1.5 million for the charity. 

Full details of how to buy the calendar will be available 

on our website. 

www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006t0bv

BUY THE CALENDAR...

Magical Mist Trees by Dianne Giles (February)

BELOW: Happy Hedgehog by Ben Andrew (October)

 Hide and Squeak by Bernard Boyle (December)

 All Ears by Andrew Stewart (July)

Coastline Canter by Graham Mealand (August) Colourful Coot by Susie Scofield (March)

COUNTRYFILE CALENDAR  WINNERS
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The Woodland Trust  
Centenary Woods
Hundreds of thousands of British 

lives were lost in the costly and 

devastating conflict between 1914-

1918. One hundred years later, the 

Woodland Trust is creating four brand 

new woods, one in each nation of the 

UK, to honour those heroes and the 

sacrifices they made. 

By planting millions of saplings 

across the British Isles and Ireland, 

the Woodland Trust is creating a 

meaningful and lasting memorial 

that will live on for hundreds of years, 

ensuring that, as those terrible 

events pass from living memory to 

history, they are never forgotten. 

The Woodland Trust is a member 

of the Imperial War Museum’s 

Centenary partnership and began 

the project in 2014, with the support 

of lead partner Sainsbury’s. Over 

18,000 trees have already been 

planted at each site by more than 

1,000 volunteers from local schools 

and communities. But there is 

still some way to go – they will be 

planting millions of trees by 2018, 

and creating nearly 1,000 acres of 

native broadleaf woodland.

In time, the creation of more 

woods in the UK will help our native 

wildlife, increasing biodiversity and 

creating wildlife corridors to allow 

species to thrive. It will also give 

many of us further opportunity to 

get out in to the great outdoors, with 

plenty of footpaths to explore, and 

planting events if you want to get 

hands-on and help out by planting 

some of the trees. 

But most importantly, they will  

be a fitting place of quiet solitude, 

perfect for remembering our 

ancestors who contributed to 

the First World War e�ort, from 

enlisted soldiers to those who were 

instrumental on the home front. 

This project is estimated to cost 

£20million, and the Woodland 

Trust appreciate any help that their 

supporters can provide – from 

dedicating a tree to a small donation. 

CENTENARY WOODS 
LOCATIONS

LANGLEY  
VALE WOOD
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LANGLEY VALE  
WOOD, ENGLAND

“The Centenary  

Woods will stand  

for generations to  

come. A living,  

breathing tribute to  

all those who served in  

the First World War,  

which our children, 

grandchildren and  

great-grandchildren  

can hope to enjoy. An 

inspiring woodland 

conservation opportunity 

which you can be part of.”  

Dame Judi Dench
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There are plenty of ways you can get involved with the 
Woodland Trust’s Centenary Woods project:

• The Woodland Trust needs your help to deliver this  
£20million project. Your donation, no matter how small, will 
go directly to the purchase, creation and future management 
of each Centenary Wood, preserving them as national living 
memorials. Visit woodlandtrust.org.uk/fww

• If you, your school, community or workplace has an available 
plot and would like to plant your own tree or create your own 
Centenary Woodland then you can apply for a free tree pack,  
or get help and advice at woodlandtrust.org.uk/freetrees

• You can also dedicate a tree in a Centenary Wood of  
your choice, creating a beautiful tribute to your ancestors  
or those lost during the First World War. A gift of £20 enables 
the Woodland Trust to dedicate your tree, for which you  
will receive a commemorative certificate.  
Visit woodlandtrust.org.uk/fwwtree

LANGLEY VALE  
WOOD, ENGLAND

ONE OF THREE  
TIMBER FLAGPOLES  

STILL STANDS TODAY

Get inv�ved 

        LANGLEY VALE WOOD,  

        ENGLAND

 

The Woodland Trust will be 

planting 200,000 trees  

across their new flagship site  

at Langley Vale, near Epsom, 

Surrey. Over 640 acres of  

rolling hills and grassy fields will 

provide new habitats for diverse 

species – including rare tree 

sparrows, little owls and green 

woodpeckers, the common  

shrew, dormouse and  

stag beetle. 

New wildlife corridors will 

give native animals and plants 

the space they need to thrive, 

but it won’t just be a wonderful 

environment for them – a 

network of paths will mean we 

can all explore and enjoy this 

special place too. 

The Trust hopes to plant  

tens of thousands of native  

trees, including beech, rowan, 

hawthorn and oak, as well as 

creating carpets of striking 

wildflowers. The land will be 

transformed into a peaceful 

place that reflects the local area, 

ensuring that the landscape 

retains the feeling of openness 

across the vale. 

Langley Vale Wood features 

several important habitats for 

wildlife, and the Trust is working 

with experts and partners to 

ensure these are protected. This 

includes chalk grasslands that  

will be grazed with rare breeds  

of sheep, goats and llamas.  

Other species on site include 

badgers and bats. 

Part of this site has an apt 

historic connection – Tadworth 

training camp was where soldiers 

trained before joining their 

comrades on the battlefield.  

One of three timber flagpoles 

erected on the site still stands 

today in what is known locally as 

Gas School Wood, where troops 

were trained on how to survive 

deadly gas attacks.

Creating this new wood  

and forming a link with 58 

hectares (144 acres) of existing 

ancient woodland on the site, is 

estimated to cost £9million.
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Tune in! 
To see more appealing 

autumn wildlife,  

catch Autumnwatch  

on BBC Two from  

2-5 November 



WINTER SEEDS

www.countryfile.com

BIRDSEED
Bring birdlife to your garden this autumn 

and winter by growing plants with 

nourishing and beautiful seedheads,  

says Kate Bradbury

41

W

e all know that berrying plants such as 

hawthorn and cotoneaster provide food 

for birds in autumn, but what about other 

plants? How much bird food do you add 

to your compost heap each autumn?

Leaving seedheads standing in winter is all the rage 

these days. Award-winning Chelsea Flower Show 

designer Piet Oudolf famously lets plants “die heroically” 

rather than tidying everything onto the compost heap in 

autumn, while other designers such as Nigel Dunnett 

and Dan Pearson also advocate letting plants “rot into 

themselves”. In doing so, they create magnificent winter 

displays that rival those of summer, but they also emulate 

nature, allowing plants to decompose naturally into the 

soil they grew in. This natural process of decomposition 

‘in situ’ takes several months – and before the plants die 

completely, the birds have a feast, for seedheads provide 

a vital source of winter food for garden birds. 

FATTY FEAST
Birds need fat in winter and plenty of it. Many species, 

such as blue tits and wrens, are so small that they  

spend most of winter’s short days eating, just to gain 

enough calories to make it through the night when  

they expend all their energy shivering to stay warm. 

Seeds are rich in fatty oils and protein, providing birds 

with the instant hit of calories they need. Many of us 

already o�er calorie-rich seeds and other supplementary 

foods for birds in our garden feeders, but by providing 

natural sources of these foods in our gardens, we o�er  

a long-term sustenance that the birds can rely on  

year after year.

�r�w  
��r �w�

TEASEL Dipsacus fullonum

Fantastic wildlife plant. Attracts aphids in 

spring and summer, followed by ladybirds and 

hoverflies that eat them. The flowers entice 

pollinators and the seedheads draw 

goldfinches and other finches. Sow this biennial 

plant in June for flowers the following year.
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GROWING ADVICE

SEEDHEADS FOR BIRDS

VERBENA BONARIENSIS

Tall, flat purple heads attract bees and butterflies in late summer, but the seeds 

attract goldfinches and other finches. Any seeds that fall to the floor will germinate 

to produce next year’s display. 

LAVENDER Lavandula species

Forming tall, purple spikes of nectar-rich flowers and aromatic foliage, lavender  

is much loved. If you leave the seedheads in place, you may entice house sparrows  

or goldfinches, which will devour the seeds in winter.

FIELD SCABIOUS Knautia arvensis

This pretty native wildflower looks great in wildflower meadows. Its lilac flowers  

are a magnet for bees and butterflies, including the marsh fritillary and the  

narrow-bordered bee hawkmoth. Birds, including tits and finches, eat its seeds.

Kate Bradbury is a gardener and writer who lives in Brighton. 

She is the author of The Wildlife Gardener, is a regular on 

Gardeners’ Question Time on Radio 4, and is passionate about 

organic, wildlife-friendly gardening.

From ornamental grasses to tall herbaceous plants 

such as fennel, phlomis and echinacea, many plants  

that flower their socks o� all summer also look fabulous 

when left to stand in the winter garden. Filling borders 

that would otherwise be bare over the bleaker months, 

these plants can be left to fade majestically as autumn 

progresses – their brown, crinkled forms glistening with 

frost and cobwebs. 

And to add to the majesty of this frost-encrusted 

display, birds visit these borders to feast on the variety  

of seeds on o�er. Colourful goldfinches famously extract 

teasel seeds from their comb-like seedheads, but the 

teasel is just one of a huge variety of garden plants that 

attract goldfinches in winter, including verbena 

bonariensis, rudbeckia and evening primrose.

Cha�nches and greenfinches also visit seedheads 

and, if you’re lucky, you might attract a winter flock of 

tits, which will devour anything from sunflower seeds to 

fennel and phlomis.

TACKLE INSECT PESTS, TOO
What’s more, tiny critters such as caterpillars, flies  

and beetles overwinter in the nooks and crannies of 

seedheads, which birds will find and eat as they forage 

for seeds. So, potentially, by leaving seedheads standing 

in your borders over winter, you will reduce the number 

of insect pests in your garden in spring.  

All you need to do is put the secateurs and shears  

away this autumn. If you want to plant bulbs, then simply 

clear an area at the front or around the edge of your 

border, leaving the centre intact. Then watch them take 

on a new life, o�ering winter interest, and wait for the 

arrival of hungry birds.  

CF

42 

Most seed-bearing plants are easily grown 

from a packet of seed costing a couple of 

pounds. Annuals should be sown in early 

spring to flower the same year, biennials 

may be sown in summer to flower the 

following year and perennials may take a 

couple of years to flower. Read the seed 

packet for instructions. Transplant plants 

into their final growing positions once all 

risk of frost has passed, and water regularly until they are 

established. Avoid deadheading spent blooms as you want to 

encourage seed development. As summer fades to autumn, avoid  

the temptation to cut plants back, instead leaving them as they are. 

Then in early spring, after the birds have enjoyed their feast, feel free 

to cut back the remains of any plants still standing. This will make 

room for new growth when temperatures start to increase. 
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SUNFLOWER Helianthus annuus

Large flowerheads provide nectar and pollen for bees, butterflies and hoverflies in 

summer, before nutritious seeds develop in autumn. Tiny caterpillars may nestle 

among the seeds, providing birds with extra protein. Expect tits and finches. 

FENNEL Foeniculum vulgare ‘Purpureum’

Another late-flowering biennial, fennel flowers in its second year before setting  

seed and dying. Its flowers are particularly tantalising to hoverflies, while the  

seeds draw in a variety of garden birds. 

PHACELIA Phacelia tanacetifolia

Often known as scorpionweed, phacelia is typically used as a green manure. If 

allowed to flower, its pretty, purple blooms are a magnet for bees, while its seeds 

whet the appetite of a variety of birds.

BROOK THISTLE Cirsium rivulare ‘Atropurpureum’

This thistle relative looks gorgeous when planted towards the back of ornamental 

borders. Its large, thistle-like heads of pink-red attract bees and butterflies.  

Its seeds are a magnet for finches and tits in winter.

WILD CARROT Daucus carota

In summer, the appealing flat white umbels of the wild carrot attract hoverflies and 

soldier beetles in abundance. In autumn, the umbel folds inward and the seedhead 

becomes concave. Resembling a bird’s nest, the seedheads lure in finches and tits. 

ECHINACEA Echinacea purpurea

Forming huge cone-like flowerheads surrounded by a skirt of petals, echinacea  

is a glorious plant for late-summer displays. Bees and butterflies feast on the 

blooms, while blue tits and other birds enjoy the seeds. 

WINTER SEEDS
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Straight to the point: Wiltshire bowyer 

Richard Head takes aim with his 

handcrafted longbow. OPPOSITE 

INSET The French were bombarded by 

a terrifying hail of arrows at Agincourt
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On the battlefield of Agincourt 
600 years ago, the most 

celebrated of English victories  
over the French was won through 

the power of the longbow.  
Joel Burden visits a Wiltshire 
craftsman to find out about the 

making of the deadly weapon

SACRED 
WEAPON

A
s a child growing up in the 

shadow of the South Downs, a 

favourite family outing was to 

Kingley Vale, a secret coombe 

that nestles quietly in the chalk 

escarpment just three miles north of 

Chichester. It is a place of wonder and 

dark imaginings, home to one of the most 

hauntingly mysterious yew forests in 

Europe, believed to be between 500  

and 1,000 years old. We do not know the 

precise age of these twisted giants, 

whose living branches seem to writhe  

like snakes on the forest floor, collapsed 

under their own colossal weight. This  

is because yew trees grow in layers that 

then rot from the inside, so unlike  

other trees, you cannot simply rely on 

counting rings to date a tree. 

LONGBOW MAKER
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One theory explains the planting of 
Kingley Vale as a need for yew wood in order 
to make longbows during the Hundred 
Years War between England and France 
(1337-1453). The longbow emerged as the 
pre-eminent weapon of the English and 
Welsh foot soldier during this period and the 
battle of Agincourt on 25 October 1415 was 
the high noon of an era when English armies 
seemed virtually invincible on the battlefield. 
Murderous hails of arrows, unleashed 
skywards at a 45° angle, fell at accelerating, 
armour-piercing speed on the unlucky 
French knights that St Crispin’s Day in 1415, 
flying “thicker than rain in winter time”,  
as one contemporary remarked.

BOWYER’S CRAFT
There is no better way to understand the 
secret of the longbow’s success than to meet 
Richard Head, a Wiltshire-based craftsman 
bowyer (bow-maker) and fletcher (arrow-
maker), who began making longbows as a 
hobby in the 1960s. We meet in Richard’s 
garden workshop, an Aladdin’s Cave 
furnished with bows in every stage of 
production, full of craftsman’s tools and 
replete with the wider paraphernalia of 
archery – arrow shafts of poplar, cedar and 

The yew was the traditional source of wood 

for making medieval longbows. But it is a tree 

bestowed with many other powers, too. Yews 

are perhaps most closely connected with 

churchyards, some of which contain 

specimens well over 1,000 years old. The 

presence of these ancient trees is due to the 

religious symbolism of the yew, firstly within 

pagan beliefs, but also for the Christian 

communities who followed and often 

appropriated pagan worship sites. 

By investing the yew tree with connotations 

of immortality, pagans may have been 

honouring it as one of the few indigenous 

species of evergreen tree. For Christians, the 

yew became connected with death and 

resurrection and it was common practice in 

medieval times to carry yew branches on 

Palm Sunday and in funeral processions. 

From a practical perspective, planting 

yews may also have o�ered priests a 

convenient natural deterrent to drovers 

attempting to graze their livestock in 

graveyards, since relatively modest ingestion 

of yew foliage by such animals could be fatal.     

The mystical qualities of yew trees are 

enhanced by their contorted appearance 

and tendency to generate dark and 

cavernous clearings beneath their dense 

canopies. Yew is a highly aromatic, sometimes 

hallucinogenic, tree and one that has a 

justified reputation for being poisonous. The 

aril, the tree’s berry-like fruit, is, however, 

edible to autumn birds such as fieldfares, 

redwings, mistle thrushes and blackbirds, 

whose droppings help disperse the toxic 

seeds of the yew contained within the aril.

Yews have long been regarded as 

important medicinal plants, and a substance 

called taxol found in yew leaves is now used 

in drugs for the treatment of cancer.

YEW: A TREE OF POWER

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Richard with his bows  

and arrows; turkey feathers are now used for arrow 

fletchings; an array of medieval-style arrowheads
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ash; turkey feathers used for arrow 

fletchings (grey-goose feather would have 

been used in the past); arrow heads ranging 

from modern brass ‘piles’ to medieval-style 

armour-piercing ‘bodkins’; leather quivers 

and linen arrow bags; horn knocks that will 

be fitted to the tips of longbows, leather 

bracers for the arm and tabs to protect the 

archer’s fingers on a bowstring.

It all began 

somewhat accidentally 

for Richard. “I was a 

keen archer and 

fancied shooting a 

longbow but it proved 

very hard to obtain 

one, so I decided to 

make my own,” he 

says. A hobby became 

a proper business 

when Richard was 

made redundant in the 1980s and now his 

son Philip has followed in his footsteps. 

No longbows survive from the medieval 

period, but much has been learned from 

later bows found on the wreck of Henry 

VIII’s ship, Mary Rose. Such weapons were 

6� feet in length, with a likely draw-weight 

of 90 to 150lbs and a range of 250 yards or 

more. “Medieval warbows would usually have 

been crafted from a single stave of wood,” 

explains Richard. “Glues at the time were 

made from bluebell bulbs and would have 

been fairly soluble, causing a potential 

problem if longbows made from jointed 

‘billets’ of yew were exposed to wet weather.” 

These days modern glues are used and 

‘laminate’ longbows, made from several 

combinations of 

wood, are the norm. 

Holding one of 

Richard’s beautifully 

finished bows in my 

hand, it is easy to 

forget that the 

medieval longbow 

was a utilitarian 

weapon. Shooting one 

for the first time 

proves to be a 

thrilling experience and I am struck by the 

incredible lightness of the bow, and by its 

superb pliancy when being drawn.

HALLOWED YEW
Longbows have an ancient history; they are 

depicted in Neolithic cave paintings as 

hunting weapons, and excavations in 

Bow-making is a craft that 

requires much practise to 

perfect, ideally with guidance 

from an experienced bowyer. 

Philip Head, Richard’s son, has 

published useful vlogs to aid  

the budding bowyer at  

www.longbowandarrow.co.uk

STEP 1 Well-seasoned timber is 

worked into a straight clean 

stave using an axe. Most modern 

longbows are made from jointed 

pieces of wood.

STEP 2 The bow is ‘roughed out’ 

using a spoke stave. Knots and 

pins in the wood are removed, or 

extra wood is left around where 

that is not possible. The bowyer 

continues to shape the bow 

using a rasp and scraper. The 

handle area should form a 

D-section. The ‘belly’ of the bow 

should be rounded. 

STEP 3 Once the bow is capable 

of being bent, nocking slots are 

cut at either tip, the bow is 

strung and mounted on a tiller. 

Much of the art of the bowyer 

resides in the tiller phase, where 

the bow is repeatedly tested, 

observed and adjusted to 

achieve perfect balance, draw 

and straightness when braced.

STEP 4 The bow is finished o� 

with the addition of horn nocks, 

final work on the handle area, 

the waxing of the bow and its 

eventual stringing.

MAKING A 

LONGBOW 

“Murderous hails  

of arrows fell at 

armour-piercing 

speed on the 

French knights”

TOP Richard crafts a longbow in his workshop ABOVE LEFT Shaping the bow with a scraper  

ABOVE RIGHT Fletchings on part-made arrows
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Dr Joel Burden is a writer and medieval 

historian who lives in Oxfordshire.  

He misspent his youth shooting modern 

compound bows, but now realises  

longbow archers have much more fun.

Somerset have unearthed remnants of yew 
bows that can be dated to 2,600BC. However, 
other woods such as elm and ash were also 
used in bow-making and the full potential of 
yew as a material with ‘self-composite’ 
qualities was probably not fully understood 
until the longbow’s medieval heyday. 

“The real magic of a yew bow lies in the 
marriage of the sapwood on the outside 
curve of the bow, which resists tension, with 
the heartwood on the inside curve, which 
resists compression,” says Richard. “The 
result of these self-composite qualities is  
a bow that o�ers a marvellous balance of 
lightness, suppleness and strength.”

Nowadays it is a rare treat to encounter a 
yew forest in Britain but in the early medieval 
period, coverage would have been far more 
extensive. The burgeoning importance of 
yew for bow-making led to a major depletion 
in the stock of this slow-growing tree. 

Demand for longbows was voracious at the 
height of the Hundred Years War – King 
Edward III ordered 20,000 bows for a single 
military campaign in 1359. As English yew 
forests were decimated, the Crown 
desperately resorted to legislation to 
maintain supplies, passing the Statute of 
Westminster in 1472, which required all 
merchants to bring in four yew staves for 

every cask of wine imported into England.  
By the time the era of the longbow drew to  
a close, with the advance and proliferation of 
handgun technology, European yew forests 
were also much degraded. 

The best yew for bow-making comes from 
trunks of younger trees grown in temperate 
climes, where slower growth encourages 
extra grain in the wood. Richard sources his 
yew from Oregon, USA, but it is di�cult to 
obtain – as is the equally prized wood of the 
Osage orange – so most of his longbows are 
laminate bows, made using balanced 
combinations of non-native woods such as 
bamboo, purpleheart and lemonwood. 

Although bowyers like Richard now have 
access to a range of woods, synthetic glues 
and modern tools, the essential craft of the 
bowyer has remained remarkably 
unchanged since the time of Agincourt. The 
archers who comprised King Henry V’s 
immortal ‘band of brothers’ would easily 
recognise the longbows of today as close 
relatives of their own trusty war bows. CF

Although the majority of archers 

shoot modern bows, the profile 

of the longbow has been boosted 

lately by the escapades of 

Katniss Everdeen in the popular 

Hunger Games franchise and 

there are several thousand 

British longbow enthusiasts. 

If you’d like to try archery, 

Archery GB (www.archerygb.

org) has a useful ‘find your local 

club’ tool. The National Field 

Archery Society (www.nfas.

net) specialises in ‘field archery’ 

(shooting at targets in woodland) 

and includes longbow archers. 

The British Longbow Society 

(www.longbow-archers.com) 

oversees target and clout 

shooting (shooting in the air) 

specifically for longbow archers.

LET LOOSE!

First held in the Yorkshire village 

of Scorton in 1673, the Ancient 

Silver Arrow is the world’s 

longest-established sporting 

competition. Open to all 

‘gentleman archers’ aged 21 or 

over, the winner is the first 

competitor to hit a black spot 

target at 100 yards using a 

longbow or other bare bow.  

The winner then organises the 

next year’s competition in 

Yorkshire. The picture above 

shows the 1926 contest in Settle.

www.scortonarrow.com

ARCH RIVALS

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Richard 

looks on as writer Joel tests one 

of his longbows; Joel’s arrows hit 

the target; a leather tab and bracer 

protect his fingers and arm

LONGBOW MAKER
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Located in the beautiful and dramatic NW Highlands of 

Scotland. 2 luxury holiday houses, 75 minutes drive from 

Inverness Airport. Groundbreaking architecture, stunning 

views, and fabulous location. Wilderness on the doorstep 

but a short walk from the vibrant village of Ullapool. 

Unique luxury retreats
a world away... 

closer than you think

THE STONEHOUSES ULLAPOOL
www.thestonehouses.co.uk   01854 613838

With over 25 years experience, our in-house blend of bird food is made  

with the finest ingredients. We pride ourselves on being the best at satisfying 

all of your wild bird and pet food needs - at wholesale prices! 

In addition to our home produced wild 

bird seed mixes and straight seeds, 

we also sell a wide range of suet and 

fat products, mealworms, bird feeders, 

nest boxes, bird feeding accessories 

and a wide variety of other pet foods.

First time buyers will receive a 10% 

discount by simply entering ‘CFM10’ 

under the coupon code section at the 

checkout. Earn loyalty points for each 

order placed. Points redeemable for 

cash discount on subsequent orders. 

(See terms and conditions.)

We hope you enjoy shopping  

with us at Kennedy.

74 Station Road, Deeping St James, PE6 8RQ            info@wildbirdfood.uk.com Opening hours:  Mon-Fri: 8am-5pm  Sat: 9am-3pm

ENTER COUPON CODE 

CFM10 AT CHECKOUT

SHOP ONLINE: WWW.WILDBIRDFOOD.UK.COM
OR PHONE YOUR ORDER THROUGH ON 01778 342665

FREE DELIVERY TO UK MAINLAND EXCEPT HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
FOR POST CODE EXCEPTIONS PLEASE SEE TERMS AND CONDITIONS/SHIPPING AND HANDLING ON WEBSITE

FOR ALL NEW 
CUSTOMERS ON 

FIRST ORDER

‘Shopping Satisfaction’ 
Independent feedback system.

Read all customer reviews 
on website.

4.9 / 5

Merchant 
rating score:



Trident_ redefined.

C60 TRIDENT GMT 600 – Swiss made dual time watch with automatic mechanical  

movement, graduated rotatable ceramic (ZrO
2
) bezel, arrow-headed 24 hour hand  

and water resistance to 60 bar/600m. Available in 38mm and 42mm case sizes,  

three dial/bezel combinations and four strap styles.

THE NEW    T R IDENT    

E X C L U S I V E L Y  A V A I L A B L E  A T  christopherward.co.uk

S W I S S  M O V E M E N T                                     E N G L I S H  H E A R T
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A
round £2 billion – that 

is the staggering cost 

to farmers, gardeners, 

conservationists and 

the economy of trying 

to keep in check the non-native 

invasive species that threaten 

to change the fabric of our land.

One invader, giant hogweed, 
made headlines after people 
su�ered severe burns when they 
brushed against it while walking. 
Others, such as grey squirrels 
and American signal crayfish, kill 
o� their native counterparts.

Native species are those that 
were here before Britain became 
an island, after the last Ice Age. 
Most others have been brought 
by man since we moved in around 
8,000 years ago. Around a dozen 
new ones establish themselves 
every year and the key word that 
flashes red warnings is ‘invasive’.

ALIEN ATTACK 
Of more than 3,000 alien species 
in the UK, 179 are believed to have 
great potential to harm native 
wildlife, such as aquatic plants 
that choke lakes and waterways. 
Gardeners are urged not to dump 
these and five species – water 
primrose, parrot’s feather, 
floating pennywort, New Zealand 
pygmy weed and water fern – have 
been banned from sale. The 
Environment Agency has spent 
£50,000 on a programme to 
eliminate water primrose at  
23 sites but, should it become 
widespread, the cost could spiral 
to £250 million. 

Scientists such as Dr Trevor 
Dines of the charity Plantlife are 
scanning the ecological horizon, 
searching for the next big threats. 

“It’s a fascinating exercise, trying 
to determine how species new to 
us are going to behave,” he told 
me. “Not all invasive species are 
bad – it depends on how much 
they destroy the biodiversity of 
the surrounding area.” 

In his sights are pirri-pirri bur, 
an invader from Australasia that 
is damaging wildflower-rich 
dunes in Northumberland and 
Scotland; giant rhubarb from 
South America; and from China 
the Tree of Heaven.

“In some parts of Europe it’s 
such a pest it’s known as the Tree 
of Hell,” said Trevor. “Now it is 
spreading rapidly in the London 

area. It forms dense thickets of 
stems that can present a real 
threat in places from railway lines 
to archaeological sites. We are 
lobbying to get the planting of it 
in the wild made illegal.”

So great is the threat from some 
plants that the UK has become 
the first European country to 
develop biological controls as a 
long-term measure. A Japanese 
bug called psyllid is chomping its 
way through Japanese knotweed 
without hurting local flora and 
rust fungus is helping destroy 
Himalayan balsam. Meanwhile, 
conservationists stress that early 
detection is vital to get the better 
of new invasive plants and 
creatures and keep costs down.

SWIFT ACTION
Yet to be spotted here is the Asian 
hornet but it is such an aggressive 
predator of honey bees that a 
warning system has been set up. 
If and when the hornet is detected, 
nests will be quickly destroyed.

This kind of rapid response 
needs to be extended across all 
species if the alien invasion is to 
be managed. The Environment 
Agency has set up a plant tracker 
app so the public can report 
sightings of invasive species 
(planttracker.naturelocator.org/). 

However, the Non-Native 
Species Secretariat has warned  
of  shortcomings in the current 
approach, including “a lack of 
funding for rapid responses”. 
Shortcomings that need nipping 
in the bud.

Watch John on  
Countryfile on Sunday 
evenings on BBC One.

ASTONISHING COSTS OF NON�NATIVE INVASIVE SPECIES

“We need a rapid 

response to manage 

the alien invasion”

The annual cost to the UK economy of Japanese knotweed,  

a non-native invasive species, is estimated at £166 million

JOHN CRAVEN
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They have roamed the New 

Forest since the last Ice Age, 

were drafted into the French 

Wars of Religion in the 16th 

century and later served  

with the New Forest Scouts 

in the Boer Wars. Today, 

semi-feral ponies play a vital 

role in preserving the rare 

habitat of this national park. 

Ali Wood finds out more…

Wild  

  ponies  
of the New Forest

Photos: © Sally Fear
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NEW FOREST PONIES

Wild ponies charge down 

a path in the New Forest 

during the annual drifts
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�W
hen the leaves of ancient oaks 

turn copper and bronze and  

the floor is carpeted in acorns,  

a flurry of activity begins in  

the New Forest. The pigs are  

let loose and the verderers – the 10 people 

appointed custodians of the forest – work 

long days gathering thousands of wild 

ponies in drifts as they prepare for the 

harsh winter conditions. 

The New Forest is the largest remaining area 

of lowland heath in Europe, which, combined 

with woodland, rivers and valley mires, makes it 

a popular tourist destination. The ponies, 

known as the ‘architects of the forest’, play a 

crucial role in preserving this rare ecosystem, 

their grazing evident in the close-cropped 

lawns and the ‘browse line’ on the trees.

Chestnut mares grazing on grass, gorse and 

bracken, nuzzling foals and flicking manes may 

seem a familiar sight to visitors – after all, there 

are over 4,500 ponies in the New Forest. But 

preserving the purebreds is a vital task, as Jane 

Murray, secretary of the New Forest Pony 

Breeding and Cattle Society, explains.

“New Forest ponies are part of our cultural 

heritage, our history and our families,” she 

CLOCKWISE FROM MAIN A mare with her 

foal (mares are very protective, so always 

keep your distance); ponies fording a brook; 

the ponies are known for their sturdiness 

and speed; a record drift in 2008, which 

gathered 257 ponies; a rider gallops 

alongside the ponies during a drift
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says, “but they’ve now been categorised as a 

rare breed as the number of breeding females 

has dropped below 3,000.”

The society manages the stud book, which 

registers all the pure and part-bred New Forest 

ponies. To qualify as a purebred, ponies have to 

meet certain criteria. They can be no taller than 

148cm and any colour except piebald, skewbald, 

spotted or blue-eyed cream. Blue eyes are not 

permitted, nor are white markings other than 

on the head and lower limbs. 

While the ponies in the New Forest appear to 

be wild, each one in fact belongs to a commoner 

(landowner) who exercises a legal right to turn 

out livestock, a right granted in 1217 by the 

Charter of the Forest. Before this, Forest Law 

instigated by William the Conqueror had made 

it illegal for peasants to hunt, enclose their 

property or take firewood; and under the rule 

of his son William Rufus, killing a deer was a 

hanging o�ence. The repealing of this law in the 

13th century was much welcomed, and Rights of 

Common, which are attached to land holdings, 

were restored and still enforced today.

The Brock pony is the oldest single-line 

pedigree in the New Forest, dating back to 1870. 

No outside female blood has been added to  

the herd and the descendants, who bear the 

Brock prefix and the brand GY, still run the 

forest today.  

Dionis Macnair has lived all her life in the 

Forest and has been an elected verderer 

(appointed by the Commoners) for over 30 

years, for which she has received an MBE. 

“The old bloodlines, particularly the mare 

lines that have been bred on the forest for eight 

to ten generations, are completely adapted to 

their surroundings,” she explains. “These mares 

hold their condition throughout the winter and 

have a tolerance to the local bugs and parasites.”

WAR HORSES
The existence of equines in the south of England 

predates the last Ice Age. In 1517, mounts from 

the New Forest were shipped to the French 

Wars of Religion. In the Boer Wars, they served 

in South Africa with the New Forest Scouts 

mounted infantry. Yet despite the ponies’ 

hardiness, the Victorians aimed to ‘improve’ the 

New Forest breed by introducing outside breeds, 

something Dionis describes as disastrous. For 

example, Arab crosses, chosen for their pretty 

dish faces and prominent eyes, su�er serious 

health problems, as their face shape restricts 

their teeth’s growth and can curtail their lives. 

 “It’s taken us about 60 years to improve  

the quality of the breed, which we’ve done by 

cutting down the number of stallions,” says 

Dionis. “We hoped it would increase the price, 

but unfortunately this hasn’t worked, because 

of the downturn in the economy.”

Every year foals are taken from the drifts for 

auction at Beaulieu Road Sales, but prices 

LEFT Dionis Macnair has 

been a verderer for 30 

years, and was the first 

woman to be elected to 

the position. Ten verderers 

administer the law of the 

New Forest: five are elected 

and five appointed by the 

Crown, Hampshire County 

Council, the Countryside 

Agency, the Forestry 

Commission and DEFRA

“Purebreed ponies have to be no 

taller than 148cm and can be any 

colour except piebald, skewbald, 

spotted or blue-eyed cream”

From Shetland Isles to the 

New Forest, Wales and 

the west coast of Ireland, 

many native ponies 

(known as mountain and 

moorland breeds) live a 

semi-wild existence. 

 In Tudor times, Henry 

VIII decreed a cull on feral 

ponies too small to carry 

a knight in full armour. 

Many escaped due to 

their remote location. One 

group, in the Carneddau 

Mountains in North 

Wales, has been found by 

Aberystwyth University 

to be genetically unique, 

making them one of the 

rarest breeds in the world. 

In 2013, more than 70 

Carneddau ponies, a third 

of the population, died in 

winter snowdrifts, but by 

November, a round-up 

suggested the population 

had recovered. “I was 

expecting to gather up to 

80 ponies, but we had 

120,” said Gareth Wyn 

Jones of the Carneddau 

Mountain Society. “Goes 

to show what a tough 

breed they are.”

THE UK’S 
HARDIEST PONIES 
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have dropped recently. With reduced demand 
for ponies, responsible breeding is essential. The 
verderers have cut back to using 10 purebred 
stallions a year for 30 days, although this 
narrows the gene pool. Previously, there would 
have been 100 stallions turned out year round. 

Dionis explains some of the challenges of 
using fewer stallions: “We have higher numbers 
of seven- to 10-year-old purebred mares who’ve 
never got in foal. Any geldings in the area would 
consider the stallions interlopers and chase 
them away and the stallions that did get through 
would be hogged by the greedy old mares!”

Another problem are the low fences, which, 
according to 11th-century Forest Law, were 
built no higher than 3ft 6in in order to let the 
King’s deer pass. “I once wanted to get a 
seven-year-old mare in and put her to a stud 
stallion,” says Dionis. “She wasn’t even 13 
hands, but the fence was absolutely no barrier 
to her. She sailed over that, the bank and ditch 
beyond it from a standstill!” 

The New Forest drifts take place from August 
to October and are organised by the verderers. 
Skilled commoners on horseback round up the 
ponies and herd them into a pound where 
they’re tail-marked, wormed, given collars and 
a health check. Any ponies not in good 

condition are removed by their owners.  
“It doesn’t always go to plan,” says Dionis. 
“Even in the best conditions we get no more 
than 75% of the ponies. Some come in on two or 
three di�erent drifts – you can tell by their 
newly marked tails, which show the owners 
have paid their annual fee. Then there are 
always a few cunning old mares who emerge 
from the bushes just as we’re going home!”

DRIFT DODGING
Ironically, while managing to dodge drifts some 
of the ponies still happily make their way to the 
villages where they get fed by tourists. Not only 
is this dangerous to the people feeding them, 
who may be kicked or bitten, but it’s bad for the 
ponies, who can die if they eat the litter. Even 
acorns, if eaten in excess, are poisonous to 
them, which is why up to 600 pigs are let loose 
each September during ‘pannage’ to hoover up 
fallen acorns, beech mast and crab apples. 

Another threat to the ponies is the commuter 
tra�c, especially in the autumn when the clocks 
go back. The installation of a speed camera, a 
40mph limit and the use of reflective collars 
have dramatically reduced collisions, but even 
so around 100 animals are killed each year. 
“Having a variable speed limit doesn’t help,” 
says Dionis. “People forget to check their 
speedometer when they enter the villages, 
which are a 30mph zone.” 

Now 85, Dionis has seen a lot of changes in 
her lifetime as a verderer, pony breeder and 
judge. She believes the biggest threat to the 
survival of the New Forest Pony isn’t tourism, 
tra�c or even imported horses. It’s the decline 
of the purebreds. 

“If you lose these old mare-bred lines, the 
problem is you lose the ability to adapt. You lose 
all the genetic variety in five generations unless 
you have at least one stallion to 30 mares, and 
we’ve got ten stallions to hundreds of mares. We 
need to ensure these old bloodlines continue to 
breed, and we need to move quickly.”  CF  

To find out more about Britain’s native pony breeds, visit  

www.countryfile.com/nativeponies

Ali Wood is a freelance journalist, keen sailor  

and outdoors explorer who lives in Dorset.

“Skilled commoners on horseback 

herd the ponies into a pound 

where they receive a health check”

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP New Forest ponies 
grazing; once rounded up, ponies are wormed, 
tail-marked, given collars and a health check; 
each pony is owned by a commoner who 
holds land rights in the New Forest 

In the New Forest you 

can ride at Ford Farm 

Stables, home of the 

Brock herd, with all levels 

of experience catered for 

(fordfarmstables.co.uk). 

Winsford Hill is home 

to the largest free-living 

herd of Exmoor ponies. 

Experienced riders can 

trek with Exmoor Pony 

Centre for £45 (www.

moorlandmousietrust.

org.uk). 

Explore the Brecon 

Beacons on native Welsh 

cobs and ponies at 

Cantref Riding Centre 

(www.cantref.com).

WHERE TO RIDE  
A NATIVE PONY
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AN OUTDOOR 

ICON

Greenland No. � Special Edition   

Wax your 
G-1000  garment

Our �-���� fabric can be 
 adapted with Greenland Wax 
to suit di� erent weather con-

ditions and activities. 
 Adding more wax increases the 

 fabric’s water and wind resistance as well as 
the durability and lifetime of the garment. 
 In warmer conditions, the wax can be  easily 
washed out for cooler, more  breathable 
clothing. 

Using an iron, hairdryer or camp 
stove, heat the garment until the 
wax is absorbed. To remove it, 
wash the garment at ��º�. 

Apply Greenland Wax onto the 
garment –  focusing on the 
seams, shoulders and other 
exposed areas. 

Follow the QR code to � nd out 
more about waxing your �-���� 
clothing.

���������� ’� most classic out-
door jacket, here with the cut that 
Åke Nordin gave it when he � rst 
designed a jacket for a walk in 
the mountains in ����. 
 Originally made for climbers, 
the jacket features a close-� tting 
hood and chest pockets that are 
easily accessible even when wea-
ring a harness or hipbelt. 
 Made from sustainable G-���� 
Eco, the Greenland No.� o� ers 
adaptable weather protection 
and this special edition version 
also features contrasting colours 
and leather details. 
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PASTORAL PUB
Real ales, home-reared pork and a warm welcome – 

Gloucestershire’s Salutation Inn proves that a return to rural 

values can help village pubs thrive, says Rosanna Morris  
Photos: Sean Malyon

Per���
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1  Pete Tiley, landlord of the Salutation Inn 

2  The pub’s roasted loin of pork (see recipe, 

page 63)  3  “Getting behind the bar and 

finding it full of locals chatting is the best thing 

ever,” says Pete 4  Pete’s Old Gloucester Spot 

pigs – the breed originated in the Berkeley Vale 

5  The pub’s home-reared pork is popular 

6  Pete pulls a pint
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�I
n the months before Pete Tiley 

took over the running of  

The Salutation pub at Ham in 

Gloucestershire in April 2013, 

rumours abounded. He was from 

Saudi Arabia; he had won the 

lottery; he was going to turn the 

skittle alley into a restaurant. 

In actual fact, Pete grew up down the 
road in the village of Charfield. As a boy, 
he’d gone fishing and shooting in the 
rivers and fields in the area, and now in 
his 20s was returning with his wife 
Claire to take on the pub and pursue 
his dream of setting up a microbrewery. 
“I had a good job as a business analyst 
in London but I felt I needed to do 
something I really cared about,” he says. 

Becoming landlord of the Sally at 
Ham, as it is a�ectionately known, he 
has not only realised his ambition but 
has also created what could be one of 

the country’s most perfect village pubs. 
“I wanted to o�er an experience that 
people would think is amazing,” he says. 
“It was very daunting at first. The beer 
has to be good, the service has to be 
good and you need a good atmosphere.”

Pete did nothing groundbreaking –
instead, he simply looked to what he 
loved about country pubs as a child.  
“I remember going clay pigeon shooting 
with my father on Sunday mornings 
before sitting in the local pub sipping a 
coke and nibbling steak crisps while 
watching the banter unfold,” he recalls.

“My father and his friends would 
order big rounds. They’d exchange 
homegrown vegetables. Someone may 
have shot a rabbit and would be trading 
it for a jar of homemade piccalilli. They 
would be laughing, joking and swapping 
stories. I loved the camaraderie.” Pete 
didn’t rip out the interior and paint the 

walls in Farrow & Ball. He did not, as 
many feared, change the skittle alley 
into a restaurant. What he’s done is 
encourage camaraderie at the Sally,  
to make it a place that is all about 
community spirit.

WELCOME HAM
The Sally is on the Berkeley estate in a 
hamlet of 20 cottages near the Severn 
Estuary, and the only thing that marks 
it as a pub is the squeaky sign on the 
roadside. Other than that, you may 
think you’ve arrived at someone’s 
private house. It’s rather apt that the 
Sally’s full name means ‘welcome’ as 
that is precisely what Pete sets out to 
give every single person who walks 
through the door. And it’s this welcome 
that won him CAMRA (Campaign for 
Real Ale) National Pub of the Year 2014. 
“When I walked in, it was like being 
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welcomed into a friend’s home,” said 
the judge’s comments.

This coveted award, combined with 
Pete’s e�orts to engage his customers, 
may explain why trade last year was up 
by 40% – an amazing feat, when 29 
pubs are closing in the UK each week. 
“When I get behind the bar at 5pm I find 
it full of locals chatting,” says Pete. “It’s 
the best thing. When I see that, I find it 
hard to imagine pubs are closing.” 

Pete made his changes gradually. He’s 
kept one permanent beer (Butcombe 
Bitter) along with a changing range of 
five or six cask beers by microbreweries, 
as well as nine still ciders made locally. 

Food is only served at lunchtime so as 
not to marginalise drinkers at the bar 
in the evenings – “first and foremost, 
this is a traditional wet-led community 
pub,” says Pete – with the menu reduced 
to three simple dishes: ham, egg and 
chips; ploughman’s; and one other meal 
that changes daily, ranging from fish 
and chips or mushroom risotto to 
braised rabbit or pork tenderloin. 

Pete has brought in classic pub 
games such as table skittles and shove 
ha’penny and installed a piano for 
singalongs. He set up his microbrewery 
and has his own beer called Tiley’s on 
tap. But it’s the events that have really 
made a di�erence. There’s the ‘locals 
behind the bar night’, Pete’s fun way to 
overcome his severe sta� shortage on 

Monday nights. “It’s chaos,” he says. “I 
give them 15 minutes training and then 
I let them loose. People love watching 
their friends have a go at pulling pints.”

SWAP, BREW AND BREED 

Then there’s the ‘ham from home night’, 
in which villagers bring homemade or 
homegrown food such as bread, jam, 
beetroot and pickled eggs to swap and 
share with everyone in the pub. And he 
holds ‘brew sessions’, where a brewery 
comes for the day to brew a beer with 

customers – Butcombe Brewery is up in 
October. “I love the thought of everyone 
mucking in and making something and 
celebrating what we’ve created.”

Meanwhile, the recent ‘rare breeds 
day’ saw sheep, pigs, cows and even a 
shire horse in the Salutation’s pub 
garden. “It’s about engaging with the 
community as much as possible. These 
events mean people socialise and 
make friendships,” Pete says. “They 
are also free.” 

“THESE EVENTS 
MEAN PEOPLE 
SOCIALISE AND 
MAKE FRIENDSHIPS”

One of Pete’s best ideas is his ‘ham, 
egg and chips project’ – his mission to 
produce his favourite pub meal. For the 
ham, he has half a dozen Gloucester 
Old Spot pigs in a walled garden down 
the road; for the egg, his chickens live 
next to the pigs; for the chips, potatoes 
are growing in the pub garden. “It’s 
exciting that this year we will have 
produced the whole dish and that it can 
be washed down with a pint of beer 
made on site,” he says.

Pete and his customers clearly have 
lots of fun but it is evident that Pete’s 
success is down to caring about what he 
does. “The locals are like a family to me. 
If more people ran community pubs like 
this, the UK would be a better place, 
especially in rural areas. Some people 
live in cottages down little lanes and can 
be quite isolated. In a pub, they can 
socialise with friends. It’s important for 
a healthy, happy, functioning society.”  

And what next for the Sally? “It would 
be amazing to have a cow,” says Pete, 
looking at the garden with a grin. 

Rosanna Morris writes about the 

countryside, art, design and travel. 

She is based in Somerset and can 

usually be found scribbling or walking 

her English pointer Flossie. 
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Go online for seven more idyllic pubs

www.countryfile.com/perfectpubs

LEFT “Feeding the pigs on apples and whey creates an incredible flavour in the pork,” 

says Pete RIGHT Pete and wife Claire serve simple and delicious homegrown fare
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PERFECT PASTORAL PUB

SALUTATION INN RECIPE 
Roasted loin of pork, stu�ed with apricot and sage 

Serves 6-8  

(depending on how hungry you all are)

You will need:

  12-inch boneless piece of rare-breed   

  Gloucestershire Old Spot / Tamworth pork loin*

  30 dried apricots

  30-40 fresh sage leaves, whole

  300ml good local cider (we used    

  Barnes & Adams’ Berkeley Vale Cider)

  Freshly cracked black pepper and sea salt flakes

Method

1.  Soak apricots in the cider for two hours.

2.  Pre-heat the oven to 220ºC.

3.  Take the pork loin and score the skin with    

  a sharp knife.

4.  Turn it over and cut into the thick part of the loin  

 lengthways, making a pocket for your apricots and sage;  

 cut it in a way that will mean the apricots and sage are in  

 the middle of the joint when you roll it back up again.

5.  Season the inside of the meat pocket with salt and pepper.

6.  Place the soaked apricots and sage leaves in layered rows  

 inside the pocket.

7.  Roll the loin back together and tie firmly along its length with  

 butcher’s string; our tip here is to start in the middle and work  

 your way outwards, one-inch apart.

8.  Place the loin in a roasting tin and make sure the skin is dry.

9.  Season heavily with salt and pepper. Ensure you rub salt into  

 all the scores of the skin... this helps to create a more crackly  

 crackling, which we all love!

10. Put the roasting tin in the oven on a middle to high shelf and  

 roast for 20-25 minutes.

11. Turn the oven down to 180ºC and roast for a further 

 1 hour 20 minutes. This should produce great crackling and  

 a very succulent and juicy piece of pork loin.

12. Cut into one-inch thick slices to serve.

13. Serve the roast with apple and swede mash, brussels sprouts  

 and a garlic and mushroom sauce.

Recipes for the apple and swede mash, the sprouts and the  

garlic and mushroom sauce can be seen on our website  

www.countryfile.com/sally-inn-recipe

 

*The Salutation Inn says: “These breeds are our preference for 

rearing ourselves because we think their meat tastes particularly 

good; especially after we have fed them on apples, whey, nuts and 

a good helping of wild rooting.”
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AgincourtThe battle of

www.royalarmouries.org

#Agincourt600

600th Anniversary
Exhibition 

Discover the medieval armour, art,

music, sculpture and manuscripts

which together reveal the story,

legacy and myths of this

extraordinary battle.

Tower of London
23 Oct 2015 - 31 Jan 2016

The national collection of arms and
armour at the Tower of London
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    Great  

days out
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October

Spooky stories, ancient ruins and creepy characters – there’s plenty to explore this 
October with these Halloween-ready walks and days out 

MYTHS AND LEGENDS
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Keep your wits about you as you explore Whitby 

Abbey’s graveyard – the setting of Bram 

Stoker’s classic horror Dracula: see page 74
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01 WALK 
SPECTRE OF KINGTON 

HEREFORDSHIRE  p66

 
02 DAY OUT 

 LUD’S CHURCH 
STAFFORDSHIRE p70

 

03 WALK 
THE BIG GREY MAN 

CAIRNGORMS p73

04 WALK
DRACULA’S WHITBY  

YORKSHIRE p74

05 WALK
LLYN BARFOG’S AFANC

SNOWDONIA p77

06 DAY OUT
ROLLRIGHT STONES 

OXFORDSHIRE p78

07 DRIVE
KIRKMAIDEN GHOSTS 

GALLOWAY p81

 

 08 DAY OUT 

 ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT 
CORNWALL p82

09 DAY OUT
 SLIEVE GULLION WITCH 

COUNTY ARMAGH p83

10 � 14 TOP FIVE
GHOST VILLAGES 

VARIOUS p84

F
or a real sense of 

spookiness, step along 

Kington’s lanes in the 

first hours of daylight, when 

the caw of rooks echoes 

through the autumnal mist 

that hangs low over the 

nearby River Arrow. And if 

you hear the soft patter of 

ghostly paws on the tarmac 

behind you… RUN!

According to folklore, Sir 

Thomas Vaughan was an evil 

squire who walked his huge 

black bloodhound around 

Kington’s streets and lanes, 

often setting his dog loose on 

walkers who annoyed him. He 

was killed in battle in 1469 and 

his spirit was said to return and 

haunt the town in many forms. 

As a black fly it would torment 

farmer’s horses. As a black bull 

it terrorised worshippers in St 

Mary’s Church and locals in the 

market hall – so much so that 

people feared going out. 

Anyone who saw Vaughan 

take the shape of his faithful 

black hound knew death would 

soon come knocking.

This 6�-mile walk wanders 

Kington’s isolated lanes, before 

climbing Hergest Ridge. It 

returns to Kington, where 

Vaughan’s shape-shifting ghost 

spread fear and terror. 

1   VAUGHAN’S HOME
Start your haunted trek from 

the car park in Crabtree Road, 

turn left into Mill Street, passing 

a football ground on your left. 

Your handy guide to this 
month’s Great Days Out

01 THE SPECTRE OF KINGTON  
HEREFORDSHIRE

Follow in the footsteps of the mysterious Black Vaughan, a shape-shifting spectre  
who may have inspired Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, says Simon Whaley  Photos: James Osmond

walk

CONTENTS
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82

Take the metal gate into the 

park and follow a fence on the 

right. At the park corner, pass 

into the adjacent school playing 

fields and, keeping left of the 

trees, head out straight across 

to the opposite hedge. 

Go through into a smaller 

field, following the left hand 

edge, before passing behind 

some properties on your right, 

emerging on to Hergest Lane. 

Take the turn on your left. 
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GRADE: MEDIUM › DISTANCE: 6.5 MILES  › TIME: 2.5 HOURS

the 

route
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ABOVE LEFT Hergest Court was built for Sir Thomas Vaughan in around 1430 – even now, many locals consider 

it too spooky to walk past in the dark  ABOVE RIGHT The inspiration behind The Hound of The Baskervilles?
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St Mary’s Church, where Vaughan’s 

headless body was laid to rest in a 

tomb after the Battle of Banbury
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Simon Whaley

is a photographer and 

writer with a passion for 

the countryside. 

Scan this Viewranger 

code using your 

smartphone to 

download this route. 

We’ve partnered up with 

Viewranger.com, the go-to 

website for online walking 

routes. With Viewranger,  

you can access a whole world 

of detailed maps on your 

smartphone, so you don’t  

have to stu� your pockets full 

of guides, magazines or other  

bits of paper. 

To make life easier for you, 

the walks in each new issue of  

BBC Countryfile Magazine will 

be ready to view on Viewranger. 

We’ll also be uploading the 

best walks from our previous 

issues, so you’ll have plenty of 

routes to choose from. 

If you like the look of a route 

you see in the magazine and 

would like to access it using 

your smartphone or device, 

here’s what to do:

1  Download a QR code reader 

from the apps service on 

your smartphone. 

2
Open the app on your 

device and hold your 

phone above the printed 

code. It then does all the work! 

3
The app will take you 

through to this walk on 

the Viewranger website, 

so that you can carry the walk 

around with you in your pocket.  

And you’re ready to go!

Take a look around at  

www.viewranger.com
Happy exploring!

G U I D E

How to use  

Viewranger.com

St  Mary’s Church. But his spirit 

remained restless. In the end, 

12 priests carried out an 

exorcism in St Mary’s Church, 

reducing Vaughan’s spirit to the 

size of a fly, placing it into a 

snu� box, and securing it under 

a stone slab at the bottom of a 

pond at Hergest Court.

Leaving the tomb behind, 

turn left, dropping through the 

grounds to the main road. Turn 

left and follow the main road 

down into the town centre. 

Turn right into Mill Street, 

passing the old Market Hall 

(where Vaughan appeared as a 

bull), to return to the car park.

It’s thought that this story 

could be the inspiration behind 

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s 

Hound of the Baskervilles. 

Doyle did stay at Hergest 

Court, and many character 

names are also local Kington 

place names. It can’t all be a 

spooky coincidence... can it?

2   HOUNDING LANES
About half a mile along the lane, 

pass Black Vaughan’s  moodily 

atmopheric house, Hergest 

Court, on the left. Soon after, 

take the minor lane on the right. 

Climb steeply, between high 

embankments, forking left at a 

junction. Go through Lower 

Hergest and, after a telephone 

box on the left, climb to Upper 

Hergest. Bear round to the right 

at the road junction, continuing 

through the hamlet. 

3   CLIMBING HERGEST
After New House Farm on the 

left, take the next signed 

footpath on the right, through a 

gate, onto a bridleway. Climb 

up between trees. Pass 

through another gate to enter 

open hillside. Bear left, away 

from the tall obvious signpost, 

and look for a shorter post. 

From here, climb uphill, as 

waymarked, on a wide, grassy 

path. Look behind for great 

views across Herefordshire, 

towards the Brecon Beacons. 

Pass a couple more 

waymarker posts, and then a 

large pile of stones. At the next 

waymarker post, bear left, as 

directed, between the highest 

point of Hergest Ridge on your 

left and the trig point on the 

right, towards a tall signpost. 

Drop gently to reach another 

wide crossing track. 

4   RIDGE DESCENT
Turn right, with magnificent 

views across Wales on your 

left, and follow this track. Pick 

up the O�a’s Dyke National 

Trail, which joins from the left 

soon after, and follow this as it 

travels through the old 

racecourse, passing a small 

pool on the right. Follow O�a’s 

Dyke’s long descent down 

Hergest Ridge towards a large 

wooden gate. Pass through to 

join a tarmac lane. This drops 

back into Kington, passing 

Hergest Croft Gardens, to 

reach the main road. 

5   VAUGHAN’S VAULT
Cross straight over on to a 

minor lane, forking left, then 

right, into the grounds of St 

Mary’s Church. Enter the 

church, and turn right to find 

the Vaughan family vault. 

When Vaughan was 

beheaded during the 1469 

battle of Banbury, his faithful 

hound dashed across the 

battlefield, picked up his head 

and carried it home. Vaughan’s 

body was also returned to 

Kington and buried inside  

Hergest Ridge, on the English-Welsh 

border, is suitably wild and moody 

countryside for this beastly tale
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02 LUD’S CHURCH STAFFORDSHIRE

Take a pilgrimage across the Sta�ordshire moorlands to walk through a  
breathtaking natural crevice, and prepare to look into the eyes of the  
Green Knight of legend, says Roly Smith

day out

T
he overall impression 

is one of greenness – 

dark, dank, dripping 

greenness. Grasses, ferns, 

moss and lichens cling 

tenaciously to the misty, 

vertical walls of the ravine, 

while 60 feet above us, 

trees overhang, adding to 

the all-pervading gloom. 

It’s just the sort of place you 

might expect to meet a 

phantom. And we are there in 

search of one – the Green 

Knight of Arthurian legend. 

We’re in Lud’s Church, a 

natural rock fissure hidden 

deep among the oaks, pines 

and birches of Forest Wood, 

north of the Roaches in the 

Sta�ordshire Moorlands. It 

has recently been identified 

as the Green Chapel, the 

scene of the gory climax in the 

classic early medieval 

alliterative poem, Sir Gawain 

and the Green Knight. 

In the poem, written by an 

anonymous local poet 

sometime in the late 14th 

century, the “comely knight” 

Gawain has to seek out the 

mysterious chapel to fulfil a 

12-month tryst and complete 

a beheading ritual with the 

gruesome Green Knight. 

Today, we’re attempting to 

retrace his steps.

THE BIGGER PICTURE 
Admittedly, as we cautiously 

pick our way over the slippery 

boulders that litter the chasm 

floor on this misty autumnal 

day, our minds are full of 

Arthurian fantasies, and we’re 

half-expecting to come 

face-to-face with the grim 

giant “garbed all in green”.

We are just scrambling out 

of the top end of the 

claustrophobic canyon when 

something makes me look 

back – and there he is! 

Clearly defined in the 

green-lichened gritstone walls 

is the unmistakeable 

helmeted profile of the giant’s 

face. The great, craggy, 

Desperate Dan chin and grim, 

beetled brows frown down on 

the dismal depths while above 

him, a gnarled holly tree 

Roly Smith enjoys 

visiting places where  

a ‘sense of sacredness’ 

hangs in the air. 

sprouts from the living rock. 

Even that seems appropriate, 

because when the Green 

Knight gatecrashed Arthur’s 

Camelot Christmas feast, he 

was wielding a holly bough.

My first encounter with him 

was nearly 40 years ago, and 

now thousands more have 

seen the Green Knight. The 

paths from Roach End to 

Lud’s Church (which gets its 

name from Walter de Ludank, 

a 14th-century follower of 
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Wycli�) are waymarked and 

well-trodden. 

For me, the original thrill  

is now a familiar sight, but if 

you can have it to yourself on a 

misty autumn day, Lud’s 

Church can still impart that 

spine-chilling frisson of 

malevolent medieval magic. 

ABOVE Over 100m (328ft) long and 18m (59ft) deep, Lud’s Church has a chilly atmosphere all year round



For special offers and a free copy of our brochure call 

us on 01548 202020 or check out our website  
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03 THE GREY MAN CAIRNGORMS

While hiking near the peaks of Ben MacDui, Fergal MacErlean encounters  
tales of its mysterious Big Grey Man

walk

V
ast, intimidating and 

eerie: Britain’s most 

extensive range of 

mountains encompasses 

the perfect terrain for the 

Big Grey Man. Standing 

30-feet tall, this legendary 

creature has struck fear 

into generations of walkers 

as he reportedly trailed 

them on the hills or struck 

while they sheltered in tents  

on Ben MacDui.

The massive wind-scoured 

plateaux of the granite 

Cairngorms is certainly a place 

where the imagination can run 

wild. When mist-enveloped, it 

can be overpowering. In 1925, 

mountaineer Norman Collie 

told of his terrifying experience 

while alone on Ben MacDui. 

“Every few steps I took,  

I heard a crunch and then 

another crunch, as if someone 

was walking after me but 

taking steps three or four times 

the length of my own. I said to 

myself, this is all nonsense.  

I listened and heard it again but 

could see nothing in the mist

“There is something very 

queer about the top of Ben 

MacDui and I will not go back 

there again myself.”

PRESENCE OF MIND
Other seasoned mountain 

men have given similar 

accounts. Peter Densham, 

leader of the Cairngorms RAF 

Rescue Team during the 

Second World War, was 

spooked by a “Presence”. 

“Though your nerves be of 

steel, and your mind says it 

cannot be, you will be 

acquainted with that fear 

without name, that intense 

dread of the unknown,” he said.

Ben MacDui is the second 

highest mountain in Britain and 

the highest of the Cairngorms, 

standing in the centre of this 

awe-inspiring range. 

Reaching it is best left for 

experienced hill walkers but 

one can gaze at its 1,309m 

(4,294ft) summit from the 

much more achievable top  

of Cairn Gorm.

Fergal MacErlean 

loves letting his 

imagination run riot in 

Scotland’s wild places.

1  FOLLOW THE PATH
Go fully equipped with 

waterproofs and warm clothing 

from the Cairn Gorm ski car 

park for the four-mile return 

walk. Allow up to five hours.

The track leads up towards 

the Ptarmigan restaurant; pass 

under the funicular just above 

the bottom station. The Windy 

Ridge Path leads by a ski run 

The sparse but breathtaking Ben MacDui, from 

the suitably spookily named Devil’s Point

snow fence before crossing 

the run. Keep hiking up to pass 

to the left of the restaurant. 

2  HEAD TO THE TOP
The final upper section leads 

south to the summit of Cairn 

Gorm and is marked by posts 

and cairns. Guided walks are 

also available with the funicular 

company (www.cairngorm 

mountain.org).  From up here 

you can gaze across to Ben 

MacDui – 3.5 miles (5.5km) to 

the south west – if you dare. 
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the 

route

1

2

To download this 

route, scan this 

Viewranger.com code 

using your phone

GRADE: HARD › DISTANCE: 4 MILES › TIME: 5 HOURS

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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04 DRACULA’S GOTHIC WHITBY 
YORKSHIRE

GRADE: EASY › DISTANCE: 1 MILE › TIME: 1 HOUR

Explore the dramatic seaport where Dracula first set foot in England – now a magnet  
for literature lovers and those of the gothic persuasion, says David Winpenny

E
very Halloween, the 

streets of Whitby are 

thronged with goths. 

Their black garb – some in 

elegant Victorian style, 

others sporting fantasy or 

horror costume – gives a 

dark hue to the narrow 

streets of the old fishing port.  

Many have been making a 

literary pilgrimage here for 

years, drawn to and inspired by 

the town’s link with Bram 

Stoker’s Dracula, which has 

three chapters set in Whitby.  

1  HEART OF DARKNESS

Start your walk at the Bram 

Stoker Memorial Seat on the 

grass in front of East Terrace 

on the town’s West Cli�; to 

reach it from the Park and Ride 

bus stop on St Hilda’s Terrace 

go up Silver Street, turn right 

into Hudson Street and round 

on to the cli�.  In Dracula, Mina 

Murray and Lucy Westenra 

spend their summer in a house 

on the West Cli�.

2  RIVERS OF RED ROOFS 

Cross Bridge Street to find 

Whitby Abbey and St Mary’s 

church opposite, on the East 

Cli�, with the town and harbour 

below. “The River Esk runs 

through a deep 

valley that 

broadens out 

as it comes 

near the 

harbour...  

The houses of 

the old town are all red-roofed, 

and seem piled up one over the 

other anyhow,” wrote Stoker. 

“Goths crowd in the 

churchyard and soak up 

the spirit of Dracula”
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

3  DRACULA DISEMBARKS
Descend through the 

Whalebone Arch at the north 

end of the terrace; at the road, 

turn left to go down to the 

harbourside and over the  

swing bridge that joins the 

town’s two sides. Just beyond, 

turn left down the narrow 

Sandgate, with its shops selling 

jewellery made from the 

goth-black Whitby jet, and on 

to the Market Place. 

Left of the small Town Hall, 

turn along pretty Church 

Street, then straight ahead to 

the stone-built Tate Hill Pier. 

It’s here, one stormy night in the 

novel, the Russian schooner 

Demeter, steered by a corpse 

lashed to the wheel and with its 

strange cargo of boxes of earth, 

David Winpenny  

is a writer and lecturer 

who has his haunts  

in North Yorkshire. 

To download this 

route, scan this 

Viewranger.com code 

using your phone

crashes, and Dracula, in the 

form of a giant dog, runs ashore 

to the churchyard and 

disappears into the darkness.  

4  GRAVE FOREBODINGS
Follow the road round into 

Sandside and climb to the 

church. From the West Cli�, 

Mina looked across to see  

Lucy in the graveyard; she 

noticed that “something dark 

stood behind the seat”. She 

rushed headlong through the 

town and up the 199 steps (now 

thick with goths at Halloween) 

to save her friend.  

The girls’ favourite bench 

was on the north side of the 

church, near the grave of a 

suicide in which Count Dracula 

spent the daylight hours in 

Whitby, wrote Stoker.  This 

grave is the focus of the pale, 

top-hatted and lace-gloved at 

Halloween; goths crowd in the 

churchyard and soak up the 

spirit of Dracula. 

To exorcise the horror, finish  

your walk with a visit to the 

astonishing interior of St  

Mary’s Church, with its piled-up 

box pews, and the genuinely 

Gothic abbey ruins.

GOTHS AT WHITBY

The Whitby Goth Weekend 
began on Halloween in 1994, 
and now happens twice a 
year, with a spring event as 
well. The town has mostly 
welcomed these enthusiasts 
and the business they bring; 
there is music in several 
venues and themed markets.  
The Dracula link has also 
spawned many walking tours 
and plenty of ‘alternative’ 
shops in the town.

MAIN The  gothic ruins of Whitby Abbey BELOW LEFT Creepy figures BELOW RIGHT The town’s 199 steps

the 
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1
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Lose Hill Lane, Hope, Derbyshire, S33 6AF

www.losehillhouse.co.uk

01433 621 219

  Exclusive use

  Stunning views across the Peak District

  Award winning food
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  Luxury bridal suite
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A spectacular location  
for your special day
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L
ong ago in the dark 

ages of Wales, when 

Roman-Britons 

fought invading Anglo-

Saxons and wolves, bears 

and beavers dwelled in 

mountain forests and rivers, 

Llyn Barfog – ‘Bearded 

Lake’ in English – was a 

bigger lake than it is now. 

Reed-fringed, duck-swum 

and lily-clad, Llyn Barfog lies in 

a sheltered plateau that 

overlooks Happy Valley – 

indeed seems almost poised 

to pour into it. It is a 

moderately sized pool these 

days – tranquil – and only just 

rippled by the winds that race 

over the hills. But centuries 

ago, an afanc lurked in its 

murky depths. 

This wasn’t unusual; back 

then many lakes in Wales had 

a resident afanc. The word 

means beaver in modern 

Welsh, but once described 

water-demons that 

resembled dwarves, 

crocodiles or mutant 

monster-beavers. 

The Llyn Barfog afanc 

devoured cattle, drowned 

anyone that came too near, 

and thrashed about violently, 

deluging the valleys. In 

despair, villagers appealed to 

the celebrated British warrior 

King Arthur for help.   

He lassooed the afanc with 

magic chains and, mounted 

on his horse Llamrai, hauled it 

from the lake. One of Llamrai’s 

hoofprints can still be seen 

embedded in a rock at Carn 

March Arthur – ‘Stone of 

Arthur’s Horse’. 

Some say Arthur slew the 

monster there and then. But 

others maintain he dragged 

the afanc up Cadair Idris and 

released it in a lake so remote 

that the people of Happy 

Valley no longer lived in fear.

DARK AND SPOOKY

The ground is too swampy to 

walk all the way round Llyn 

Barfog. But you can climb to 

the cairn that overlooks it and 

call into the echo chamber on 

the other side of the crag, or 

sit on the bank to absorb the 

silence of the deforested hills.

Dark as an old mirror and 

scaly with lilies, sometimes the 

surface shudders, fanned by a 

silver wind. The shudder 

anticipates a sudden 

peregrine plunging for a 

mallard – it strikes, misses, 

and soars skyward again.

05 LLYN BARFOG’S AFANC SNOWDONIA

Keep your eyes peeled for the afanc, a demonic creature that came up against  
King Arthur, on a walk beside its ancient lake home, says Julie Brominicks

Julie Brominicks 

dared to write these 

words on the banks  

of Llyn Barfog.

To download Julie’s 

route, scan this 

Viewranger.com code 

using your phone

GRADE: EASY › DISTANCE: 5 MILES › TIME: 2 HOURS

the 

route

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

start

ABOVE The ‘bearded’ lake is swathed in lilies RIGHT It was once thought to be home to an afanc
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06 ROLLRIGHT STONES 
CHIPPING NORTON, OXFORDSHIRE 

Once upon a time, an invading king and his army  
were stopped in their tracks by a wise witch...  
Discover what happened to them in this strange  
field on the Oxfordshire-Warwickshire border,  
says Martin Maudsley

day out

S
tepping out from the 

clump of tall trees 

beside the road, you’re 

greeted by an imposing ring 

of knobbly grey stones 

encrusted with ancient 

lichens; like the wide gape of 

a giant’s jaw filled with 

jagged teeth. The stones 

stand in a precise circle but 

vary wildly: some are tall and 

straight; others almost 

submerged into the soft turf.

Likely constructed during the Bronze 

Age, this stone circle is thought to 

have been sacred ground for burial or 

ritual behaviour – or perhaps a witch’s 

curse is behind it all...
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Martin Maudsley is a 

professional storyteller 

who regularly haunts 

mysterious sites.
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This main group of stones is 

known collectively as the King’s 

Men, with the solitary King 

Stone, looking forlorn and 

friendless, sitting in a field on 

the other side of the road. A 

stone’s throw away the final 

group– the Whispering Knights 

– are found leaning together.

Those cursed with a rational 

disposition may appreciate the 

Neolithic and Bronze Age 

origins of the stones, but I think 

the site is enhanced by the 

legend that explains their 

existence. Long ago an 

invading king with a large army 

arrived here, only to be 

confronted by a wise witch who 

foretold that to claim the throne 

of England, he needed to see 

the nearby village of Long 

Compton within seven strides. 

The king confidently 

marched up hill, but at his 

seventh stride the ground rose 

up before him, blocking his 

view. Failing in the task, the king 

and his men were turned into 

stone, while the witch turned 

herself into an elder tree. 

Allegedly it’s impossible to 

accurately count the King’s 

Men. I tallied di�erent numbers 

of stones when I last tried: 74, 

then 77 and 76. But as the 

evening sky darkened, I hurried 

home, remembering another 

superstition that at certain, 

ghostly, times of year the 

standing stones return to 

human form… 

“Failing in the task, the  

king and his men were 

turned to stone”

To download this 

route, scan this 

Viewranger.com code 

using your phone
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* Terms and conditions apply: Holidays are organised by, and subject to the booking conditions of, Riviera Travel, New Manor, 328 Wetmore Road, Burton upon Trent DE14 1SP, and are o�ered subject to availability. 

ABTA V4744 and ATOL 3430 protected. Per person prices are based on two people sharing a twin room. Single rooms and optional insurance available at a supplement.

Booking is direct with Riviera Travel. Images used in conjunction with Riviera Travel. Additional entrance fees may apply.

Sample the splendour of Portugal or absorb enchanting Provence

To request a brochure  

call 01283 523431 or to book go to www.cyfriviera.co.uk

Fully escorted price includes:

• Return scheduled flights or standard class reserved seat on Eurostar  

 and TGV (French high-speed train) from London St Pancras

• Seven nights bed and breakfast at a choice of hotels (from three star  

  superior to five star), two dinners in hotels, plus two dinners in   

 excellent restaurants experiencing fine Provençale cuisine

• Tour of La Ciotat, colourful Cassis and a boat trip to see the  

 stunning Calanques

• Guided walking tour of Aix-en-Provence, Provence’s stylish capital

• Visit to Avignon, home of the Pope’s Palace and the almost  

 mythical bridge

• Walking tour of Arles (the capital of Roman Gaul and the city    

  immortalised by Van Gogh) with its iconic amphitheatre

• Tour of the Luberon Hills and its timeless Provencal villages, so   

 vividly described in Peter Mayle’s book A Year in Provence

• Visit to the Pont du Gard, one of the ancient Romans’ largest aqueducts

• Escorted by our experienced tour manager

Eight days from £799pp

Selected departures from April to October 2016

You’ll discover the real Portugal on this tour – a rich and varied 

country with a proud history that’s admirably reflected in the 

many fascinating places we visit. Long overlooked on European 

itineraries, inland Portugal has only recently been brought to the 

discerning traveller’s attention. It’s one of the world’s oldest 

countries, Britain’s longest ally and has been ruled by the 

Romans, Visigoths, the remarkable Moors and almost every 

other race of invaders ever since, all leaving vibrant legacies. 

Eight days from only £869pp 

Selected departures from April to October 2016

Discover the beautiful towns of Aix-en-Provence, Arles and 

Avignon, experience the enchanting scenery of the Luberon – 

famously depicted in Peter Mayle’s book A Year in Provence 

– and marvel at the stunning wilderness of the Camargue. 

Immortalised by Cezanne and Van Gogh, Provence possesses a 

rich and bewitching history. The Greeks visited, the Phoenicians 

traded, the Saracens looted, and most of all the Romans settled 

– and all have left their fascinating cultural footprints.  

Fully escorted price includes:
• Return flights from Gatwick, Heathrow, Luton, Manchester,    

 Liverpool, Bristol, Edinburgh and Dublin

• Seven nights four- and five-star accommodation, including a   

 famously luxurious Pousada, with breakfast and four dinners 

• Guided tour of Lisbon 

• Visit to Sintra and its Royal Palace – summer residence of the    

 Portuguese monarchy

• Visit the astounding Monastery of Jeronimos with its outstanding  

 16th-century stonework

• See the holy shrine of Fatima – famous for its apparitions and one  

 of Catholicism’s most renowned pilgrimages 

• Tour Coimbra University, one of Europe’s oldest seats of learning   

• Guided tour of Oporto, centre of the port wine trade, with a visit to   

 Taylor’s wine lodge

• Tour the Douro, one of Europe’s most dramatically beautiful river valleys 

• Visit the 13th-century walled city of Obidos, with its cobbled streets and  

 lofty medieval fortifications

• Escorted by our experienced tour manager

Lisbon, Oporto and Douro Valley Undiscovered Provence 

Exclusive o�er: FREE ASPINAL OF LONDON PASSPORT COVER  
with each booking for BBC Countryfile Magazine customers.

See the website www.rivieratravel.co.uk to view our video

FREE  
Aspinal  
of London 
passport cover 
with every 
booking

European delights
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G
alloway, Scotland’s 

southwest corner, 

is replete with 

macabre myths. Start o� on 

the Machars peninsula at 

Monreith, the childhood 

home of Ring of Bright 

Water author Gavin 

Maxwell. Here, on the  

shores of Luce Bay stands 

ruinous and atmospheric 

Kirkmaiden-in-Fernis 

church, named after 

Medan, an 8th-century  

Irish saint, where a mass  

of overgrown creeper 

covers the elaborate 

Maxwell mausoleum.

Medan’s tale is a ghoulish 

one. Desperate to escape an 

over-arduous lover, she fled 

from the Rhins peninsula to a 

rock in Luce Bay, but the rock 

moved of its own accord, 

transporting her to Monreith 

Bay. “Why do you follow me?” 

she pleaded with her suitor. 

“Because of your eyes,” he 

replied, upon which Medan 

gouged them out. Her lover 

retreated and Medan, bathing 

her eyes in a nearby well, 

found her sight restored.

Legend also tells of the 

Kirkmaiden-in-Fernis bell 

being lost at sea while being 

transported to Kirkmaiden 

church across the water on 

the Rhins. The McCullochs of 

Myrton Castle owned the 

local estate at the time and, to 

this day, it is said that the 

imminent death of a 

McCulloch is heralded by the 

tolling of the bell from the 

depths of Luce Bay. 

AROUND THE BAY
From Monreith, make the 

35-mile trip around the top of 

Luce Bay and down the Rhins 

to Kirkmaiden church, set high 

on a hill. In this churchyard 

stands a poignant 19th-

century gravestone in the 

shape of a lighthouse, erected 

by the lighthouse keeper at 

the Mull of Galloway in 

memory of his son James, 

who fell from the gantry to an 

untimely death.

You can continue on to the 

Mull of Galloway, Scotland’s 

most southerly point. One 

guidebook writer described it 

as “a fortress whose stacks of 

cli�s bristle with knives and 

spears of rock”. 

One story tells of a young 

Pictish lad who refused to give 

up his secret ale recipe, and 

was thrown from the cli�s. 

Listen out for his cry echoing 

down through the centuries... 

07 KIRKMAIDEN CHURCH GALLOWAY

Take a drive through spectacular scenery to discover two fascinating churches, 
complete with grim legends of their own, says Donald Greig

Lighthouse Gravestone

Monreith Bay

Kirkmaiden church

Kirkmaiden-in-

Fernis church

Mull of Galloway

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Donald Greig 

is a travel and wildlife 

journalist based in

Dumfries and Galloway.

To download this 

route, scan this 

Viewranger.com code 

using your phone

GRADE: EASY › DISTANCE: 35 MILES › TIME: 1 HOUR

start

finish
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08 ST MICHAEL’S MOUNT CORNWALL

From a place of pilgrimage to ghostly goings on, this tidal island topped with 
its own castle is certainly worth exploring, says Nicola Smith

R
ising out of the sea 

just o� Marazion, 

near Penzance, the 

majestic form of St 

Michael’s Mount – a small 

tidal island crowned with a 

castle – is home to a wealth 

of myths and legends. Walk 

a few minutes across the 

causeway at low tide, or hop 

on a boat when the tide 

floods in, and find yourself 

entering another world...

St Michael’s Mount dates 

back to the 12th century and 

has been both a castle and a 

priory in its time. It has been 

home to the St Aubyn family 

since the 1650s, although 

most of it is now owned by the 

National Trust. 

Colourful tales have been 

told since 495AD, of sailors 

lured by mermaids on to the 

rocks, or guided to safety by 

an apparition of St Michael, 

the patron saint of fishermen, 

who appeared below the 

castle entrance, warning of 

danger. Spiritualists continue 

to visit the island, believing it 

has a unique energy pulsing 

from the ley lines that cross 

beneath the sea. 

TRAGIC TALES

More spooky stories abound  

too, such as that of the spectral 

figure of a lady in grey who has 

been seen running down the 

castle’s Long Passage. She is 

believed to be the ghost of the 

nanny of the St Aubyn family 

in the 1750s, who threw herself 

from the castle when her lover 

abandoned her.

Nicola Smith 

is a journalist  

based in Cornwall,  

a land of myths  

and legends.

The Mount, as it’s locally known, 

has been the spooky setting for 

several films, including Dracula  

and Never Say Never Again
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09 SLIEVE GULLION COUNTY ARMAGH

A lake on top of a mountain in south Armagh is said to have the power to turn 
your hair grey if you swim in it, among other legends associated with this 
ancient place, says Barbara Collins 

day out
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Take a seat and enjoy the view – just don’t take it 

personally if you overhear someone say “ancient hag”. 

It’s just the name of this chair-like rock.

T
he Irish have long 

revered storytelling 

and there are few 

places as full of tales as 

Slieve Gullion. This 

mountain, at the heart of 

the Ring of Gullion hill range, 

was formed by a glacier, 

which left several 

meltwater lakes behind. 

You can ask local guide Des 

Murphy to show you around. 

He will tell you how the 

goddess Milucra put a spell on 

the lake at the summit to stop 

her sister Aine from marrying 

the legendary hero Finn 

McCool. Aine said she would 

never marry a man with grey 

hair, so Milucra tricked Finn 

into swimming in it. When he 

emerged as an old man with 

grey-white hair, his men 

forced Milucra to give him a 

restorative potion but his hair 

never returned to its true 

colour. Take a dip at your peril!

There are several places 

named Cailliagh Birra or 

‘ancient hag’, which some 

locals believe refers to 

Milucra. Des points out the 

passage grave beside the lake 

at the summit, believed to be 

her house. It’s the highest 

passage grave in Ireland. 

360° PANORAMA
The lake is easy to get to, as 

there is road access halfway 

and then you follow the trail up 

the south side. There are 

stunning views at the top of 

the entire Ring of Gullion, the 

Barbara Collins  

is a writer and BBC 

broadcaster passionate 

about nature and food.

around an eight-mile scenic 

drive through forests, bogs 

and mountain slopes. Stretch 

your legs with the little ones 

through the Giant’s Lair play 

trail in the Forest Nature 

Reserve – this imaginative 

mile-long stretch features 

giant tables and fairy houses.

It’s time then for a well-

deserved bite at the 

Courtyard Centre. Make 

sure to visit the ornamental 

walled garden and wildlife 

pond before you leave.

To book a tour with Des, 

contact him on 07841 469510.

Mourne Mountains, the 

Cooley Peninsula and the 

Armagh Drumlins.

A smaller grave to the north 

of the lake is believed to date 

from the Bronze Age. Both 

graves were excavated by 

locals in 1789. Lower down on 

the way back on a hillock 

called Spellick is a rock 

feature called the Calliagh 

Birra’s Chair. A snap of you 

sitting on it is de rigeur. 

MYTHS AND HEROES
Des can wax lyrical about the 

area’s mythology, including 

where some place names  

came from, such as the folk 

legend Cu Chulainn and his 

connection to the mountain. 

You can also take the car 
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Beneath this Derbyshire reservoir lies Derwent 

Village, demolished and drowned in 1939. Out  

of respect or superstition, the church was left 

intact and twice rose from the water during 

severe droughts before it too was demolished, as 

it was considered a hazard. Walk across the dam 

wall, imagining the village below the surface and 

shudder at the two giant 24m (80ft)-wide 

concrete plugholes that draw water into the 

darkness like portals to Hades.

10 › 14 GHOST VILLAGES
A boat ride to a deserted Scillonian island, a church spire that appeared  
out of a Peak District reservoir and a schoolroom left untouched since 1943: 
David Bramwell explores five creepy abandoned settlements

This MoD-acquisitioned  

Dorset village has remained 

empty since 1943. Visitors, 

however, are welcome to 

explore its empty stone  

homes, church and strange 

white telephone box.  

Creepiest of all is the old 

schoolroom, where the 

children’s books remain open 

on the tables from their final 

lesson: a study of crows, the 

classic harbingers  

of doom. It is free to visit and 

open most weekends.  

www.tynehamopc.org.uk 

10. LADYBOWER RESERVOIR DERBYSHIRE

12. TYNEHAM DORSET

11

Half a mile in length, treeless 

and utterly desolate, Samson 

was one of Scilly’s six inhabited 

islands until 1855, when abject 

poverty and the mysterious 

disappearance of its men led 

to the evacuation of the 

remaining residents. Visit 

Samson by boat from Bryher 

(you can hire them there)  

and have your own Famous 

Five style adventure, exploring 

the lonely remains of its 

settlements with only black-

backed gulls for company. 

This former Sussex hamlet 

once had a manor house, 

cricket pitch and lunatic 

asylum. It was evacuated 

during the Second World War 

and used by the Ministry of 

Defence for firing practice. 

Now, all that remains are a few 

desolate farm buildings 

sheltered by the Downs. Where 

the Norman chapel once stood 

is now marked by a plaque. 

The band Grasscut designed a 

walk around Balsdean to 

accompany their 2012 album  

1 Inch/Half a Mile,  which you 

can follow as you listen. 

11. SAMSON ISLAND  

ISLES OF SCILLY, CORNWALL

13. BALSDEAN SUSSEX

10

12 13

14
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14. IMBER, WILTSHIRE
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The most structurally sound  

of all the UK’s abandoned 

settlements, this Wiltshire 

village was taken over by the 

MoD in the 1940s but, unlike 

Tyneham, is still used for target 

practice. Visit on one of the 

select open days and you’ll be 

genuinely spooked by its 

bullet-riddled pub, 13th-century 

church, silent streets and 

empty 1930s council blocks. 

www.imberchurch.org.uk 

David Bramwell is a 

writer and BBC radio 

presenter with a passion 

for the great outdoors.
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FILM
ADDICTED TO SHEEP 
DIRECTOR: MAGALI PETTIER

LIMITED NATIONWIDE CINEMA RELEASE

WWW.ADDDICTEDTOSHEEP.COM

Five years in the making, this independent 

documentary follows the Hutchinson 

family and their love a�air with the 

Swaledale sheep they farm in the 

stunning North Pennines. “Swaledale 

sheep are one of the worst addictions 

known to man,” Tom tells the camera, and 

despite the long hours and unstable 

nature of the job, the whole family is 

besotted with the sheep and their unique 

way of life.

The audience experiences the brutal 

reality of hill farming and, for those 

unfamiliar with the way of life, the film may 

get uncomfortably close. Tom delivers a 

stillborn lamb in gruesome detail and Kay 

is unflinching as she breaks the legs of the 

plucked turkey she is preparing on the 

kitchen table. They are, in their own 

words, “desperate for money” but it is 

clear they count themselves extremely 

lucky to live where they do. 

Narrated by the family, the film invites 

us into the landscape that the Hutchinsons 

call home. The fells of Upper Teesdale are 

a tough but beautiful corner of England 

and the strength of the local community 

is touching. The Hutchinson children, who 

are out on the farm as much as their 

parents and adore where they live, add a 

humorous and emotional side to the film. 

It might be less glamorous than Adam’s 

Farm, but this unhurried, intimate, honest 

film is unmissable. 

Beth Rowland, reviewer

October

BOOKS � TV � FILMS � LETTERS � PUZZLES

THE RISE AND FELLS OF A SHEEP�FARMING FAMILY
An engrossing study of the Hutchinsons and their flock of Swaledale sheep in the Pennines

Here’s looking at ewe, kid:  

Addicted to Sheep follows  

a sheep-farming family  

in Upper Teesdale
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BOOK
TAMING THE FLOOD
BY JEREMY PURSEGLOVE

WILLIAM COLLINS, £25

ISBN: 9780008129354

It was dubbed 

‘Britain’s Hurricane 

Katrina’. Every night 

on the BBC news, 

millions watched 

the plight of the 

people of the 

Somerset Levels, 

with memorable scenes of water 

stretching away to the horizon in  

every direction. 

From the media coverage, you might 

imagine that the floods of winter 

2013-14 were the greatest natural 

disaster ever to befall Britain. And yet, 

as Jeremy Purseglove points out in his 

timely new edition of Taming the Flood, 

these were by no means the worst 

floods in recent years. Just 200 

properties were flooded in Somerset, 

compared with almost 8,000 in and 

around Hull as recently as 2007. 

The media coverage of the Somerset 

floods was not only massively out of 

proportion, it also had a disastrous 

influence on the response to the 

problem. Faced with demands to do 

something, the government responded 

with knee-jerk ‘solutions’ such as flood 

barriers and the dredging of rivers – 

actions that are more likely to make the 

problem worse.

As Purseglove argues in this 

fascinating book, originally published in 

1988, we need to work with the waters, 

not against them. He eloquently charts 

the history of Britain’s wetlands, and 

the mistakes we make when we try to 

provide short-term solutions to 

complex, long-term issues. 

In the final chapter he brings us up to 

date, charting the litany of mistakes in 

policy and practice made during the 

past quarter-century. The message is 

clear: if we really want to reduce 

flooding and save people the misery of 

losing their homes, we need to listen to 

people like Jeremy Purseglove.

Stephen Moss, naturalist, author 

and BBC wildlife TV producer

BOOK
NATURE’S ARCHITECT 
BY JIM CRUMLEY

SARABAND, £12.99

ISBN: 9781910192061

 

The beaver is the 

animal to watch in 

Scotland now. This 

tail-slapping, dam-

building prodigy has 

confounded a lengthy 

trial introduction 

scheme in Argyll by 

establishing  its own uno�cial ‘release’. 

There is now a substantial population in 

the Tay valley and, while biologists in the 

west deliberate over whether 

reintroduction will work, the Tay 

beavers are quietly proving that it can.

All this is happening under the 

watchful eye of Jim Crumley, whose 

lucid and immersive writing does his 

subject full justice. He turns his back on 

the trial reintroduction and instead 

focuses on the animal’s presence in 

Tayside. He is fascinated by their 

engineering talents (“liquid architecture”) 

and their ability to alter riverscapes. 

Seldom popular with landowners, 

beavers’ initial impact is often viewed as 

destruction, but the author argues that 

if we take the long view, they benefit 

fisheries, forests and much other 

wildlife. Between observations of 

beavers in his river diaries, he visits the 

Isle of Bute; Aigas Field Centre, once a 

Victorian beaver colony, where captive 

beavers are busy re-landscaping part 

of Sir John Lister-Kaye’s estate; and 

Bam�,  where wild and captive animals 

have re-configured their wetlands with 

dramatic results.

Jim Crumley writes passionately and 

persuasively and this book is hard to 

put down, not just for its delicious 

description, but because it underlines a 

vital opportunity for us to cut nature 

some slack, to think on a di�erent 

timescale and to revel in the rewards 

that Europe’s largest and most 

charismatic rodent can bring.   

Brett Westwood, BBC radio producer

Bringing back the beaver: Jim 

Crumley examines the talents and  

e�ects of this extraordinary mammal
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BOOK
BIZARRE ENGLAND: 
DISCOVER THE 
COUNTRY’S SECRETS 
AND SURPRISES
BY DAVID LONG

O’MARA BOOKS, £9.99

ISBN 9781782433767

 

A treasure trove of the 

weird and wonderful 

from across Blighty. 

Bizarre England is a 

medley of odd facts, 

historical quirks and 

amazing places, with a 

few myths debunked 

along the way. From magical 

underwater ballrooms to the most 

boring collections in the country (tra�c 

cones and photographs of hedges, 

anyone?), dipping into this small but 

mighty book is always a delight, and 

road trips will never be the same again. 

Heading to Haxey, Lincolnshire? Join 

the locals in a hat-hunting competition. 

Find yourself in Maidstone, Kent? A 

wander around the teapot museum is in 

order. And the chapters focusing on 

history will transport you back to 

another, stranger England, where men 

fought bears, monks tried to fly and 

Essex had an Ugley Women’s Institute.

David Long is an old hand at 

unearthing the quirks of our funny little 

country, and his passion for uncovering 

oddities shines through on every page 

as he gently takes the micky out of the 

weird ways of the English. A book to dip 

in and out of for years.

Sian Lewis, web editor

BOOK 
THE CABARET  
OF PLANTS
BY RICHARD MABEY

PROFILE BOOKS, £20, ISBN 9781861976628

This is the nature-

writing equivalent of 

fine dining – rich, full 

of di�erent tastes, 

lasting and satisfying 

– as Richard Mabey, 

perhaps our greatest 

nature writer, drools 

over a subject he adores. 

A treat not to miss, The Cabaret of 

Plants is about the relationships 

between people and plants. From Ice 

Age peoples to romantic explorers, 

missionaries, shamans, scientists, 

artists and gardeners, the book includes 

an eclectic cast. Yet the plants are the 

stars – the tangled mystery of the 

origin of cultivated apples, the almost 

physical allure of orchids, the nebulous 

uses of ginseng and the shock caused 

by the discovery that some plants 

were carnivorous. 

Every plant tells a story. A vine in 

temperate South America mimics the 

appearance of whatever tree it drapes 

over and nobody knows how; mimosas 

“learn”; trees in a forest co-operate.  

Wow, botany rocks. At times, the prose 

is so gorgeous you want to clap – “the 

fretwork and white linen of wood 

anemones in April”; “ectoplasmic pink” 

ghost orchids appearing as “irregularly 

as a poltergeist”. Go, buy it, and feast.

Dominic Couzens, naturalist

THE NIGHT�TIME ADVENTURE 
BOOK: 50 THINGS TO DO BEFORE 
YOU’RE 11�
NATIONAL TRUST, £8.99

ISBN 9781909881488

An excellent little book from the 

National Trust, full of ideas to 

entertain children in the magical 

hours of dusk and darkness. 

Being outdoors in the moonlight 

will be thrilling in itself for littl’uns, but this 

book is jampacked with fun activities to  

keep them occupied and engaged. It’s 

designed in notebook style so kids can tick 

o� the challenges they have accomplished 

and, in a nice touch, the cover glows in the 

dark. From moonlit beach games and 

cooking popcorn on a campfire to spotting 

the red eyes of wildlife, wassailing and 

glow-worm hunting, this activity pad is sure 

to delight all children under 12 years old.

FOR CHILDREN

The Haxey Fool introduces the 

Haxey Hood, a peculiar English 

game that has continued  

since the 14th century
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Donald Russell takes pride in producing deliciously tender meat. 

The award-winning online butcher, based in Aberdeenshire, 

Scotland, specialises in grass-fed, traditionally matured beef and 

lamb, reared by farmers who care about their animals’ welfare. 

At Donald Russell, traditional methods are used to mature beef 

and lamb for up to 35 days, allowing time for the rich flavours to 

develop and for the meat to become incredibly tender.

Why not take advantage of the fantastic Traditional Steak 

Selection, which comes with succulent sirloin steaks, beautifully 

marbled ribeyes and flavoursome Pavè Rump Steaks and 

medallions?

In addition to this you will also receive, free of charge, four pork 

sausages, six mini steak burgers, a meat perfection cooking 

guide and one pack of diced beef steak – ideal for the Hairy 

Biker’s beef and oyster pie recipe opposite!

Traditional Steak Selection  
(D1115) includes:
•  2 sirloin steaks, 190g each

•  2 ribeye steaks, 190g each

•  1 pavé rump steak, 150g

•  4 pavé rump medallions, in pack  

of 4, 240g per pack

Plus, we will also send you,  
free of charge:
•  1 How to Meat Perfection cooking guide

•  6 mini steak burgers, in pack of 6,  

270g per pack

•  4 pork sausages, in pack of 4, 280g per pack

•  1 pack diced beef steak, 440g

READER OFFER

To order, visit www.donaldrussell.com/cf001  
or call 01467 629666, and quote cf001

Or send your details and a cheque made payable to Donald Russell Ltd. to Donald Russell,  

FREEPOST SCO 4131, Inverurie, Aberdeenshire AB51 4ZL.

Award-winning flavour!
Exclusively for BBC Countryfile Magazine readers, royal warrant-holding 
butcher Donald Russell brings this amazing o�er direct to your door... 

WAS £58, NOW JUST £29

Terms and Conditions: Donald Russell Ltd, Harlaw Road, Inverurie AB51 4FR. For terms and conditions visit donaldrussell.com O�er expires 15th November 2015.

Immediate Media, publisher of BBC Countryfile Magazine is committed to protecting your privacy. We may wish to contact you in the future with details of products and services that 

might be of interest to you.  If you do not wish to receive these, please write NO INFO on your order.

JUST  
£29 PLUS 
FREE GIFT 
AND FREE 
DELIVERY
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Farmhouse kitchen

O
nce upon a time oysters were 

cheap – not the posh food they are 

today. They were used as fillers to 

eke out the filling in meat pies like this one – 

the original surf and turf! We think the 

combination works so well – after all, 

generations of cooks can’t be wrong.

1 
Season the beef cubes with salt and 

black pepper. Heat a tablespoon of oil in 

a frying pan and fry the meat over a high 

heat. Do in batches so you don’t overcrowd 

the pan, transferring each batch of meat to a 

large flameproof casserole dish as it is 

browned. Add more oil to the pan if needed. 

2 
Add another tablespoon of oil to the 

pan and cook the shallots for 4–5 

minutes, then add the bacon and fry 

until it’s slightly browned. Add the garlic and 

fry for another 30 seconds, then tip 

everything into the casserole dish and add 

the herbs. Preheat the oven to 180°C/Fan 

160°C/Gas 4. 

3 
Pour the stout into the frying pan and 

bring it to the boil, stirring to lift any 

sticky bits from the bottom of the pan. 

Tip the stout over the beef and add the stock. 

Put a lid on the casserole dish and place it in 

the oven for 2 hours, or until the beef is 

tender and the sauce has reduced. Remove 

the casserole dish from the oven and skim 

o� any surface fat. Taste the sauce and add 

seasoning if necessary, then stir in the 

cornflour paste. Put the casserole dish on the 

hob and simmer the mixture for 1–2 minutes, 

stirring until thickened. Leave to cool. 

4 
Turn the oven to 200°C/Fan 180°C/

Gas 6. While the filling is cooling, make 

the pastry. Put the flour and salt in  

a large bowl. Grate the butter and stir it into 

the flour in three batches. Gradually add 

about 200ml cold water and stir it in with a 

round-bladed knife until the mixture comes 

together. Knead the pastry briefly into a ball. 

BEEF AND OYSTER PIE  
BY THE HAIRY BIKERS

A FAVOURITE SEASONAL RECIPE TO ENJOY THIS MONTH

make

Recipe from  

The Hairy Bikers
Meat Feasts
(Weidenfeld & 

Nicolson £22)  

Go online for more seasonal treats

For foraging guides, recipes, homemade 

bread and other delights: www.countryfile.com/

countryside/seasonal-food

INGREDIENTS

SERVES 4–6 

 900g stewing beef,   

 trimmed and cut into  

 3cm cubes 

 2–3 tbsp vegetable   

 oil 

 3 long shallots,   

 quartered 

 125g smoked streaky  

 bacon rashers, cut   

 into 1cm strips 

 2 garlic cloves, finely   

 chopped 

 1 tbsp roughly   

 chopped thyme   

 leaves 

 2 bay leaves 

 330ml stout 

 400ml beef stock 

 2 tbsp cornflour,   

 blended with 2 tbsp   

 water to make a   

 smooth paste 

 8 oysters, freshly   

 shucked 

 flaked sea salt 

 freshly ground black   

 pepper 

 Pastry 

 400g plain flour, plus  

 extra for dusting 

 � tsp sea salt 

 250g butter, frozen   

 for at least 2 hours 

 1 egg, beaten, to glaze

5 
Roll out the pastry on a floured 

surface, making sure it is larger than 

your pie dish, and cut o� a 1cm strip. 

You might have slightly more pastry than 

you need, but you can freeze any leftovers. 

Pile the beef into the pie dish and tuck in the 

oysters.  Wet the rim of the pie dish and line 

it all the way round with the strip of pastry. 

Brush the pastry strip with beaten egg, then 

top it with the rest of the pastry. Press the 

edges together and trim them, crimping 

decoratively if you like. Brush the pastry with 

beaten egg. Put the dish on a baking tray 

and bake for 25–30 minutes, or until the pie 

is piping hot and golden brown on top. 
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Watch Matt and the team on Countryfile every Sunday 

evening on BBC One. 

began to develop it from there. We decided which 
wildlife perspectives we would try to bring to you 
at home, and what our dream wildlife scenarios 
would be in the hour that we were on air. The aim 
then was to marry that with what is technically 
possible, in order to enable you as viewers to 
experience what we were experiencing 5,000 
miles away at exactly the same time.

HAVING A WHALE OF A TIME
Aaron our helicopter pilot and Mark our helicopter 
cameraman were our secret weapons – whatever 
they could find at those moments provided the 
programme with the magic and unpredictability 
that I loved so much. They said to me that, despite 
all their Hollywood movie experience, they have 
never been involved with something that was so 
much fun, and that they loved the pressure and 
challenge of bringing the untouchable out at sea 
to you at home in Britain. They nailed it with the 
blue whale footage that we showed on our final 
programme – it was the first time a blue whale had 
ever been seen on live television. Well done boys! 

What I love is that Big Blue Live gripped viewers 
of all ages – this was not a series for experts, or 
intended to lecture those in the know – rather it 
was a starting point for all to spark interest.  
My hope is that we will have the opportunity again 
in the future to bring other environments to 
homes in Britain in a similar way, which 
will ideally be the catalyst for you to go 
and explore even further.

I have just returned from what has 

been the trip of a lifetime from both 

a personal and professional point 

of view. Big Blue Live encompassed everything 

that I love about life and television and for that 

reason it has to be a career highlight. 

From the adventure of my early days on Blue 

Peter to the family-style programme of the One 

Show, the natural pace and exploration of 
Countryfile and the spectacle of the Olympics,  
it felt like everything had come together in 
California. Monterey Bay is like no other place  
you will ever visit. Admittedly we arrived at the 
best time of year to witness the greatest gathering 
of marine mammals on earth. But to be there  
at that time and feel the energy of an assembly of 
such magnitude really puts into perspective how 
glorious nature can be, how ruthless mother 
nature is – and, quite simply, how easy it is for us  
to lose touch.

LIVE THRILLS
The beauty of a live broadcast is that you can  
move with that energy and tell the stories as they 
develop – and that’s how we built the programme. 
We started with an outline theme and then  

Matt Baker
THE COUNTRYFILE PRESENTER GOES BEHIND  

THE SCENES ON HIS SHOWS AND FAMILY FARM

THE BUZZ OF THE BEASTS ON BIG BLUE LIVE
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DON’T MISS ON COUNTRYFILE:

4 October Anita Rani explores by bicycle the beautiful Silverdale 

coastline, fabled for its sunsets and wildlife. Helen Skelton rides 

some of the UK’s fastest tides in a sea kayak. And John Craven 

announces the winner of the Countryfile calendar competition 

11 October Matt Baker is at Cheshire’s Lyme Park to witness the 

red deer rut. Helen Skelton visits the Cheshire Carriage driving 

club to try her hand at the sport, and James Wong meets the 

distillers showing us that there’s more to gin than junipers.

Matt gets close to a sea 
otter while kayaking 

at Monteray Bay
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HEART TREKKERS-TAKE ON

THE PEAK
DISTRICT
HIGH PEAK WINTER HIKE

17 MILE WALKING CHALLENGE

        bhf.org.uk/highpeak     15 November 2015

CLU-LITER CLASSIC LED 
SPECTACULAR WHITE BEAM

The Clu-Liter Classic Rechargeable Torch is fitted with the latest
CREE SINGLE LED producing a 500m beam specifically designed to

give a much larger and useful area of illumination at distance.

EVERLASTING LED
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

BUILT TO LAST
Tel: 01730 264672, Fax: 01730 260475

Email: sales@clulite.co.uk, Website: www.cluson.co.uk

Address: Cluson Engineering Limited, Unit 6 Bedford Road, Petersfield, Hampshire GU32 3LJ

Product order codes:

CLU13 with mains charger

or CLU14 with Vehicle charger



Experts in electric heating,
manufactured in Britain

SUNFLOW

Our new Invincible® heater range boasts

a unique solid clay core design, combined

with precision temperature control and

intelligent power management. This

cutting edge technology can help to

shrink your energy bills as well as your

carbon footprint.

The Invincible® range is made to order in

the UK and can be built to an almost

unlimited range of sizes, colours and

finishes to suit your home. We will design

and fit the entire system and can even

connect it to green energy. The next

generation of electric heating is here.

We haven’t just redesigned electric heating,
we’ve reinvented it

For a FREE brochure call us on 0800 158 8270
Questions? Call Suzanne on 0800 158 8272

www.sunflowltd.co.uk
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HAVE YOUR SAY ON RURAL ISSUES

Your countryside

LAND REFORM IN SCOTLAND

The Countryfile show’s report on 

Scottish Land Reform (originally 

aired on 16 August) was, in my 

opinion, biased in favour of the 

Scottish Landowners. 

I disagree with almost all of the 

SNP’s policies but in this measure I 

feel they are on the right track. The 

distribution of land in Scotland is 

totally unfair and moreover there 

is a tendency among landowners to 

hang on to their land at any cost to 

preserve the quasi-feudal nature of 

the large estates. 

Why is it wrong that more of the 

people of Scotland should have a 

fairer share of their own 

countryside, most of which 

appears to have been taken from 

them as result of the force of arms, 

ridiculous clan hierarchical 

practices, royal patronage, cruel 

land clearances and the like?

David Spenceley

East Yorkshire

Editor Fergus Collins replies: 

We looked into the issue of Scottish 

Land Reform in Behind the Headlines 

in the magazine’s September issue. It 

will be fascinating to see how it works 

– and what changes this will bring to 

the Scottish countryside. 

HARMLESS FORM OF HUNTING

I am the amateur whipper-in for 

the South Downs Bloodhounds 

(southdownsbloodhounds.com).  

We hunt ‘the clean boot’, which is 

Share your views and opinions by writing to us at:  

Have your say, BBC Countryfile Magazine, 9th Floor, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN; or email editor@countryfile.com, 

Tweet us @CountryfileMag or via Facebook www.facebook.com/countryfilemagazine  

*We reserve the right to edit correspondence. 
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While enjoying your suggestions for 

summer activities in the August edition,  

I came across the feature on outdoor 

theatre (page 11). 

The spirit of the writing is cheerful, but 

a common error was made in the jokey 

reference to Juliet’s ‘balcony speech’ in 

relation to a performance of 

Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet at 

Chester. Her speech “Wherefore art 

thou Romeo?” is answered with: “I’m in 

Grosvenor Park, love!”.

Sadly, the joke does not work because 

‘wherefore’ means ‘why’ and not ‘where’. 

Juliet has just learned that she has fallen 

in love with someone who bears the 

name of her family’s enemy. So in this 

sentence she is actually asking herself, 

“Why does he have to be called Romeo 

(and a Montague, out of all the people I 

could have fallen in love with)?” 

Nowadays the word ‘wherefore’ has 

fallen out of use in English, but modern 

German selectively keeps this meaning 

of ‘why’ in its word ‘wofür’. 

Juliet goes on to ponder the fact that 

Romeo is a Montague in her famous 

‘What’s in a name?’ speech: “That which 

we call a rose, by any other name would 

smell as sweet”.

On page 10, opposite the reference to 

Juliet, is the ‘Did you know?’ section, 

which has an explanation of Lammas 

Day, which is 1 August. By coincidence, 

Lammas Day happens to be Juliet’s 

birthday, as we learn from her nurse in 

the following extract from the play:

Lady Capulet: “Thou knowest my 

daughter is of a pretty age”.

Nurse: “Faith, I can tell her age unto an 

hour …Come Lammas Eve at night shall 

she be fourteen”.

So, an excellent piece of planning.

Alan Booty, Hither Green, London

Editor Fergus Collins replies: 

I’m not sure we’ve ever had an error 

pointed out in such a disarming 

manner! Thanks for keeping us on our 

toes – and chuckling. 

THE WHYS AND WHEREFORES

letter  

of the 

month

THE PRIZE
This month’s star letter will receive a 500ml SIGG flask. Designed in Switzerland, this double-walled vacuum insulated flask is 
manufactured from high-quality, food safe 18/8 stainless steel, keeping drinks hot for up to 12 hours. It includes a removable  
stainless-steel tea filter, making it perfect for both tea and co�ee lovers alike. Available from www.sigg.com.
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where we will hunt a human quarry 

(a runner). They drag no trail or 

scent, they just run as they are and 

the hounds follow on. 

Many people are against fox 

hunting, but are oblivious to other 

forms of hunting. Perhaps a 

greater awareness of this form of 

hunting would help bring the 

community together? 

Emma Moseley

Hampshire

WALKING WITH WAINWRIGHT
I enjoyed the article on 

Wainwright’s Lake District (June).  

I used Wainwrights’ books while 

walking in the Lakes for many 

years. A few years ago I was 

concerned about the way in which 

landscaped paths were appearing 

in certain areas especially round 

tarns and other tourist hotspots.  

I thought that they detracted from 

the natural landscape of this 

National Park. It was not until last 

year when I visited Tarn Hows and 

was able to take a disabled relative 

around the Tarn on one of the 

National Trusts Trampers did I 

realise how versatile were these 

paths that I originally hated.

It would be interesting to learn 

what The Wainwright Society thinks 

about these landscaped paths. Is it 

for or against them and more 

importantly, what would Alfred 

Wainwright himself have thought?

Fiona Sommerville

Lymington, New Forest

David Johnson, Editor, 

Footsteps Magazine, The 

Wainwright Society, replies:  

The increasing popularity of the Lake 

District has led to erosion on paths. 

Routes once barely discernible have 

become obvious tracks while long-

established paths have become wide 

thoroughfares. Much work has been 

done to address this as well as to open 

up routes for those unable to stride 

over rough ground. Opinion is divided 

on the merits of such interventions – 

some denounce ‘scars’ on the 

landscape or abhore steep sections 

that resemble a staircase. 

Many walkers are, nevertheless, 

grateful. In a case such as Tarn Hows 

that Fiona Sommerville has cited,  

I would not criticise a path that 

maximises access on foot (or by 

wheelchair). It is worth remembering 

that man-made surfaces represent a 

tiny fraction of the routes open to all.

These views are my own and my 

guess (it can only be that) is that they 

would not be out of line with Alfred 

Wainwright’s thinking.

What you’ve been saying 

on Facebook and Twitter

The Government has announced 
plans to extend the badger cull to 
Dorset and continue the cull in 
Gloucestershire and Somerset. 
We asked what you thought. 

 Lynnette Price: I don’t  

agree with it at all. Badgers should 

be protected. 

Jamie Foster: I think this is 

reassuring news. 

David Neal: How come we have 

a vaccine option for badgers but 

not for cattle? 

Carrie Jones: I do feel for the 

farmers but there must be a less 

cruel way to deal with the situation. 

Maggie Down: Why continue 

with a cull when it’s been proven to 

be ine�ective? 

We asked if you’d been out 
foraging for the nuts and berries 
of early autumn. 

Nick Gordon: I like to forage 

for berries around Nazeing in the 

Lee Valley. 

 Steph Crumplin: I’ve picked 

and frozen lots of foraged finds. 

Next up I’m making vodka 

flavoured with picked apples.

 NCL Guide: Lots of 

raspberries here in Newcastle but 

not many blackberries yet. We 

usually have delayed seasons here. 

 Vic Frost: My girls and I 

have been picking bowlfuls of 

berries from the hedgerows near 

Gosforth Park. 

Social media
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CORRECTION: Thank you to the many 

readers who pointed out that our picture to 

go with Adam Henson’s description of rye in 

his August column was in fact brome. Rye is 

shown below.

ABOVE Are surfaced paths in the Lake District a good idea or a blot on the landscape?
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www.spaldingbulb.co.uk/fr

Tulip ‘Ice Cream’
This magni�cent tulip de�nitely lives
up to its name, as when in bloom it
looks just like a delicious ice-cream,
almost good enough to eat. 

Deep-pink petals open to reveal 
soft-white petals. Attractive as cut
�owers and excellent in borders or 
in a container on the patio.

‘Rembrandt’ ‘Paul Scherer’ 'Paradise' - Mixed

ALSO AVAILABLE

Order your Tulip 
‘Ice Cream’ now! £9

.99

8 
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Plus p&p

Our customers rate 
this product
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(pack of 12 tulip bulbs)
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(pack of 15 tulip bulbs)

Pruning Shears**
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(We may supply alternative varieties and gifts where necessary)
ONLY ONE FREE GIFT PER ORDER
Bulbs will be despatched to you at the best time for planting.

Card No:

Expiry date: Security code:

Please debit my:

Last 3 digits 
on back of card

I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to Bakker Spalding Garden Co:    £

�

Credit or Debit cards - your card will not be charged until your goods are despatched.

£

£9.996198-75

£8.756600-96

6601-43

6601-35

6878-86

£7.95

£7.99

£4.99

Bakker Spalding Garden Company, P.O. Box 113, 
Spalding, Lincolnshire PE11 9WL.

WITH 70 YEARS EXPERIENCE OF SUPPLYING DIRECTLY TO THE
PUBLIC, WE ARE THE UK’S MAIL ORDER GARDEN SPECIALIST.

Bakker Spalding Garden Company, Company Registration 02366169, located 
at Four Seasons House, Enterprise Way, Pinchbeck, Spalding, PE11 3YR.

*Calls are £0.07p per minute.

EXTRA

KINZO HAND 

PRUNING SHEARS
Good quality gardening 
tools are essential. 
No gardener should 
be without these 
really sharp pruners.

ONLY
£4.99

DELIVERING EXCELLENCE 
FOR OVER 70 YEARS

Flowering Guarantee
All our bulbs or tubers come with 

a full �owering guarantee

Order now 
and get a FREE Iron 

Pump Waterwell and an
EXTRA 70 FREE Bulbs!

  

Height of well base:
10cm approx.
Pump: 13cm approx

ORDER TODAY AND 
GET YOUR IRON PUMP

WATERWELL+70 BULBS
ABSOLUTELY FREE!

**Only available with bulb order.
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Versatile options to keep you happy in the great outdoors,  

whatever autumn and winter throw at you

Weather-proof layers

1 Kintail shirt, Hilltrek, £95. A shirt-cum-

jacket made of Ventile, a super-tough, 

densely woven cotton fabric that repels 

water. Wear for outdoor work or walks, 

over a baselayer or jumper. 013398 86062, 

www.hilltrek.co.uk  2 Prima Donna Merino 

Primaloft Hoody, Howies, £69. A light 

insulating layer useful for walking or cross-

country runs. 01267 228444, www.howies.

co.uk  3 Paclite Gore-Tex Pant, Berghaus, 

£110. These excellent waterproof trousers 

have long, cooling vents that zip down from 

hip to ankle. Wear in warm weather or cold. 

0345 607 2477, www.berghaus.com   

4 Storm Glove GTX, Extremities, £35. Warm 

and waterproof. Good value for a Gore-Tex 

glove. 01773 833300, www.terra-nova.

co.uk  5 Beanie, Páramo, £18. Stretchy and 

compact, this hat is designed for year-

round use. 01892 786444, www.paramo-

clothing.com  6 Raptor waistcoat, Country 

Innovations, £125-£135. Fifteen pockets 

stitched together in a tough, ripstop fabric: 

plenty of storage for wildlife-watchers. 

01934 877333, www.countryinnovation.

com  7 Waterproof hiking sock, Sealskinz, 

£35. New, softer fabric makes these 

waterproof socks feel almost like normal 

Kit editor Joe Pontin  Photography Steve Sayers

1

2

ones. 01553 817990, www.sealskinz.com   

8 Warm Pant, Helly Hanson, £55. Long johns 

with a warm and soft merino wool exterior, 

lined with a man-made fabric that keeps 

you dry when you heat up on the move. 

+47 800 14319, http://shop.hellyhansen.

com/gb/  9 Velez Adventure Light Smock, 

Páramo, £225. This superb smock really is 

waterproof – you can head out into teeming 

rain with confidence that it will keep you dry 

for hours on end. The cut is short, and there 

are no hip pockets – just one large pocket 

on the chest, big enough for an OS map.  

01892 786444, www.paramo-clothing.com   

3 6

4 5 7
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LAZY DAYS

10 Tech Top Long Sleeve Crewe, Icebreaker, 

£80. A Merino wool base layer that keeps 

you warm on cold days, soaking up sweat 

on uphill stretches without feeling as wet as 

other natural fibres such as cotton. 0800 

6127 312, http://uk.icebreaker.com/en/home   

11 Merino Wool Thermal Liner Gloves, EDZ, 

£9.99. On the coldest days, a second layer 

on your hands adds welcome extra warmth. 

01900 810260, http://edzdirect.com   

12 Women’s R1 pullover, Patagonia, £100.  

A lightweight fleece-cum-jumper that 

feels dry when you are hot, insulates 

well beneath a rain jacket, but remains 

refreshingly breathable. 0800 026 0055, 

www.patagonia.com/eu  13 Mid II Fjell 

Pant walking trousers, Haglofs, £100. 

Comfortable, durable and well designed, 

with five pockets. The slightly stretchy 

fabric is DWR-treated, so it repels water,  

but will need occasional reproofing. 01666 

575500, www.cotswoldoutdoor.com  

14 Women’s Sprite hot pants, Icebreaker, 

£32. Lightweight merino wool with Lycra,  

for winter walking and backpacking.  

0800 6127 312, http://uk.icebreaker.com   

15 Pom Pom hat, Bridgedale, £24. Merino 

wool in a chunky texture. 0844 567 7070, 

Kit reviews in detail

Find out more about all the products on 

this page – and more great cold weather kit 

ideas too – at www.countryfile.com

www.simplyhike.co.uk  16 Ideal Down Vest, 

Ariat, £79.99. Light and cosy women’s gilet 

warms your core on autumn days when 

there’s an edge in the air. 01367 242818, 

www.ariat.com  17 Torres Overlayering 

Gilet, Páramo, £85. Insulating vest designed 

to be worn over a short rain jacket such as 

the Velez (9) – even in wet weather. 01892 

786444, www.paramo-clothing.com

8

10 13

15

11 14 16

9 12 17
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RACK YOUR RURAL BRAIN WITH THESE WILD AND WONDERFUL GAMES 

Country puzzles

COUNTRYSIDE QUIZ by Florence Wright                                                answers at bottom of opposite page

8) What does the Latin  

name of the grey seal, 

Halichoerus grypus, mean?

 a) Hooked nose sea pig

 b) Whiskered pinniped

 c) Fat sea forager

 d) Lazy drifter

9) Which abbey is largely 

recognised as the first 

Christian sanctuary in 

England?

 a) Glastonbury Abbey

 b) Abbotsbury Abbey

 c) Shambala Abbey 

 d) Buckfast Abbey 

Ph
ot

os
: i
S
t
o
c
k

The stunning River Severn 

– where does it flow?

6) Which of the 

following has 

not been a use 

of the hawthorn 

plant?

 a) Hawthorn 

wine was used to 

treat high blood 

pressure in the Middle Ages

 b) The leaves don’t contain 

nicotine so can be used as a 

substitute for tobacco

 c) The root of hawthorn is 

used to manufacture combs 

and jewellery boxes

 d) Sap  from the hawthorn 

root can be used as a powerful 

adhesive

7) Which of the following 

deer species is truly native 

to the UK?

 a) The muntjac

 b) The Chinese water deer

 c) The red deer

 d) The fallow deer

1) Which ancient tree is said 

to be the spot where King 

John signed the Magna 

Carta in 1215?

 a) The Ankerwycke yew  

in Berkshire 

 b) The Borrowdale yew  

in Cumbria

 c) The Constitution oak  

in Hertfordshire

 d) The Big Belly oak in 

Savernake Forest, Wiltshire

2) Which county does the 

river Severn not flow 

through?

 a) Shropshire

 b) Herefordshire

 c) Gloucestershire

 d) Worcestershire 

3) How many eggs does a 

house spider lay at a time?

 a) 5-10

 b) 40-50

 c) 80-100

 d) 180-220

4) Which one of the following 

mushrooms is edible?

 a) The Death Cap

 b) The Brown Roll Rim

 c) The Woolly Milk Cap

 d) The Deceiver

5) How many spines does a 

hedgehog have on average?

 a) 500

 b) 1,000

 c) 5,000

 d) 15,000

11) What unusual technique 

can foxes use to hunt pray?

 a) Gravitational forces

 b) Ultraviolet rays

 c) Magnetic fields

 d) Electrostatic forces

10) How many red and grey 

squirrels are there in the UK?

 a) 120,000 red;  

2.5 million grey

 b) 20,000 red; 300,000 grey

 c) 500,000 red;  

1.5 million grey

 d) 500,000 red;  

3 million grey

CORRECTION
Last month’s quiz said the seed in 

question 6 was beech (answer b). In fact 

the seed was sweet chestnut (answer a).
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COUNTRYSIDE 
CROSSWORD  
by Eddie James

ACROSS

1 Horse collection firm (6)

5 Marshy tract as on Kinder 

Scout (4,3)

9 Wooded valley – a sort of  

Eden (4)

10 Ebbing and flowing in Bridport 

I dally (5)

11 Abandon vertical descent (4)

12 Estuarial area, like Morecambe 

Bay (7)

13 Separate wool fibres for 

spinning – and rag? (5)

14 Rare blue butterfly in 

Holyhead, on isthmus (6)

17 Songbird needs cereal crop 

spike of corn (8)

18 Purloins bits of horses’  

bridles (8)

21 Pub needs fresh start to e.g. 

Treak Cli� (6)

23 Tiny particles from ruined 

moats (5)

24 Re-arranges holiday 

destinations (7)

27 Carefully consider, er,  

leaving small lake (4)

28 Part of shoe is a stimulating 

drug! (5)

29 Take it easy in mid-Leitrim (4)

30 Scottish peninsula – makes 

family weary it’s said (7)

31 Tiger’s dense tree habitat? (5)

 

 

CROSSWORD
SOLUTIONS
 
SEPTEMBER
ACROSS 1/25 Martin 
Mere 5 Nuthatch 9 Weir 
10 Tawny 11 Lair 12 Teifi  
14 Unearth 15 Firefly  
16 Grykes 17/19 Brecon 
Beacons 21 Conifer  
23 Ticks 26 Naive 28 Aire  
29 Stalking 30 Rodent 

DOWN 2 Avert 3 Terrier  
4 Net 5 Newquay  
6 Thyme 7 Allergy  
8 Caithness 13 Irfon  
15 Firecrest 16  Giant  
18 Conceal 19 Barking  
20 Orchard 22 Fungi  
24 Serin 27 Ear 
 
 
AUGUST
ACROSS 7/11 Packhorse 
route 9 Arrow 12 Minke 
13 Nar 14/27 Western 
Fells 16 Valleys  
18 Keswick 20 Shamble  
22 Heather 24 Seaford 
25 Rig 26 Cowal  
29 Tusks 30 Lochnagar 

DOWN 1 Spar 2 Shoe  
3 Drymen 4 Ben Nevis  
5 Game 6 Orange  
8 Courses 10 Worms  
Head 14 Wakehurst  
15 Erith 17 Llama  
19 Kirkwall 21 Bootleg  
23 August 24 Silica  
26 Cist 27 Fens 28 Sore 
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DOWN

2 Unit of heat in heather,  

maybe (5)

3 __ Water, Norfolk nature 

reserve, sadly bone-dry! (7)

4 Sing the praises ... from Sussex 

to Lowestoft (5)

5 Possibly adopt SW resort on 

Camel Trail (7)

6 Plot of land for spare-time 

cultivation (9)

7 NT garden in North Wales 

(band not playing) (7)

8 700 yrs-old Notts. annual 

event needs silly person,  

just (5,4)

15 Lincs. nature reserve – 

rambling on and on, OK! (5,4)

16 Plain location of a Wiltshire 

prehistoric monument (9)

19 Site of a 1513 England/Scotland 

battle (7)

20 Disease a�ecting sheep – just 

a bit, that is (7)

22 Dizziness? I’ve got giddy 

around top of ravine (7)

25 Mouse-like creature in half of 

Shrops. town! (5)

26 Flatfishes trodden underfoot 

by walker? (5)

Jul-Dec 2013 
39,219 

ANSWERS: QUIZ: 1 a, 2 b, 3 b, 4 d, 5 c, 6 d, 7 c, 8 a, 9 a, 10 a, 11 c
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You’re sure to find fun and relaxation in this 

selection of cosy countryside retreats – and one 

extraordinary day out.

Winter
BREAKS

Natural Retreats o�er incredible
places to stay in beautiful and
secluded locations, with a
personal concierge service that is
unrivalled. The brand’s luxury 
self-catering accommodation 
covers countryside and coast 
across the UK and Ireland. Rural 
highlights include the stunning 
Yorkshire Dales and the Ll�n 
Peninsula, North Wales – all 
boasting phenomenal natural 
settings.

 01625 416430
info@naturalretreats.com
www.naturalretreats.com

NATURAL RETREATS

12
NATURAL RETREATS 
Locations accross the UK

12

11 
GROUDLE GLEN            
COTTAGES Isle of Man

Open all year round, self catering
cottages on the Isle of Man. Set in 
a beautiful and peaceful hillside 
location overlooking the sea and a 
picturesque wooden glen. All our 
cottages come with the comforts 
and conveniences you’d expect 
from a modern property and have 
views over the glen, sea or both, 
making for a truly unique holiday 
experience.

 01624 623075
info@groudlecottages.com
www.groudlecottages.com

GROUDLE GLEN COTTAGES

11

10
GEORGE BELL HOUSE 
Chichester

George Bell House is a beautifully 
restored eight bedroom house 
situated in the historic precincts 
of Chichester Cathedral.
All bedrooms are en-suite and 
o�er stunning views of the 
Cathedral or gardens. Free Wi-Fi 
and parking are available. 
A winter stay at George Bell House 
o�ers the convenience of a city 
centre location within the tranquil 
setting of the Cathedral precincts.

 01243 813586
bookings@chichestercathedral.org.uk
www.cathedralenterprises.co.uk

10

GEORGE BELL HOUSE AT CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL

9
HARTSOP FOLD 
Penrith, Cumbria

Discover 12 self-catering 
Scandinavian-style holiday 
cottages near Brotherswater and 
Patterdale in Cumbria. An ideal 
base for fell walking, sailing, 
mountain biking, fishing, pony 
trekking and bird watching. Come 
and explore the wildness and 
isolation of nature, but return 
home to a warm and cosy lodge 
and watch the stars and abundant 
wildlife from your doorstep.

 07917 784977
info@hartsop-fold.co.uk
www.hartsop-fold.co.uk

HARTSOP FOLD

9

8           
WOODCOMBE LODGES 
AND COTTAGES Somerset7

CORFE AND PURBECK    
HOLIDAYS Wareham, Dorset

6
KENT AND SUSSEX HOLIDAY 
COTTAGES Kent and Sussex5

LODGES AT THE MAINS 
Croy, Scotland

4
ROYAL OAK HOTEL 
Betws-y-Coed, North Wales3

THE FORBIDDEN CORNER 
Coverham, North Yorkshire

2
ABSOLUTE ESCAPES 
Lake District

For the perfect self-catering 
holiday or short break, come and 
discover the delights and gems of 
the beautiful Lake District and the 
charms of the Eden Valley. Late 
deals available. We have been 
o�ering a personal, friendly and 
reliable service for over 25 years 
– get in touch today to find your 
perfect winter break, or even just 
to request your FREE brochure.

 01768 892777
shirley@absolute-escapes.com 
www.absolute-escapes.com

ABSOLUTE ESCAPES

2

1
HOME FROM HOME  
Swansea, Wales

With over 200 holiday cottages 
to pick from, including over 70 
that are pet friendly, you could 
be exploring and enjoying our 
historic and award winning 
coastline around Swansea Bay, 
Mumbles and Gower. Rhossili 
Bay (see image) is just one of 
many amazing beaches that the 
region has to o�er. 

 01792 360624
enquiries@homefromhome.com 
www.homefromhome.com

HOME FROM HOME

1
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This map is for illustrative purposes only  
and is not intended to represent  
definitive scale and detail.
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9

8

A small four-star family-run site 
set in three acres of garden on the 
boundary of the Exmoor national 
park. Only 1.5 miles to the shops, 
pubs and restaurants with the 
beach beyond. Dogs welcome. 
Lovely walks from our door and 
the whole of the North Devon 
Coast and Exmoor to explore. 
Disabled Access.  

 01643 702789 
info@woodcombelodges.co.uk
www.woodcombelodges.co.uk

WOODCOMBE LODGES & COTTAGES

8

7

We o�er a delightful selection of 
holiday homes in this beautiful 
and historic area, with a range 
of properties to suit all tastes.  
Our cottages are well equipped, 
comfortably furnished, and ideally 
located close to Corfe Castle and 
the village square. The cottages 
are cosy and welcoming, all have 
central heating and many have a 
wood burning stove, making them 
perfect for a relaxing Winter break.

 01929 480050/0800 092 3287   
info@corfeandpurbeckholidays.com 
www.corfecastleholidays.com

 CORFE AND PURBECK HOLIDAYS

7

6

Kent and Sussex Holiday 
Cottages o�er a fabulous 
selection of over 300 beautiful 
holiday homes from the scenic 
coastline with cli�s and sandy 
beaches to the rural tranquillity 
and orchards of the Weald, 
there’s something to suit every 
taste and budget.

 01580 720 770
      01304 619 444
www.kentandsussexcottages.co.uk

KENT AND SUSSEX HOLIDAY COTTAGES

6

5

5 star self-catering eco-lodges in 
the stunning Scottish Highlands.
Set in an established woodland 
habitat with abundant wildlife, 
these architect-designed holiday 
homes fuse luxury living with 
minimal impact eco technology 
to create the perfect environment 
for a relaxing, positive experience. 
Ideal for outdoor or wildlife 
enthusiasts. Ten miles from 
Inverness and three miles from 
Inverness Airport.

 01667 493408
     07842635452 
www.lodgesatthemains.co.uk 

LODGES AT THE MAINS

5

4

Picture perfect former Victorian 
coaching Inn set in the heart of 
Betws-y-Coed. Sensitive to its 
heritage the traditional design is 
coupled with a contemporary feel 
and modern facilities creating 
charm and comfort all set in a 
stunning location.

Luxurious rooms, award-winning 
dining, vibrant bars - all delivering 
outstanding hospitality.

 01690 710219 or 710011
royaloakmail@btopenworld.com 
www.royaloakhotel.net

ROYAL OAK HOTEL

4
A unique labyrinth of tunnels, 
chambers, follies and surprises 
created in a four-acre garden in 
the heart of the Yorkshire Dales.
The temple of the underworld, 
the eye of the needle, a huge 
pyramid made of translucent 
glass, paths and passages that 
lead nowhere, extraordinary 
statues at every turn. A day 
out with a di�erence that will 
challenge and delight children of 
all ages.

 
     01969 640638
www.theforbiddencorner.co.uk

THE FORBIDDEN CORNER

3

32

1
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Lace your boots, zip your waterproofs, pack your 
picnic and use one of these companies to walk the 
wild side of the UK.

Walking 
HOLIDAYS

This map is for illustrative purposes only  

and is not intended to represent  

definitive scale and detail.

Packrafting is ‘the next big 
thing’ in outdoor adventuring. A 
packraft is a tough, light inflatable 
boat, small enough to fit in your 
rucksack, inflated within minutes 
and able to carry your pack and 
camping gear across the bow.
And they can handle serious white 
water too!

The Welsh Packraft Store is the 
UK distributor for Kokopelli Raft 
Co.’s Nirvana packraft.

 07462 528597
mangaroa@icloud.com
www.welshpackraftstore.com

WELSH PACKRAFT STORE 

6

6

The beauty of walking in the UK is 
that there’s something for everyone. 
Whether you like walking through 
history, strolling with friends or 
invigorating hikes that push you to 
the limit, our range of holidays are 
both vast and diverse. Our leaders, 
with their expert knowledge and 
insatiable passion for walking, will 
take you well o� the tourist trail 
to seek out fascinating nooks and 
crannies, for the most memorable 
holiday experiences on foot.

 01707 386801
info@ramblersholidays.co.uk
www.ramblersholidays.co.uk

RAMBLERS WORLDWIDE HOLIDAYS 

5

5

Inverpolly can be a rugged and 
di�cult place to access. The 
Wilderness packrafting and 
awesome scenery is truly world 
class. Inverpolly is perfect for 
walking and packrafting, with the 
hardest trails bypassed with a 
gentle float on the water. The full 
wonder of this magical place is 
yours to discover.

 01479 811 829 
shop@backcountrybiking.co.uk
www.backcountrybiking.co.uk

INVERPOLLY MINI ADVENTURE

4

4

The New Forest is home to 
Britain’s six native reptile 
species. With a fully licensed and 
experienced ecologist as your 
personal guide, you can explore 
the world of these fascinating 
animals. This is a rare chance 
to find, identify and handle wild 
snakes such as grass snakes, 
adders and smooth snakes in a 
beautiful heathland environment.

 07752 302010
www.insightactivities.co.uk

WILDLIFE WALKS

3

3

Wandering Aengus have 
established a range of well-
researched, self-guided Lake 
District walking tours, as well 
as easy-to-book holidays on 
the major long distance paths 
of Northern England. They also 
o�er one or two you won’t find 
anywhere else. Holidays designed 
by fell walkers for fell walkers.

 016974 78443  
info@watreks.com  
www.watreks.com

WANDERING AENGUS

2

2

Enjoy an autumn walking break 
ambling through Classic Cotswold 
towns and villages: Moreton-
in-Marsh, Stow-on-the-Wold, 
Bourton-on-the-Water and the 
Slaughters. 

Walk from place to place, with 
B&B, luggage transfer, maps and 
directions, or stay in one place at 
Stow or Bourton. 

Get in touch to find out more:

 07718 660070
walks@walkthelandscape.com 
www.walkthelandscape.com

WALK THE LANDSCAPE

1

1



To advertise here please phone Martin Maynard on 0117 314 7365 or email Martin.Maynard@immediate.co.uk

Don't forget to mention 

BBC Countryfile Magazine 

when responding to adverts

 DISCOVER THE NEW FOREST 

Walks PetsCoastPERFECT FOR... Wildlife

 HOLIDAY IDEAS 

Penny Farthing Hotel
Romsey Road

Lyndhurst
Hampshire
SO43 7AA

Tel 023 80284422

www.pennyfarthinghotel.co.uk

When you’re planning a stay in the New Forest, The 

Penny Farthing Hotel offers a stylish base in Lyndhurst, 

the ‘capital’ of the New Forest National Park.  

The privately-owned and run hotel offers a selection  

of 19 ensuite rooms and neighbouring self-catering  

accommodation for bespoke stays to meet guests’  

needs. Highly rated by the AA and TripAdvisor, you  

are ensured a comfortable stay and a generous  

full English breakfast to set you up for a day  

exploring the New Forest. A comfortable bar  

and lounge, private car park and free Wi-fi is,  

of course, included.

www.islandcottageholidays.com
01929 481555

Isle of Wight & Purbeck coastal & rural cottages 

Island Cottage
Holidays

Built in 1847, this beautiful Victorian 

station house provides the ideal spot for 

refreshments all year round. Our location 

offers stunning walks along the old railway 

line and beautiful New Forest scenery. 

Try our freshly prepared breakfasts, lunches 

or afternoon teas. Our homemade scones 

and patisseries are true New Forest gems.

Open from 10am, 7 days a week

01425 402468

QUAYSIDE ON THE RIVER DEBEN

A paradise for birdwatchers, fishermen, sailors 
golfers, cyclists and walkers. Two, one-bedroomed, 
detached cottages within the grounds of Quayside 

and our own quay, providing access to fish and 
secure a small boat (or use ours). Pub dining, river 
cruises, endless coastal walks and cycle routes - 

a Suffolk Coast and Heaths AONB. 

01473 736 724    
www.quaysidecottage.com 

PATTARD, NORTH DEVON COAST

Do you seek luxury accommodation with many 
walks from your doorstep? Pattard is situated  
in an AONB with the South West Coast Path 

situated within two miles. Three Barn  
conversions sleeping two to eight. Central  
heating and woodburner. Pets welcome.  

Good pubs within 10 mins walk. 

01237 441311
www.pattard.co.uk

OWL BARN RETREAT, MID WALES

Offers stunning self-catering accommodation 
set on the edge of the Tanat Valley in glorious 
Mid Wales. We enjoy a stunning rural location 
surrounded by the Berwyn Mountains, rolling  
fields and wildlife. With its beauty changing  
season after season Llanrhaeadr is a special  

place to relax, rewind and reboot.  

01691 780491
www.owlbarnretreat.com

BUSH NOOK GUEST HOUSE, CUMBRIA

A quality B&B which is perfectly situated to 
explore Hadrian’s Wall, the Borders, Allendale 
and the North Pennines. All rooms are ensuite 

and most have open beamed ceilings. 
Quote BNCF2015 for a complimentary bottle 

of wine. 

01697 747194 
www.bushnook.co.uk

CRANFORD HOUSE, CUMBRIA

B&B accommodation that is tasteful, quiet, 
relaxing, and conveniently situated in Keswick 
in the Lake District. Airy breakfast room with 

a welcoming fire and serving Full English/
continental/veggie breakfasts. All double/twin 
rooms are en suite with large, comfortable beds 

and coffee and tea in every room.

017687 71017
www.cranfordhouse.co.uk

BAREND HOLIDAY VILLAGE, SANDYHILLS

Escape to Dumfries & Galloway! Comfortable, 
warm, well equipped lodges, surrounded by 

forest. Wildlife and dark skies from the comfort 
of your balcony. Sandyhills beach is just 400 yards 
walk. Open all year, any day of entry, with 3 day 
minimum. Indoor heated pool, sauna, boules, 

launderette, dog friendly bar, restaurant. 

01387 780663
www.barendholidayvillage.co.uk

10% OFF BOOKINGS

New forest national park 16th century, 
environmentally responsible, award 

winning hotel. Well located  
for exploring the national park.  

Warm welcome. All rooms en-suite. 
Wonderful new forest Breakfast. Pubs 

and restaurants nearby. Great for 
walking, cycling, horse riding.  

www.cottagelodge.co.uk
01590622296

enquiries@cottagelodge.co.uk

COTTAGE LODGE

Cottage Lodge, Sway Road,  
Brockenhurst, Hampshire SO42 7SH
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01239 811564

info@troedyrhiw.com www.troedyrhiw.com

Character stone cottages set in a secluded 

wooded valley on a 13-acre smallholding. 

Idyllic and peaceful location on the  

Cardigan Bay coast. 

01387 740200
www.mcmurdoston.co.uk

McMurdoston House
Holiday Cottages

Auldgirth, Dumfries & Galloway

Two peaceful self-catering cottages, each 
comfortably sleeping 4. Within easy reach of 

several RSPB/WWT reserves, Galloway Forest 
Park and only 10 minutes from Dumfries. 

Havens for wildlife - and visitors too!

BOOK A BREAK 
AT BOATMANS
CHARMING COTTAGE ON THE 
BANKS OF THE RIVER DEBEN

Tel: 01728 746391
www.ownersdirect.co.uk/
accommodation/p8169593 

A riverside getaway set on the 
riverbank with stunning views of the 

river and woodland beyond.

��th Century family 
operated Free House 
with adjacent B&B. 
� mile from the 
Slimbridge Wildfowl 
and Wetlands Trust.

The Tudor Arms

Slimbridge, Gloucester GL2 7BP 

01453 890 306

www.thetudorarms.co.uk

Guided and self-guided walking holidays 
for groups and individuals. Walking in the 
Cotswolds, Exmoor, Somerset and Wiltshire. 
Also Austria and Cyprus in the Spring and 
Winter. No Single Supplement.

Tel: 01761 233807

www.bathwestwalks.com

E: info@bathwestwalks.com

BATH & WEST
COUNTRY WALKS

 01873 830001

www.castlenarrowboats.co.uk

Cruise the Monmouth and Brecon Canal,  

through the Brecon Beacons National Park.

NARROWBOAT

HOLIDAYS

Independent hiking trails along the stunning Jurassic Coast and in 
Dorset’s unspoilt countryside - for serious hikers, leisure walkers 

and families with children. Guided weekend getaways plus 
exclusive Thomas Hardy and Garden Tours visiting a selection of 

Dorset’s beautiful gardens and literary heritage sites.

country@footscape.co.uk    www.footscape.co.uk

01300 341329

Escape to the Dorset countryside with

NEW 2015 
BROCHURE 
AVAILABLE

www.wildernesscottages.co.uk

Quality self-catering properties throughout 
Scotland from rustic appeal to 5 star luxury, 
countryside to seashore.

Whatever your pastime come and 
explore Scotland. 

Short Breaks Available and Pets Welcome.

tel: 01463 719219

NEW 2015
BROCHURE 
AVAILABLE

01874 749912 breconcottages.com

Brecon Beacons Holiday Cottages

Scan to view our video

Farm Stay UK
wake up to the country

Over1200 fully inspected B&B’s, Self-Catering

Cottages, Caravans and Campsites

Meet real country people

Enjoy farmhouse meals with fresh produce

Visit www.farmstay.co.uk or ring 01271 336141 for your FREE guide

Lovely holiday properties sleeping 2 – 6  
on the Northumberland Heritage Coast

www.rosscottages.co.uk

Enjoy a peaceful break in our
spacious, warm 4 and 5 star holiday
cottages in lovely, tranquil
Northumbrian coastal locations.

Or stay in our wonderful Ducket, 
a beautifully restored 18th century
dovecote overlooking Holy Island.

Enjoy a peaceful break in our spacious, 
warm 4 and 5 star holiday cottages in 
coastal locations. We now have 3 cottages 

where guests may bring one dog. 

Or stay in our wonderful Ducket, 
a beautifully restored 18th century 
dovecote overlooking Holy Island.

Enjoy a stay in Popevilla Cottages which 

are centrally located for north and south 

Pembrokeshire. Visit Skomer Island and see 

the puffins, or Ramsey Island and the seals.

Ideal for the nature lover or the walker.

Contact H Cecil 01437 890032

popevillacottages.co.uk
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017687 72335 www.mickledore.co.uk

Walking Holidays
ABTA No. 5967

Take a walk on
the wild side...

• Twenty superb self-guided routes

• Coasts, Mountains, Valleys, Riverbanks

• Hand-picked accommoda�on

• Your luggage transported

or stroll through the countryside...you choose
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For more holiday ideas visit www.countryfile.com/directory
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BARKA PARKA – THE BEST BEAN 
BED AVAILABLE... ANYWHERE!!

To make your dog 
or cat the happiest 
pet on the planet, 

- AND�ƐƚŽƉ�ǁĂƐƟ�ŶŐ�
money on beds 
that don’t last, 
contact us on

+44(0)1458 211040 | 0800 096 2443
enquiries@barkaparka.com

www.barkaparka.com
������W�����������������������Z��������������^��������d����Yh

PROUDLY MADE IN ENGLAND

+44 (0)1296 481 220

www.osmouk.com

Maintains the natural colour whilst blocking the 
greying of the wood

UV-PROTECTION OIL

 > Prolongs wood lifetime

 > Prevents algae and fungal attack

 > Reduces wood swelling and shrinkage

 > Does not flake, crack, peel or blister

 > No sanding for future applications

 > Transparent 425 Oak and 428 Cedar 

finishes now available

£54.50
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For further information on Mammoth Mattresses and to
locate your nearest stockist visit www.mammothmattress.co.uk

Mammoth’s revolutionary Medical Grade Foam™ 
mattresses are not only one of the most 
comfortable mattress ranges in the world, but 
engineered to provide superior pressure relief, 
postural support, temperature regulation and 
circulation.

In scientific testing at Northumbria University’s 
Centre for Sleep Research, led by the world’s first 
Professor of Sleep Science, Prof. Jason Ellis, 
Mammoth’s mattresses are found to improve sleep 
in three key ways:

Sleep onset latency 
how fast people fall asleep.

Sleep quality 
time spent asleep in bed.

Sleep enjoyment  
how sleepers feel the next morning.

The Mammoth range is loved by everyone from 
elite athletes to the elderly. Mammoth boasts 
professional football, rugby and cricket players 
among their customers - not to mention Olympic 
long jump star Greg Rutherford, MBE.

Better Sleep, Better Health 
The Mammoth Performance mattress range is not only really really
comfortable but is clinically proven to improve sleep, 
helping to achieve unrivalled health benefits.

Olympic, World, European 
and Commonwealth Long 
Jump Champion, Greg 
Rutherford “loves” his 
Mammoth.



*See the sleep report exerpt at www.mammothmattress.co.uk

**SATRA independent testing against 50kg memory foam

Fall Asleep 29% Quicker*

VAT Exempt - For those eligible

69% Faster Cooling**

7% More Efficient Sleep*

21% More Enjoyable Sleep*

46% Better Pressure Relief**

To help keep you snoozing soundly and to 
wake up ache and pain free for the next 10 
years, we are giving away a Mammoth Pocket 
2000 mattress to one lucky reader. The 
winner will receive this fabulous mattress in a 
size of their choice (Single to Superking) by 
answering this simple question:

Sleep trials at Northumbria University’s 
Centre for Sleep Research showed that 
Mammoth improved:

a) The speed at which subjects 
 fell asleep

b) The quality of sleep

c) The enjoyment of sleep

d) All of the above

Enter online at 
www.mammothmattress.co.uk/CF
for your chance to win. 
Closing date for entries 30/11/15

5 runners up will receive one of Mammoth’s 
SuperSoft Slim pillows worth £89 each.

Each entrant will receive a £50 voucher valid 
against any Mammoth performance mattress.
Valid until 31st Jan 2016. 

This competition is organised solely by 
Mammoth - for terms and conditions, 
go to www.mammothmattress.co.uk

WIN
A MAMMOTH
POCKET 2000 
to the value of £2099

Join the Mammoth
Sleep Revolution
Test drive a Mammoth

mattress at your local stockist.

Visit www.mammothmattress.co.uk

Click on the retailer finder

and request a free info pack.
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3 easy ways to subscribe

SAVE 41%
£29.99 - 12 issues

SAVE 41%
£29.99 - 12 issues

SAVE 48%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 45%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 45%
£32.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 40%
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SAVE 50%
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tips and exclusive offers. Your information will be handled in accordance with Lonely Planet’s privacy 
policy: lonelyplanet.com/legal/privacy-policy.

on a gift subscription this Christmas

MORE
TITLES 

AVAILABLE 
ONLINE

SAVE 50%
£28.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 46%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 46%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 38%
£28.99 - 12 issues

SAVE 35%
£41.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 42%
£29.99 - 13 issues

SAVE 30%
£45.49 - 13 issues

Call the hotline now on 

0844 844 0390
and quote X15PB

Order a magazine as a gift subscription 
before 15th December and not only will 
you SAVE up to 50% on the price but 
we’ll also send you a FREE Christmas 
card to personalise! 

Take the hassle out of your Christmas shopping

Order online at 

www.buysubscriptions.com/christmas 
and quote X15PB

Complete order form below and send to: 

FREEPOST IMMEDIATE MEDIA
(Please write in block capitals)

Don’t forget ordering 
online is safe and 
secure, choose from 
any of these payment 
options



SECRETS OF THE HUNT

As Autumnwatch returns, we 

ask how Britain’s deadliest  

birds catch their prey 

MAKE YOUR OWN 
CHRISTMAS CARDS

Easy to craft and  

beautiful to look at

CORNWALL OFF�SEASON
Tom Fort migrates south and finds empty beaches and peaceful  

fishing villages, where summer crowds once teemed

Next month

Don’t miss your November issue – on sale 23 October

PERFECT WOOD FIRES

A Norfolk woodsman on  

the art of heating your  

home by burning logs
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�I
’m a born and bred farmer’s son. 

I’ve lived in North Herefordshire 

around our dairy farm all my life. 

My uncle’s got a fruit farm nearby, too. 

So I’ve spent many happy hours on 

our family farms. I love everything about 

farming, all the way through to how we 

eat and drink the wonderful things we 

can produce.

I love presenting Harvest. I get the 

chance to go and meet some seriously 

interesting farmers, talk about what they 

are passionate about and taste what they 

produce. I’ve been all over the UK and it’s 

great to see what’s really out there.

When I took a campervan up to the 

Scottish Highlands last November,  

I saw the most beautiful natural sight. I will 

never forget the view of a loch, covered in 

mist with the sun rising through. It was epic!

 

My fondest memory of the countryside is my 

first experience of harvesting grass for the 

cows, silaging, when I was younger. I remember 

Dad sitting me on his knee on the tractor and I was 

so excited to be sitting on a tractor but I also 

remember the smell of the freshly cut grass. That 

has to be one of the best smells out there.

Apple orchards in blossom is something 

everyone should see. Spring brings an element 

of excitement to every plant and tree. But fruit 

trees full of blossom are particularly beautiful –  

it is also the first sign of the coming fruit. 

Being caught in a hail storm on a walk and not 

having a coat or being near any cover is like being 

shot relentlessly with a paintball gun.

It’s never been more important for the public 

to be aware of food production. Food can be 

produced in so many di�erent ways and it is 

everyone’s job in the food industry to ensure 

clarity to our consumers. The public need to have 

choice and it’s the information that they are given 

that helps them make an informed choice.

There is definitely an urban-rural 

divide. I have friends who love living in 

urban areas due to the convenience of 

everything. They find the countryside  

boring. On the flip side, I have friends who 

live in the countryside who love the 

community feel and the chance to 

escape. There will always be a di�erence 

– because people like di�erent things, 

and variety is the spice of life.

Apart from our excitable dogs, what I 

most enjoy about the countryside is the 

peace and quiet. I love the fact I can open 

my o�ce window and not hear a thing.

I have read every single one of James 

Herriot’s veterinary books over the 

years and, for me, they sum up everything 

that is great about the countryside and 

the people who work in it. 

When I was younger I spent my time building 

dens, dams and tree houses and I loved it. It 

gave me an understanding of getting out there and 

giving things a go. These days, tablets and mobile 

devices make it easy for children to stay indoors. 

But no matter how fun their virtual world is, there’s 

nothing like the messing around outdoors in the 

real world. Kids should do more of it. 

There is absolutely nothing I would change 

about Britain’s countryside. I’ve grown up loving 

everything around me and each time I visit di�erent 

parts of Britain, I want to see even more of it.

Without doubt, my rural hero is my Uncle Rich. 

He farms beef, arable and fruit outside Hereford 

and has been an inspiration all my life. His quest to 

farm, while battling a visual impairment, is truly 

amazing, and made me realise that you can do 

anything if you just put your mind to it.

When it comes to cream or jam first on a scone, 

ALWAYS the jam first – jam is heavy so must be 

spread directly onto the scone. The cream just 

then sits lightly on top of the jam. Demolished 

alongside a good brew – a great combo.

James Manning
m y  c � u � t r y � i � �

The newest presenter on BBC Two’s Harvest talks about his love of farming,  

the joys of being outdoors – and why jam just has to go first on a scone

“There is 

absolutely 

nothing  

I would 

change 

about 

Britain’s 

countryside”

James presents Harvest 

with Philippa Forrester  

and Gregg Wallace on BBC Two  

on 13, 14 and 15 October 2015.P
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Your pack includes 57 real fabric and 21 real leather 

samples, as well as our full range of chairs

Request your FREE fabric card & catalogue today!

Call 01924 507050 
or visit www.hslchairs.com
Quote BF59. Calls answered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

†Orders received before 12pm will be delivered in two working days. Restrictions apply, see in-store or online for details at www.hslchairs.com. 

*All riser-recliners and adjustable beds are VAT-free for eligible customers. 

You can enjoy comfort 24 hours a day, 

delivered to you FREE in just 48 hours!

With a handmade, non-turn multi pocket-sprung mattress and 

beautiful Yeovil headboard, as well a generously-sized drawer at 

its foot, the Wiltshire Electrically Adjustable Single Bed gives 

you style and storage in equal measure. Its easy-to-use remote 

control encourages you to fi nd your most comfortable sleeping 

position, giving relief from aching muscles and joints. 

Visit your nearest HSL store to experience the quality for 

yourself, now available VAT-FREE* with free 48 hour delivery†

Wiltshire Electrically 
Adjustable Single Bed

FREE 48 Hour Delivery† 
your

chair specialists

Soft-Touch Aloe Vera Covers

The removable cover is impregnated with Aloe Vera capsules to 

increase the comfort against your skin. It also has a non-slip base.
Sit up with legs up Lie down with 

legs up
Easy-to-operate 

handset

48 HR
DELIVERY†

FREE

on selected products

Also available with Free 48 Hour Delivery† in up to 4 sizes...

NORTH

Aintree 

L9 5AW  0151 5230614

Blackpool 
FY3 7AT  01253 305098

Bolton 
BL1 2SL  01204 860433

Chester 
CH1 4JE  01244 314620

Dewsbury 

WF13 2DU  01924 464796

Greater Manchester
SK1 2BU  0161 4805281

Guiseley 

LS20 8LZ  0113 8199930 

Hull 
HU6 7PL  01482 236705

Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

NE21 5ST  0191 4140089 

Rotherham 

S66 2TP  01709 546705

Stockton-on-Tees 
TS18 2SP  01642 618433

York
YO30 4WZ  01904 406688

MIDLANDS

Birmingham
B17 8DJ  0121 4296566

Henley-in-Arden 

B95 5BA  01564 795787

Leicester
LE3 2RB  0116 2437432

Lichfi eld  

WS13 6UY  01543 439772

Lincoln 

LN5 8QJ  01522 775805

Newcastle-under-Lyme 

ST5 9ED  01782 631953

Nottingham 

NG9 3JA  0115 9394509

Peterborough 

PE2 7BX  01733 860003

Shrewsbury 

SY1 4NU  01743 211267

LONDON & SOUTH EAST

Caterham-on-the-Hill 
CR3 5PE  01883 332998

Farnborough 
GU14 7PG  01252 856915

Henley-on-Thames 
RG9 1AG  01491 411812

Ipswich 
IP3 8AF  01473 559058

Letchworth 
SG6 1LJ  01462 482310

Maidstone 
ME15 6RG  01622 828458 

Milton Keynes 
MK12 6HS  01908 711290

Norwich 
NR6 6EP  01603 673940

Orpington 
BR6 0JW  01689 867820

Oxford 
OX2 0PB  01865 360002

Rayleigh
SS6 7LF  01702 567357

Romford 
RM11 1PZ  01708 474133

Tolworth 

KT6 7AZ  020 8987 5471

SOUTH COAST

Brighton & Hove 
BN3 7BA  01273 711576

Poole/Bournemouth 
BH12 1DA  01202 765037

St. Leonards-on-Sea 

TN38 0DX  01424 460511

Southampton 
SO30 4FN  01489 787851

WALES & SOUTH WEST

Bath 

BA2 2RX  01225 300273

Bristol 
BS10 6PZ  01179 508253

Cardiff 
CF11 8EF  02920 707287

Cheltenham 
GL51 9RR  01242 578334

Exeter
EX2 8NW  01392 409744

Plymouth 
PL1 3FQ  01752 263683

Swansea OPEN 1st OCT.
SA7 9FB  01792 293118

Truro 
TR4 8HS  01872 487028

SCOTLAND

Aberdeen 
AB24 2BQ  01224 660958 

Bathgate 
EH48 2AG  01506 650579

Glasgow 
G13 2TG  0141 9540290

See our huge range at your local HSL store FREE parking at all stores

Open Mon-Sat  9am-5pm   Sunday  10am-4pm

Please post this coupon for your FREE brochure pack

Name

Address    

 Postcode

Email

Freepost Plus RTKE-LARX-YJSS, HSL (Dept. BF59), 
Unit 1-3, Grange Road Industrial Estate, 
Grange Road, Soothill, Batley WF17 6LN

NO STAMP

REQUIRED

48 HRDELIVERY †

FREE

on selected products

Waltham Dual Motor 
Riser Recliner*

Linton Dual Motor 
Riser Recliner*

Waltham 
2 Seater Sofa

Buckingham 
Comfort Chair

Buckingham 
Comfort Chair

Linton 
2 Seater Sofa

All 48 Hour 
chairs & sofas 
also available 
in Bouclé Cocoa

Free riser recliner home consultation if you’re unable to visit a store 
To book an appointment, simply call 01924 486900, or email home@hslchairs.com

*
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INTERNATIONAL
CHEESE AWARDS
NANTWICH 2015 EST.1897

GOLD AWARD


